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ABSTRACT 
This research focuses on the contribution of magnetic resonance imaging 
(MRI) to understanding recovery and treatment of aphasia in adults who have 
suffered a stroke. There are three parts. Part 1 presents the feasibility of the 
application of an overt, picture-naming, functional MRI (fMRI) paradigm to 
examine neural activity in chronic, nonfluent aphasia (four mild-moderate and 
one severe nonfluentlglobal patient). The advantages and disadvantages of an 
overt, object picture-naming, fMRI block-design paradigm are discussed. An 
overt naming fMRI design has potential as a method to provide insight into 
recovery from adult aphasia including plasticity of the brain after left hemisphere 
stroke and response to treatment. Part 2 uses the overt naming fMRI paradigm to 
examine changes in neural activity (neural plasticity) after a two-week series of 
repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) treatments to improve picture-
v 
naming in chronic nonfluent aphasia. An overview of rTMS and rationale for use 
of rTMS as a clinical treatment for aphasia is provided. Patterns of fMRI 
activation are examined in two patients with chronic nonfluent aphasia following a 
two-week series of 1 Hz rTMS treatments to suppress the right pars triangularis 
portion of the right hemisphere, Broca's homologue. One patient responded well, 
and the other did not. Differences in fMRI activation in response to the rTMS 
treatment for the two patients may be due to differences in the patients' lesion 
sites and extent of damage within each lesion site. Part 3 examines the area of 
the corpus callosum (CC) in 21 chronic nonfluent aphasia patients and 13 age-
equivalent controls using structural MRI. Understanding brain morphology and 
potential atrophy of the CC in chronic stroke patients may shed light on 
alterations in the interhemispheric dynamics after stroke, especially patterns of 
brain reorganization during post-stroke language recovery. A decrease in 
interhemispheric connections has implications for mechanisms of language 
recovery and potential success with specific treatment methods. Future · 
directions of both structural and functional neuroimaging to study language 
recovery in adult aphasia are discussed. 
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CHAPTER 1 
Introduction and Literature Review 
1 
Understanding plasticity of the brain for language recovery and re-
organization poststroke in adults remains incomplete. Debate has continued for 
at least a century regarding the role of the left hemisphere (LH) and the right 
hemisphere (RH) in language recovery. 
Early Observations About Language Recovery 
Early study of language and recovery came from observing patients' behavior 
and deficits. In an early approach known as the lesion-deficit approach, the 
damaged region was identified postmortem and then associated with the 
presented behaviors and deficits. In 1861, Paul Broca observed that the posterior 
part of the 3rd frontal convolution of the L frontal lobe was implicated in speech 
production. In 1865, he further associated language disorders in general with 
damage in the LH of the brain (Broca, 1865; Broca, 2011, translation; Berker, 
Berker, & Smith, 1986). In 1874, Carl Wernicke observed that lesions in the 
temporal lobe were associated with an auditory language comprehension deficit. 
Early behavioral observations also provided information that the RH has 
some involvement in language recovery. In 1877, a British physician, Thomas 
Barlow, conducted a study of a 1 0-year old boy with aphasia due to stroke. The 
boy lost speech after a LH stroke in the L posterior Broca's area, pars opercularis 
(POp) and ventral premotor cortex [as diagrammed in Figure 1, p104, by Barlow 
(1877)}. However, the boy then regained some speech within about 10 days. 
Approximately 4 weeks later, he had a second stroke located in the RH 
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homologous frontal region. He lost all speech again, including muscular speech 
ability. He died two months later. The results of this post-mortem case study 
have been cited over the years as an indication of the role of the RH in language 
recovery. However, there is debate over exact medical history and the exact 
location and size of his lesion (Finger, Buckner, & Buckingham, 2003 and Hellal 
& Lorch, 2007). In 1885, Gowers also theorized that the RH structures 
homologous to damaged LH structures were capable of 'taking over' previous LH 
functions . 
Additional evidence for the possible role of the RH in language recovery came 
from Wada testing (injection of sodium amobarbital into either the L and/or R 
carotid artery in order to anesthetize one hemisphere). In 1971 three patients 
underwent Wada testing and were asked to perform speech output tasks, aimed 
at their ability level (spontaneous speech, repetition of words and digits, or object 
naming). Kinsbourne (1971) observed in two individuals (one with Broca's 
aphasia and one with conduction aphasia) that during Wada testing (in the RH), 
language was temporarily affected. Both of these patients lost control over 
musculature for speech. When the LH was injected , the Broca's aphasia patient 
remained able to respond verbally, but began perservation of his own name; the 
conduction aphasia patient remained able to repeat single digits and his 'speech 
was not substantially modified'; the third, a global aphasia patient, did not receive 
RH injection, however there was no change in his object naming after LH 
injection. The worsening of language in two patients after injection of sodium 
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amobarbital into the RH suggested that the RH regions had partially 
compensated for the damaged LH regions. Basso, Garde IIi, Grassi, & Mariotti 
(1989) also reported that patients who had aphasia resulting from LH damage 
showed worse language behavior at testing after a second RH lesion. 
Functional Neuroimaging And Language Recovery 
The introduction of functional neuroimaging methods including Single Photon 
Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT), Positron Emission Tomography 
(PET) and then functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) (early 1990's) 
have contributed to the understanding of language re-organization; these 
methods continue to provide new insights (Price & Crinion, 2005; Thompson, 
2000). One of the earliest functional neuroimaging studies used xenon 133 in 
order to examine regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) during word comprehension 
at three months and five to twelve months into recovery. Knopman et al. (1984) 
observed that participation of each hemisphere in language recovery likely 
depends on several factors including site of lesion, aphasia severity and time 
post-onset. At three months poststroke, patients with left inferior frontal gyrus (L 
IFG) lesions had increased RH activation, but at five to twelve months 
poststroke, the patients with good recovery had additional activation in LH 
temporoparietal regions. Those with poor recovery at five to twelve months had 
continued increased right inferior frontal gyrus (R IFG) activation compared to 
three months poststroke. 
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Contribution Of The Left Hemisphere 
A variety of other functional neuroimaging studies with aphasia patients have 
observed that the LH perilesional and remaining LH language areas are 
important for better/best recovery. These include mostly cross-sectional studies 
using PET and fMRI. (Belin et al., 1996; Blank, Bird, Turkheimer, & Wise, 2003; 
Gao, Vikingstad, George, Johnson, & Welch, 1999; Heiss, Kessler, Thiel, 
Ghaemi, & Karbe, 1999; Karbe, Thiel, Weber-Luxenberger et al., 1998; Perani et 
al., 2003; Rosen, 2000; Warburton , Price, Swinburn, & Wise, 1999; Zahn et al., 
2004). See Appendix, Table 1. 
Belin et al. (1996) utilized PET to examine changes in activation when 
patients who were trained to use melodic intonation therapy (MIT; Albert, Sparks, 
& Helm, 1973) utilized MIT to repeat words compared to when they repeated 
words not using this strategy. When MIT was used to perform the bi-syllabic word 
repetition task, patients showed an increase in LH Broca's area, along with a 
decrease in RH activation. The authors concluded that RH patterns of activation 
may be associated with impaired (although partially recovered language 
performance), and that increased RH activation may be a marker of maladaptive 
plasticity. 
Heiss et al. (1999) utilized PET to study recovery at 8 weeks after stroke. 
They observed that the RH contributes to some extent, if the more important LH 
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areas are destroyed. However, complete (or almost complete) recovery will only 
be achieved if the L temporal areas including superior temporal gyrus (STG) 
Brodmann's area (BA) 22 and the L planum temporale are preserved and can be 
integrated into a re-organized system of language. They suggest that complete 
destruction of the LH posterior STG may prevent complete recovery of 
comprehension and is associated with persistent impairments of repetition, and 
naming . 
Rosen et al. (2000) utilized both PET and fMRI to study recovery from 
aphasia after L IFG damage. A word stem completion task was used during PET 
scanning; and a covert word stem completion task was used during the fMRI 
session. They concluded that L IFG plays a role in lexical or phonological 
retrieval, likely by suppression of alternative responses. They observed RH 
recruitment after damage, which may have been due to loss of mechanisms that 
normally regulate (suppress) the level of RH activation. A loss of active inhibition 
or competitive interaction from the L IFG, and increase in RH activity was 
interpreted to be an inefficient or 'dead-end' strategy (Rosen et al., 2000). 
Naeser et al. (2004) used dynamic susceptibility (DSC) fMRI to study 
recovery of language in chronic nonfluent aphasia. DSC-fMRI requires an 
injection of a contrast agent, Gadolinium, to examine relative cerebral blood 
volume (rCBV). They examined elicited, overt story telling/picture description. 
Compared to controls, nonfluent patients demonstrated greater rCBV in the R 
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supplementary motor area (SMA) compared to the L SMA during elicited 
propositional speech. Additionally, patients had greater RH activation in 
homologous perisylvian regions. Consistent with Rosen et al. (2000), Naeser et 
al. (2004) interpreted this pattern as potentially maladaptive, since patients had 
limited, but not fully recovered speech output. 
Contribution Of The Right Hemisphere 
Other neuroimaging studies with aphasia patients have observed activation of 
homologous RH regions after stroke and some language recovery, likely 
reflecting some ability of the RH for compensation (Blasi et al., 2002; Buckner, 
Corbetta, Schatz, Raichle, & Petersen, 1996; Mimura et al., 1998; Musso et al., 
1999; Sharp, Scott, & Wise, 2004; Thulborn, Carpenter, & Just, 1999; Weiller, et 
al., 1995). See Appendix, Table 2. These studies are congruent with early 
observations that the RH may have some language capability that is then utilized 
for recovery (Barlow, 1877; Gowers, 1885; Kinsbourne, 1971 ). 
Weiller et al. (1995) utilized PET to examine language in six recovered 
Wernicke's patients and six healthy normal controls during silent repetition of 
pseudowords and verb generation. Their patients had activation in R superior 
temporal gyrus, inferior premotor cortex, and lateral prefrontal regions, but also 
some bilateral recruitment was observed in frontal regions. However, the RH 
regions active in patients were also weakly activated in the controls . They 
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suggest that recovery in Wernicke's aphasia cases may include a contribution 
from activation within a bilateral network for language. 
Papanicolaou, Moore, Deutsch , Levin, & Eisenberg (1988) used cortical 
evoked potentials (EP) to examine the time course of language recovery in 
chronic aphasia. Results from this EP study which utilized an auditory dichotic 
listening task, also support the view that the RH participates in re-organization of 
brain function . In two patients with aphasia, Thulborn et al. (1999) found an 
immediate shift in the acute stage (within days) to RH activation, and a continued 
increase in RH activity over time, corresponding to visual sentence 
comprehension improvement. 
Functional Neuroimaging Before And After Therapy 
Only a few studies have examined plasticity (functional brain activation 
changes) before and after therapy. Some studies observed new LH activation to 
be associated with improvement after therapy (Cornelissen et al., 2003; Leger et 
al., 2002; Small, Flores, & Noll, 1998), and some studies observed increased RH 
activation to be associated with language improvement after therapy (Peck et al., 
2004). See Appendix, Table 3. 
Factors Affecting Language Recovery 
Factors such as lesion site (cortical and subcortical lesions, posterior or 
anterior lesions); lesion size; time post-stroke onset when examined (acute, 
subacute, or chronic) ; aphasia type; aphasia severity; imaging and baseline 
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tasks; handedness; and the number of participants (small group studies or case 
studies) all may have contributed to the different results observed in various 
studies offunctional imaging in aphasia recovery (Cao et al., 1999; Cappa & 
Vallar, 1992; Gold & Kertesz, 2000; Hillis, 2002; Hillis et al., 2004; Price & 
Crinion, 2005; Thompson , 2000; Thompson & den Ouden, 2008): Most imaging 
studies have been completed in the chronic stage poststroke because of the 
unknown contribution and rate of spontaneous recovery, due to various 
mechanisms including resolution of diaschisis, recovery of membrane function, 
rapid organization of structure/function relationships , and reperfusion of crucial 
language areas (Hillis, 2007, review) that can occur during the acute and 
subacute stages. 
Early structural imaging (CT) studies showed that lesion site is important 
when examining language recovery. Naeser, Palumbo, Helm-Estabrooks, 
Stiassny-Eder, & Albert (1989) found a relationship between CT scan lesion sites 
and severity of speech output. In nonfluent aphasia the combined extent of lesion 
in two white matter (WM) pathways was able to predict recovery of speech 
output: 1) lesion in WM pathways adjacent to the left frontal horn , in the medial 
subcallosal fasciculus (MScF) located deep to Broca's area; plus 2) lesion in WM 
pathways adjacent to the L body of the lateral ventricle, in periventricular white 
matter (PVWM) located deep to sensorimotor cortex for the mouth (Naeser et al., 
1989). The amount of lesion in Wernicke's area has also been shown to predict 
those who would have good recovery of auditory comprehension in Wernicke's 
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aphasia (Naeser, Helm-Estabrooks, Haas, Auerbach, & Srinivasan, 1987; 
Naeser & Palumbo, 1994, review). Goldenberg & Spatt (1994) also observed in 
18 patients, with and without lesions that affected the temporo-basal region, a 
similar amount of spontaneous recovery of auditory comprehension occurred, as 
measured on the Aachen Aphasia Test. However, those with temporo-basal 
lesions showed less improvement during therapy and less total recovery of 
auditory comprehension. They suggest that it is possible temporo-basal lesions 
cause a disconnection between the hippocampal region and perisylvian language 
areas that hinders explicit learning of linguistic and compensatory strategies. 
More recently, Parkinson, Raymer, Chang, Fitzgerald, & Crosson (2009) 
examined the relationship between degree of lesion in various cortical and 
subcortical locations and improvement after treatment. Patients with larger 
anterior cortical lesions had better naming performance, pre- and post-
treatment. Larger, anterior (frontal) cortical lesions may reduce 'noise' within a 
functional system, allowing more efficient re-organization to occur. This is 
consistent with other studies by Kim, Ko, Parrish, & Kim (2002) and Crosson et 
al. (2005) that suggest patients with anterior lesions and intact basal ganglia are 
able to suppress competing actions (left frontal activity), allowing functional re-
organization to the right hemisphere. Controlling for anterior lesion, greater 
subcortical, basal ganglia lesion was correlated with poorer naming performance 
pre-treatment and less improvement post-treatment. 
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Voxel-based lesion symptom mapping (VSLM) is another approach to 
exploring the effect of lesion location and lesion size on language impairment 
(Bates, 2003; Borovsky, Saygin, Bates, & Dronkers, 2007; Fridriksson, Bonilha, 
Baker, Moser, & Rarden, 201 0). Statistical relationships can be examined 
between language behaviors and damage in any voxel of the brain. This method 
may suggest which lesioned region (of greatest overlap among the group) is 
contributing to specific language impairments. 
March ina et al. (2011) utilized diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) and structural 
imaging, to quantitatively examine lesion load in three white matter tracts in 30 
chronic aphasia patients. Lesion load in the arcuate fasciculus, but not extreme 
capsule or uncinate fasciculus, significantly predicted rate, informativeness, and 
overall efficiency (CIUs/min) of speech production in 30 chronic aphasia patients. 
Overall lesion size was not a significant predictor of speech production after 
stroke. 
Functional neuroimaging studies examining language recovery have 
supported the structural imaging studies. Site of lesion has been found to be 
important when examining the role of the LH or RH in recovery (Abo et al., 2004; 
Crosson et al., 2005; Gold & Kertesz, 2000; Kim et al., 2002; Rosen et al., 2000). 
Xu et al. (2004) found that RH activation is specific to LH lesion sites and did not 
observe increased RH frontal activation with LH temporal lesions. Blank et al. 
(2003) observed that patients with lesion in L pars opercularis (POp) showed an 
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increase in activation in R POp during speech production. Those without lesion in 
L POp did not show this increase, and normal controls also did not show activity 
in this region. 
Methodological Issues And Functional Neuroimaging Of Language 
Recovery 
Although a number of functional imaging studies have been completed, 
further study and refinement of methods is needed. Additional variability in 
functional neuroimaging originates from various methodological issues. The 
differences between language tasks utilized may contribute to the different 
results observed. The following aspects of language recovery in aphasia have 
been studied: naming and speech production; verbal fluency; repetition; sentence 
completion; sentence comprehension; lexical decision-making and reading. 
Additionally, the tasks have relied on different modalities (visual, auditory or 
motor) for presentation and response. Price (1999) concluded that choice of 
baseline tasks and patients' ability to complete the task may also be critical for 
functional MRI studies. Fridriksson & Morrow (2005) observed an effect of task 
difficulty on changes in activation in controls and aphasia patients and suggest it 
is important to account for task difficulty in treatment studies. 
Methodological Issues In Speech Production 
Major areas examined within language recovery are speech production and 
language comprehension. In regards to fMRI, methodological issues affect 
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studies of speech production, in particular, due to issues of motion and artifact 
from speaking in the scanner. Speech tasks often use covert or silent speech 
output, to avoid such issues. However, in patients with aphasia there is a need to 
study overt speech in order to monitor behavioral response. Thus, the purpose of 
the first study within this dissertation (Chapter 2) was: 1) to develop a functional 
imaging paradigm for use with nonfluent aphasia patients, whose main difficulty 
is speech production (poor articulation and grammar, with slow, effortful speech); 
and 2) to show the feasibility of the design and utilize the paradigm to examine 
speech production in a group of aphasia patients. If feasible, this design would 
enable further application of this overt speech fMRI methodology to understand 
recovery of naming and speech output, including changes observed before and 
after specific treatment programs. 
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Abstract 
The purpose of this study was to develop a functional MRI method to examine 
overt speech in stroke patients with aphasia. An fMRI block design for overt 
picture naming was utilized which took advantage of the hemodynamic response 
delay where increased blood flow remains for 4-8 seconds after the task (Friston, 
Jezzard & Turner, 1994). This allowed task-related information to be obtained 
after the task, minimizing motion artifact from overt speech (Birn, Cox & 
Bandettini, 2004; Birn, Bandettini, Cox & Shaker, 1999; Eden, Joseph, Brown, 
Brown & Zeffiro, 1999). Five chronic aphasia patients participated (4 mild-
moderate and 1 severe nonfluentlglobal). The four mild-moderate patients, who 
correctly named 88-100% of the pictures during fMRI, had a greater number of 
suprathreshold voxels in L supplementary motor area (SMA) than R SMA 
{p<.07). Three of these four mild-moderate patients showed activation in R BA 45 
and/or 44; along with L temporal and/or parietal regions. The severe patient, who 
named no pictures, activated almost twice as many voxels in R SMA than L 
SMA. He also showed activation in R BA 44, but had remarkably extensive L and 
R temporal activation. His poor naming and widespread temporal activation may 
reflect poor modulation of the bi-hemispheric neural network for naming. Results 
indicate that this fMRI block design utilizing hemodynamic response delay can be 
used to study overt naming in aphasia patients, including those with mild-
moderate or severe aphasia. This method permitted verification that the patients 
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were cooperating with the task during fMRI. It has application for future fMRI 
studies of overt speech in aphasia. 
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Introduction 
Despite a number of functional neuroimaging studies that have examined 
language, our understanding of language recovery poststroke is incomplete. 
Debate continues as to whether the left hemisphere (LH), right hemisphere (RH) 
or both play a role. Some studies have suggested that the RH is important in 
language recovery after stroke (Peck et al., 2004; Thulborn et al., 1999). Others 
have posited, however, that RH activity may be 'maladaptive' or 'an inefficient 
dead-end strategy' (Belin et al., 1996; Naeser et al., 2004; Rosen et al., 2000). 
Some studies have suggested that the LH perilesional areas are of greater 
significance in recovery (Demeurisse & Capon, 1987; Heiss et al., 1999; Perani 
et al., 2003; Warburton et al., 1999). Others have suggested that the LH, RH or 
both may be recruited in recovery (Gold & Kertesz, 2000; Thompson, 2000). 
Salmelin, Harl, Lounasmaa & Sams (1994) used MEG to study picture 
naming in normals. Language processing was observed to advance sequentially 
from the posterior visual (occipital) to language (temporal), and finally to 
vocalization (premotor, frontal) areas. Left-sided activation was present earlier 
and was stronger than right-sided activation, although both hemispheres were 
involved. 
PET studies have also suggested that naming in normals involves a 
distributed neural network. Damasio, Grabowski, Tranel, Hichwa & Damasio 
(1996) and Damasio, Tranel; Grabowski, Adolphs & Damasio (2004), for 
example, have observed specific regions to be relatively more activated during 
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picture naming for specific categories- i.e., L temporal pole (people); L middle 
infero-temporal and bilateral mesial occipital (animals); and L posterior, infero-
temporal and supramarginal gyrus (tools). Martin, Wiggs, Ungerleider & Haxby 
(1996) also observed separate areas to be associated with naming of animals 
versus tools. Murtha, Chertkow, Beauregard & Evans (1999) have observed 
animal naming to be associated with L and R Brodmann areas (BA) 18, 19 and 
37; L BA 21, 38, 22, 24, 32, 4, insula, thalamus and R BA 22, 42. 
Early functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies used only covert 
or silent paradigms to investigate speech in normals (Rueckert et al., 1994; 
Shaywitz et al., 1994). Moore & Price (1999) used covert fMRI with normals, 
while naming pictures of objects. Activation was observed in L anterior medial 
fusiform, posterior fusiform, lateral posterior, inferior temporal and posterior 
occipita-temporal areas. 
Recent fMRI experiments have studied overt speech across a variety of 
language tasks in normals (Abrahams et al., 2003; Barch et al., 1999; 
Bookheimer, Zeffiro, Blaxton, Gaillard, & Theordore, 1995; Burton, Noll & Small, 
2001; Palmer et al., 2001; Price, Warburton, Moore, Frackowiak & Friston, 2001). 
A number of these functional imaging paradigms utilized sparse temporal 
sampling, clustered volume acquisition and behavior interleaved gradients or 
similar techniques that allow for stimulus presentation and response generation 
during a period of silence, between image acquisitions (Edmister, Talavage, 
Ledden & Weisskoff, 1999; Eden et al., 1999; Elliott, Bowtell, & Morris, 1999; Hall 
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et al., 1999). These investigators have shown that it is possible to overcome 
problems associated with overt speech while in the scanner including 1) 
increases in head movement artifact due to speaking; 2) artifacts from 
articulation-related movements of the jaw and tongue which result from volume 
changes in the sinus cavities during speaking and 3) scanner noise which makes 
hearing and recording responses difficult. Huang, Carr & Cao (2002) used event-
related fMRI to investigate naming of letters and animals in normals with both 
silent and overt speech. In this study regions activated during silent and overt 
speech included: SMA, lateral premotor area, anterior and posterior cingulate, 
supramarginal gyrus, angular gyrus, superior parietal lobule, posterior superior 
temporal gyrus, middle temporal gyrus, insula and occipital lobe. 
There is still a need however, to utilize fMRI paradigms to examine overt 
speech in aphasia patients. It is necessary to utilize overt speech paradigms with 
aphasia patients to verify that they are cooperating with the task and to what 
level, which covert speech studies do not permit. Head movement artifact due to 
speaking aloud has been one complication, particularly within a patient 
population. Training is especially important with these patients to avoid excessive 
head movement and to get them into set to perform the task. Additionally, 
examining overt speech in nonfluent aphasia patients can be difficult due to their 
hesitant, poorly articulated, agrammatic speech. Their poor articulation can make 
responses difficult to transcribe. Distortions in the fMRI data, particularly around 
the lesion, and the ventricles can also be an issue when studying stroke patients. 
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The purpose of this study was twofold: 1) to develop an fMRI method to 
examine overt speech in stroke patients with aphasia and 2) to apply this method 
across a spectrum of aphasia patients (mild to severe). An fMRI block design for 
overt picture naming was utilized and found suitable for use with aphasia patients 
for the following reasons: 1) it permitted use of the temporal dynamics of the 
hemodynamic response delay where increased blood flow remains4 to 8 s after 
the response (Friston et al., 1994). This technique is similar to the techniques of 
sparse temporal sampling and clustered volume acquisition. It allows task-related 
information to be obtained after the task, during the silent period of no speech, 
minimizing motion artifact from overt speech (Eden et al. , 1999; Birn et al. , 1999; 
2004); 2) A block design permitted examination of overt speech in the aphasia 
patients despite the false-starts and hesitations present in their speech. An 
event-related paradigm may allow analysis of overt speech responses in greater 
depth; however, the variation in timing of response output in aphasia patients is 
great because of their false starts and many hesitations. 
A region of interest (ROI) method of analysis was chosen. The following a 
priori cortical ROis based on previous functional neuroimaging studies with 
naming (reviewed above) were investigated in both the LH and RH: SMA; BA 24 
(anterior cingulate); prefrontal, BA 45 and 44; premotor, BA 6; motor, 4; temporal, 
BA 22, 21, 37, and 20; parietal , BA 40 and 39; and BA 13 (insula). 
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Methods 
Participants 
Participants included five chronic aphasia patients: two anomie/recovered 
Broca's, one anomie, one mild-moderate nonfluent and one severe nonfluent 
(See Table 2.1 for patient demographics and language test scores). All patients 
had a single left middle cerebral artery stroke and they were studied 1-10 years 
poststroke. Their language was evaluated with the Boston Diagnostic Aphasia 
Exam (BDAE) 3rd Edition (Goodglass, Kaplan & Baressi, 2001). The milder 
patients (P1-P3) had some recovery of speech with longer phrase lengths (6-7 
words); however, word-finding difficulties and hesitations in spontaneous speech 
still remained. The severe patient had only a 1-word phrase length; therefore, 
language testing for this patient was completed with the Boston Assessment of 
Severe Aphasia (BASA) (Helm-Estabrooks, Ramsberger, Morgan & Nicholas, 
1 989). Only patient P4 had a right-sided paralysis. Figure 2.1 shows a structural 
MRI scan for each patient. Signed informed consent was obtained, and the 
Institutional Review Board at the VA Boston Healtlicare System approved the 
study. 
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Figure 2.1. T1-weighted structural MRI scans for each chronic aphasia patient (P1-P5), showing L 
hemisphere lesion (axial and lateral view) . The L lateral view is reconstructed from the 30 SPGR 
MRI scan. P2, a mild patient and P5, the most severe, each had subcortical lesion only . P5 had 
extensive lesion in the two white matter areas near ventricle, compatible with severe nonfluent 
speech (Naeser et al., 1989): 1) the medial subcallosal fasciculus, deep to Broca's area adjacent 
to the L frontal horn (vertical arrow); plus 2) the periventricular white matter, deep to sensorimotor 
cortex, adjacent to the L body of the lateral ventricle (horizontal arrow). Patients P1-P4 had 
smaller lesion in one or both of these white matter areas. 
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Acquisition Parameters For fMRI 
Functional , T2*-weighted gradient echo, echo-planar images were acquired in 
the axial plane parallel to the anterior commissure and posterior commissure line, 
using a 1.5T GE Signa scanner at the Brain Imaging Center, Mclean Hospital, 
Belmont, MA. Functional runs began with a set of 4 dummy scans to establish 
longitudinal magnetization. Two functional runs were acquired, each with 104 
images per slice, 30 contiguous 5 mm slices, TE=14 ms, TR=3 s, FOV=24x24 
em, 64x64 matrix and an in-plane resolution of 3. 75 mm. These parameters 
enabled coverage of the whole brain. Matched T1-weighted axial images were 
also acquired. A 3D spoiled gradient echo (SPGR) high resolution anatomical 
scan was also acquired , TR=35 ms, TE=5 ms, FOV=24x24 em, 256x256 matrix 
and an in-plane resolution of 0.94 mm with contiguous 1.5 mm slice thickness. 
Stimuli 
The design consisted of two alternating conditions: silently viewing patterns 
(control condition) and overt picture naming. The control condition consisted of 
six different black and white checkerboard patterns presented in random order, 
which the participants passively viewed . Pictures presented in the overt picture 
naming cond ition were from the Snodgrass & Vanderwart (1980) database of 
black and white line drawings (120 most frequent), 30 different pictures per run. 
Most words were monosyllabic and presentation was pseudo-randomized so that 
no two consecutive stimuli began with the same phoneme or belonged to the 
same semantic category (bow, church, tree). Each picture or pattern was 
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presented for approximately 5 s and was preceded by a 120 ms beep and a 1 s 
fixation dot for a total trial time of 6 s. 
Stimuli were projected onto a backlit screen and each participant viewed them 
through a mirror located over the head in the scanner. Subjects wore 
headphones with a microphone that transmitted the verbal responses to a 
speaker in the MRI control room. Overt responses were transcribed at the time of 
scanning, and simultaneously tape-recorded. 1 In addition to foam padding around 
the head, adhesive tape was placed across the forehead and chin to further 
reduce head movement; this slightly restricted lower jaw movement. Prior to 
participation, subjects were trained on the task outside the scanner on an iMac 
G4 for up to 3 visits. 
fMRI Experimental Design 
A block design was utilized that consisted of two alternating conditions: a 
control (pattern) condition and an overt picture naming condition. There were two 
runs of 104 image volumes, which lasted 5 mins 12 s each. There was a short 
break between runs. In each run there were 10 epochs of each condition (control 
and overt naming), for a total of 20 epochs of each condition. At the beginning of 
each run there was an additional epoch of the control condition that was not 
included in the statistical analysis. The control epochs were 12 s each (4 image 
volumes), consisting of two patterns presented for approximately 6 s each. The 
1 Currently, participants wear a noise-reduction acoustical microphone and 
headset (FOMRI; Phone-Or Ltd., Or Yehuda, Israel) where the verbal responses 
are transmitted to a laptop computer, with sound filtering software. 
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naming epochs were 18 s each (6 image volumes), consisting of three pictures 
presented for approximately 6 s each. See Figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.2. Schematic showing block design utilizing hemodynamic response 
delay for overt naming fMRI (TR=3). 
Data Analysis 
Analyses were completed using SPM99 (Wellcome Department of Cognitive 
Neurology, London, UK). Images were motion-corrected using a rigid body 6-
parameter realignment algorithm using the first image after the dummy scans as 
a reference. The mean realigned image was co-registered to the 30 SPGR scan 
using mutual co-registration information. The resulting co-registration parameters 
were applied to all time series scans. The 30 SPGR anatomical scan was 
spatially normalized to the MNI T1 template image. The resulting spatial 
transformation parameters were then applied to the EPI time series. The spatially 
normalized EPI time series images were smoothed with a 6mm FWHM Gaussian 
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filter. The size of the voxelsafter normalization was 2x2x2 mm3. 
The fMRI data were considered acceptable if the amount of motion after 
correction was within a range of less than 0.5 mm in any direction across a run of · 
1 04 images. Data outside this range of motion were removed from analysis if this 
occurred towards the beginning or end of a run. This occurred for example, with 
patient P4, where 2 epochs of each condition were discarded from her first run, 
resulting in 36 image volumes each, for the hemodynamic delay naming (hdN) 
and pattern conditions. 
Images were modeled using a box-car reference function for a block design. 
The block design allowed us to take advantage of the hemodynamic response 
delay where increased blood flow remains present 4 to 8 s after the response 
(Barch et al., 1999; Birn et al., 1999; 2004; Eden et al., 1999; Friston et al., 
1994). Images collected during the overt naming period, where motion from 
speaking occurs, were ignored in the statistical analysis. As depicted in Figure 
2.2, at the beginning of each silent 12 s pattern epoch, there continued to be 
approximately 6 s of hemodynamic response from overt naming (hdN). The first 6 
s of the pattern condition could then be compared to the last 6 s of the pattern 
condition. At-contrast of overt naming (hdN) compared to pattern determined 
task-related functional activation. 
Analysis was completed using different methods within SPM99. The initial 
and main approach to the analysis was an ROI method of analysis. However, a 
whole brain analysis method was also utilized. A threshold, for signal amplitude, 
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p<0.01, uncorrected was initially entered into the SPM analysis. Data were not 
grouped or averaged across patients due to their unique lesion patterns and the 
possibility of distortions of the data from the lesions. 
Analysis was then completed by investigating the extent of activation within a 
priori ROis using a toolbox within SPM99 (WFU PickAtlas, v1.02, Maldjian, 
Laurienti, Burdette & Kraft, 2003). This toolbox provided an atlas-based method 
of generating ROis. Several atlases are available within the toolbox from which to 
create ROI masks. The analysis used the Brodmann area (cytoarchitectonic) 
atlas within WFU PickAtlas toolbox to define all ROis with the exception of the 
SMA. The SMA was defined using the automated anatomical labeling atlas (aal) 
provided in this toolbox, which utilizes an anatomical parcellation of the MNI MRI 
single-subject brain, and sulcal boundaries to define each anatomical volume of 
interest (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al. , 2002). 
The following a priori cortical ROis based on previous functional 
neuroimaging studies with naming were investigated in both the LH and RH: 
SMA (aal atlas); BA 24 (anterior cingulate) ; prefrontal, BA 45 and 44; premotor, 
BA 6; motor, 4; temporal, BA 22, 21, 37, and 20; parietal, BA 40 and 39; and BA 
13 (insula) (latter 12 ROis, Brodmann atlas). 
A small volume correction , based on the size of each ROI was computed 
within the WFU PickAtlas toolbox. (See Table 2.2 for· number of suprathreshold 
voxels within each ROI for each patient and the associated p-values after small 
volume correction). 
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A second analysis (whole brain method) was also completed [p<.05, 
corrected at the cluster level using Family-Wise Error (FWE)] (Worsely et al., 
1996). Statistical t-maps showing functional activation at the corrected level for 
the whole brain and showing functional activation (small volume corrected) for 
the ROI analysis were superimposed on the anatomic images using MRicro 
software. 
Results 
Behavioral Results 
Accuracy in naming the 60 pictures during fMRI was 88-100%, for patients 
P1-P4. See Table 2.1. The severe nonfluent patient P5 did not correctly name 
any pictures. Typical output for this severe patient was 'yeah, yeah, yep, yep, 
yup, yeah'. All patients made an effort to name the pictures aloud, and they 
performed the task as instructed to the best of their ability. 
Functional MRI Results 
The numbers of suprathreshold voxels activated within the a priori ROis in the 
LH and RH are listed in Table 2.2 (including p-levels after small volume 
correction), and are presented in bar graph form in Figure 2.3, for each patient. 
Figure 2.3 also shows cortical areas of activation on each patient's reconstructed 
30 SPGR image. The medial views show results of the a priori ROI analysis for 
the L SMA and the R SMA, only (small volume corrected; see Table 2.2 for p-
values). The lateral and posterior views show results for significant activation in 
other areas [p<.05, corrected at the cluster level (FWE)] (Worsley et al., 1996). 
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Although there were trends towards similar activation patterns across the 
aphasia patients (see Summary of ROis Activated below), there were exceptions, 
and each patient showed a unique pattern of activation. 
Summary of ROis Activated 
Patients P1-P4 each had a greater number of suprathreshold voxels in L SMA 
than R SMA. These patients correctly named 88-100% of the pictures. T-tests 
comparing the number of suprathreshold voxels in L SMA versus R SMA for 
these 4 patients showed a trend towards a significantly greater number in the L 
SMA (t=2.79, df=3, p=.07). The severe nonfluent patient P5, however, had the 
reverse, demonstrating almost twice as many suprathreshold voxels in R SMA 
than L SMA. 
In frontal regions, only patient P2, had suprathreshold voxels in R BA 45 (R 
pars triangularis, anterior portion of R Broca's homologue). All but one patient, 
P3, had suprathreshold voxels in R BA 44 (R pars opercularis, posterior portion 
of R Broca's homologue). Only P2 had suprathreshold voxels in L BA 44 (par 
opercularis, L Broca's area). All patients, except for P4, had suprathreshold 
voxels in L and R BA premotor 6; P4 had suprathreshold voxels in R BA 
premotor 6, only. Three patients had bilateral activation in BA 4 (P2, P3, P5); P4 
had activation in R BA 4. 
Activation in L temporal and/or parietal structures was associated with the 
best three naming scores (P1-P3). For example, P1 (100% correct) activated L 
BA 21, 37 and 39; P2 (98.3%) activated L BA 40; and P3 (96.3%) activated L BA 
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37. Note, P1 activated both L temporal and parietal regions; P2, only L parietal; 
and P3 only L temporal. Patient P4 (88.3%) had only R temporal activation (BA 
22 and 20), and no parietal activation. 
Patient P5, the severe nonfluent patient, demonstrated extensive bilateral 
temporal activation (L, 411 voxels and R, 331 ); this high number of 
suprathreshold voxels was not seen in the other patients, who all had much 
better performance in naming. For example, the second highest total number of 
suprathreshold temporo-parietal voxels in the mild-moderate patients was P1 (L, 
259 voxels; R, 198). 
Patient P5 also showed extensive bilateral activation in BA 24 (anterior 
cingulate), greater than that observed in any of the other patients (L, 206 voxels; 
and R, 21 0). Patient P2 activated the second highest number of voxels in this 
region (L, 38 voxels). No activation of Lor R BA 13 (insula) was found in any of 
the patients. 
A secondary whole brain method of analysis showed that some 
occipital/visual regions outside those investigated in the ROI analysis were 
significantly activated in each patient (See Figure 3, lateral and posterior views). 
However, there was no consistent pattern or region activated across the patients. 
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Table 2.2. Number of suprathreshold voxels (WFU PickAtlas) within each LH and RH a priori ROI 
for each aphasia patient during overt naming fMRI. See below for p-levels. 
P1 P2 P3 P4 PS 
Percent 
Correctly 
Named 
Pictures 100 98.3 96.3 88.3 0 
Region of 
Interest L R L R L R L R L R 
SMA 281 *** 231*** 97** 85** 167*** 111 *** 86** 73** 176****333**** 
BA24, 
Ant. Cing. NS NS 38* NS NS NS NS NS 206*** 210*** 
Prefrontal Small, Small , 
Partial Partial 
Lesion Lesion 
BA45 NS NS NS 47* 0 0 0 NS NS NS 
Lesion, 
Almost Lowest 
Total Some Opercular 
Lesion Lesion Portion 
BA44 0 100** 46** 101 *** 0 NS 0 95**** NS 45** 
PreMotor Lesion, 
Lesion, Lesion , Lowest 
Lower Lower Opercular 
2/3 1/3 Portion 
BAG 233*** 426**** 159*** 244 *** 98* 149* NS 125* 423****636**** 
Motor Lesion, 
Lesion, Lesion, Lowest 
Lower Lower Opercular 
2/3 1/3 Portion 
BA4 NS NS 115** 115** 82** 57* NS 53* 99** 181 *** 
Temporal Lesion, 
Approx. 1/2 
BA22 NS NS NS NS NS NS NS 98* 125** 69* 
BA21 167** 105* NS NS NS NS NS NS 1286**** 194 *** 
BA37 58* 93** 0 0 89** 69* NS NS NS 68* 
BA20 NS NS 0 NS NS NS NS 119** NS NS 
Parietal Lesion, 
Approx. 1/2 
BA40 NS NS 79* NS NS NS NS 0 0 NS 
Lesion, 
Approx. 1/2 
BA39 34* NS NS 0 NS NS NS NS 0 NS 
Total 
Temporo-
Parietal 259 198 79 0 89 69 0 217 411 331 
Numbers are significant at the following p-values (corrected for multiple comparisons): 
****p<.001; ***p<.01 ; **p< .05 ; *p<.1 0; NS = suprathreshold voxels not significant at the corrected 
level; 0 = no suprathreshold voxels 
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patient's reconstructed 30 SPGR image. The medial views, only, display results for the L SMA and R SMA from the a priori ROI 
analysis (WFU PickAtlas). The lateral and posterior views show significant activation in other areas [p<.05, corrected at the cluster 
level (FWE)(Worsley et al. , 1996)]. Note, the mild-moderate patients (P1-P4) with high naming scores (88-100% correct) had a greater 
number of suprathreshold voxels in L SMA (white arrow) than R SMA. The severe patient (P5) who named zero pictures had a greater 
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Discussion 
This study demonstrates that overt picture naming can be examined during 
fMRI with aphasia patients. The present method permitted verification that the 
patients were performing the task, and to what extent. A covert speech design, 
for example, would not have permitted monitoring of each patient's language 
behavior. 
The most striking finding in the present study was the relatively greater extent 
of activation in L SMA versus R SMA, in the patients with better language 
recovery (P1-P4), who had the best overt naming scores (88-1 00% correct). The 
severe nonfluent patient P5, who named zero pictures during fMRI, activated 
almost twice as many voxels in R SMA than L SMA. The observation of more 
severe language impairment, and relatively more activation in R SMA than L 
SMA, is compatible with previously published aphasia recovery studies (Karbe, 
Thiel, Weber-Luxenberger, et al., 1998; Naeser et al., 2004). It is posited that 
normal activation of L SMA provides the following: 1) initiation of motor 
programming for speech; and 2) prevention of interference from other brain 
regions during overt speech production (Goldberg, 1985; Jonas, 1987). Thus, 
increased L SMA (versus R SMA) activation during overt speech is likely 
compatible with improved speech and language in aphasia. 
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The SMA mask provided by the automated anatomical labeling atlas within 
WFU PickAtlas included the SMA and pre-SMA, as defined by Tzourio-Mazoyer 
et al. (2002): the posterior limit was the paracentral sulcus, the inferior limit was 
the cingulate sulcus and the anterior limit was 20mm rostral to the Vertical 
Anterior Commissure (VAC) plane. The pre-SMA may contribute differently to 
language processes from that of the SMA due to differences in anatomic 
connectivity. Picard & Strick (2001) report that the SMA is directly connected to 
M1 and to the spinal cord, while the pre-SMA is connected with the prefrontal 
cortex, which suggests that its function may be more like a prefrontal area, 
providing cognitive, sensory or motivational inputs for motor behavior. The 
functional differences between these two regions due to differences in 
anatomical connections and the effect of nearby lesion patterns is an area in 
need of further exploration in aphasia patients. New imaging techniques such as 
Diffusion Tensor Imaging may be useful in examining these differences in 
subjacent white matter connections for the SMA versus the pre-SMA. 
Previous naming and semantic functional neuroimaging studies with normals 
have observed L inferior frontal gyrus BA 45/44 and L temporo-parietal structures 
to be active (Abrahams et al., 2003; Bookheimer et al., 1995; Gold & Buckner, 
2002; Poldrack et al., 1999; Price et al., 2001). In the present study with aphasia 
patients, the three patients with the best naming scores had activation in R BA 45 
and/or 44, along with L temporal and/or parietal regions. Only one patient (P2) 
activated L Broca's area, L BA 44. 
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Within the temporal lobes, there was variation in the areas of significant 
activation among the aphasia patients. For example, three of the four mild-
moderate patients (P1-P3) had significant activation in L temporal and/or parietal 
regions. Patient P4 did not significantly activate any L temporo-parietal area; she 
activated only R temporal. She also had a lower score, 88.3% correct, than any 
of the other milder patients. Thus, although there were some trends towards 
similar frontal, temporal and parietal activation patterns across the aphasia 
patients, there were exceptions, and each patient showed a unique pattern of 
activation within these regions. Other researchers have also observed variability 
in activation among aphasia patients, indicating the need to examine individual, 
as well as group data, when studying cognitive processing in this patient 
population (Burton et al., 2001; Warburton et al., 1999). 
For the severe patient (who named zero pictures during fMRI), in addition to 
having twice as many suprathreshold voxels in the R SMA than L SMA, large 
areas of bilateral activation were observed in the temporal lobes and BA 24 
(anterior cingulate). The greater R SMA activation and other widespread bilateral 
activation may represent a maladaptive plasticity (Belin et al. , 1996; Naeser et 
al., 2004; Rosen et al., 2000). 
Task difficulty may also play a role in the large extent of bilateral temporal 
activation in the severe nonfluent patient P5. Studies by Fridriksson & Morrow 
(2004) and Just, Carpenter, Keller, Eddy & Thulborn (1996) , for example, have 
suggested that task demand is an important factor in functional imaging 
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contributing to the following: 1) intensity of activation; 2) extent of activation; and 
3) recruitment of RH homologous regions. The fMRI results for the severe 
nonfluent patient P5 support this notion. Although P5 could name no pictures, he 
showed great effort when performing the task. Additionally, P5 showed extensive 
bilateral BA 24 (anterior cingulate) activation, not seen with any of the other mild-
moderate patients. The greater extent of activation in the anterior cingulate (BA 
24) during picture naming for P5 may have represented the greater amount of 
effort for him to cooperate with the task. Anterior cingulate activation has been 
associated with arousal responses, increased task difficulty and monitoring of 
potential response errors (Barch et al., 2000; Fu et al., 2002). Price & Friston 
(1999) have suggested that it is difficult to separate abnormal processing from 
performance deficit; patient P5 may be a good example of this. Thus, task 
difficulty, on a per patient basis, is another factor to consider in designing and 
analyzing fMRI studies, part.icularly with aphasia patients who may vary greatly 
across performance ability. 
Although initially an ROI method of analysis was chosen, it is possible that 
new areas outside the expected LH language and RH homologous language 
regions were recruited during the overt speech task. The whole brain method of 
analysis (SPM99) showed other regions to be active during overt naming, 
including some occipital/visual areas. (Shown on lateral and posterior views on 
Figure 3.) No consistent trends or patterns in the regions outside those 
investigated with the ROI method emerged for these aphasia patients. 
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In the current study, with the present design, it was not possible to examine 
activation associated with responses in greater depth, for example, during correct 
versus incorrect responses or during responses involving specific categories . 
Future stud ies incorporating an event-related design would allow analysis in 
greater depth. However, the multiple hesitations and false-starts during overt 
speech in aphasia patients may make an event-related design difficult to use. 
Despite limitations of the current method, one strength of th is design is that it did 
permit monitoring of overt speech during BOLD fMRI , thus providing a viable 
method applicable across a spectrum of aphasia patients, from mild to severe. 
This block design relied on the assumption that the hemodynamic response in 
aphasia patients was similar to that in controls. However, it is possible that stroke 
patients may have a different hemodynamic response from that of controls. This 
is a topic beyond the scope of this study, however, further study of this is 
needed. 
In this patient population, cooperation and train ing are important. Several 
training sessions on the task and mock fMRI scan sessions can help to minimize 
head motion associated with speaking . Additionally, training to reduce/limit hand 
gestures produced by these patients when trying to speak can help minimize 
head movement during fMRI. 
Another issue unique to stroke patients is possible distortion of the data due 
to the lesion , particularly around the ventricles and surrounding the lesion itself. 
Therefore, patients in this study were not grouped, and data were not averaged. 
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In Table 2, for each ROI, presence of lesion is noted for each patient; data 
obtained near these regions could have been affected. In the future, masking out 
the lesion in pre-processing, prior to spatial normalization of the data, although 
time consuming, may help to minimize distortions in the data. 
Conclusion 
This study focused on establishing an fMRI design to examine areas of 
activation during overt picture naming in aphasia patients. The results suggest 
that the hemodynamic delay block design util ized in this study permitted 
acquisition of overt naming fMRI data in this patient population, across a variety 
of levels of severity (mild to severe). Previous naming and semantic functional 
neuroimaging studies with normals observed activation in L inferior frontal gyrus 
BA 45/44 and L temporo-parietal structures. In the present study with aphasia 
patients, better performance in the three best patients was associated with 
activation in R BA 45 and/or 44; and L temporal and/or parietal regions. 
Activation in the L temporo-parietal regions has been associated with language 
improvement in several aphasia recovery studies (Cornelissen et al. , 2003; 
Demeurisse & Capon, 1987; Heiss et al., 1999; Gold & Kertesz, 2000; Knopman, 
Rubens, Seines, Klassen & Meyer, 1984; Leger et al., 2002; Perani et al., 2003; 
Warburton et al., 1999). 
In future studies, the hemodynamic delay block design as utilized here could 
be applied and might be helpful to predict potential for recovery of speech output 
in aphasia. It might also be useful as a measure of brain reorganization for 
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speech and language, following therapeutic intervention with specific treatment 
programs in aphasia. The advantage of this design is the acquisition of actual, 
overt speech data without interference from motion artifact, while studying th is 
patient population. 
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Chapter 3 
Functional Neuroimaging of Language Recovery from 2005-2012 
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This chapter reviews functional neuroimaging studies completed after 
publication of Martinet al., 2005 (Chapter 2 in this dissertation). Improvement in 
imaging techniques and methodological changes including better spatial and 
temporal resolution, and the absence of radiation with MRI versus earlier 
techniques such as PET or SPECT, allowing repeated measurements over time 
in the same participant, has impacted the number of studies examining language 
recovery. Recent functional neuroimaging studies have also included 
magnetoencephalography (MEG), perfusion MRI (see Crinion & Leff, 2007) and 
a preliminary study with multichannel, functional near-infrared spectroscopy 
(fNIRS) (Moriai-lzawa et al., 2012). 
Overt Speech Studies 
Gracco, Tremblay, & Pike (2005) published a paper aimed at creating an 
approach/method for dealing with excessive head movement during speech . 
They studied 20 healthy, young (20-30 year old) controls in a block design, 
sparse sample acquisition fMRI study. They required the participants to perform 
speaking tasks that required more than a single word (spontaneous elicited 
speech), thus having the potential for more movement-induced artifact. They also 
required the participants to perform mouth and oral-related movements to study 
the artifact that this might induce. While they observed some movement artifact 
in their study, they were able to use typical motion correction techniques in most 
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cases. Their method, which was similar to Martinet al. (2005), could be applied 
to imaging studies of overt speech, of any length (single words or more). 
However, they did not apply and test their method with a patient group. 
Postman-Caucheteaux et al. (201 0) used a single trial, continuous scan, overt 
naming design in 3 chronic aphasia patients and 4 age-matched controls. 
Patients were selected so that those who participated had sufficient correct and 
incorrect trials for comparison (53-76% correct responses during scanning). 
Perilesional and contralesional activations were observed for all trials. In patients, 
RH activation was found to be associated with incorrect responses. They suggest 
that when LH areas are insufficient, RH activation may represent an increased, 
but less effective search and selection process. 
Functional NIRS is an optical imaging method that can examine regional 
cerebral blood flow, which may be easier to administer with patients. Moriai-
lzawa et al. (2012) explored the feasibility of multichannel fNIRS to assess overt 
naming compared to covert naming in thirty healthy adults as a possible 
alternative to using fMRI for overt naming tasks. Consistent with other imaging 
modalities, they found differences in the activation pattern of overt naming 
compared to covert naming. The covert naming task recruited the L middle 
temporal and superior temporal gyri, whereas the overt naming recruited the L 
inferior frontal, precentral, postcentral, and bilateral middle and superior temporal 
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gyri. However, they note that motion artifacts due to overt speech could still be 
affecting data collected using this method. 
Functional Neuroimaging Before And After Therapy 
Crosson et al. (2005) compared the effects of two therapies for aphasia 
recovery, an intention treatment and an attentional treatment. They used an 
overt, category generation , event-related fMRI design, to examine activation and 
hemodynamic response changes before therapy versus after therapy in two case 
studies; one with LH cortical lesion and one with LH subcortical lesion including 
the basal ganglia. After intention therapy, both patients had improved output and 
showed activity in the RH frontal and L posterior perisylvian regions. Although 
both showed some LH perisylvian activity, only the patient with cortical lesion had 
perilesional activity that was left lateralized. This was not the case in the patient 
with basal ganglia lesion. They concluded lesion site might play a role in patterns 
of neuroplasticity. 
Hillis et al. (2006) utilized diffusion weighted imaging (OWl) and perfusion 
weighted imaging (PWI) in order to examine recovery of language in patients with 
aphasia in the acute stage of stroke. They identified regions of hypoperfusion 
(areas of low blood flow) with PWI, and structural damage with OWl, in 87 acute 
stroke cases with naming impairment. Twenty-four patients had medical 
intervention to reperfuse cortical regions. They found that improvement in rCBF 
in the acute stage, either from riatural recovery or by intervention, of 
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dysfunctional but not completely impaired regions, can improve recovery in 
patients. Reperfusion in L posterior middle temporal/fusiform gyrus (BA 37), 
Broca's area (BA 44/45) and Wernicke's area (BA 22) were associated with 
improvement in picture naming immediately after stroke. Improved response 
immediately after reperfusion of LH dysfunctional areas suggests they may be 
essential for naming. 
Observations by Heiss & Thiel (2006) support the idea that reactivation of 
undamaged areas of the ipsilesional hemisphere usually leads to better outcome. 
They posit that mechanisms of both ipsilesional and transcallosal inhibition are 
relevant to recovery and functional compensation after stroke. They suggest the 
following: 1) best, even complete recovery can be achieved by restoration of the 
original activation pattern; this is feasible after small, focal brain damage; 2) if 
primary language regions are damaged, a reduction in ipsilesional collateral 
inhibition leads to perilesional activation, with satisfactory recovery; 3) if primary 
regions are severely damaged, a reduction of transcallosal inhibition from the 
damaged hemisphere causes activation of contralesional (RH) homologous 
regions with some improvement of function; 4) slow progression of damage (e.g ., 
tumors) or a less lateralized network may allow function to be shifted to the RH 
with relatively preserved function. This may not be the case for all types of 
aphasia. 
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Menke et al. (2009) examined immediate, compared to long-term, success of 
intensive language training in eight chronic aphasia patients with large 
cortical/subcortical lesions, utilizing an overt, event-related naming task. There 
was language improvement in the patients after training, and the effect of training 
remained stable at eight-month follow-up . Short-term or immediate success of 
training was predicted by bilateral activity in the hippocampal region, fusiform 
gyri; and R precuneus and cingulate gyrus. Increases in perilesional temporal 
regions and R Wernicke's homologue were predictive of long-term success. 
Additional studies conducted before and after speech therapy show that new 
LH activation is associated with language improvement in some patients (Breier 
et al., 2009; Meinzer & Breitenstein, 2008; Wierenga et al., 2006) . See Appendix, 
Table 3. Breier, Maher, Novak, & Papanicolaou (2006) used MEG to examine 
neurophysiological changes that occurred during language recovery. They 
studied five chronic moderate to severe aphasia patients before and after 
constraint-induced language therapy (CIL T). They found that responders had 
greater activation in L and R posterior regions prior to therapy, than non-
responders and an increase in activity in RH anterior and posterior regions 
immediately after therapy. In a follow-up study, with chronic patients with 
aphasia, Breier et al. (2009) utilized MEG to examine correlations between 
behavioral change after GILT and functional, neurophysiological changes in the 
brain over time. They examined neurophysiological function at three time points: 
immediately before, immediately after and at three months after CIL T. Patients 
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were found to have three response profiles: responders, non-responders and 
lost-response (patients showed immediate gains after therapy, but those gains 
were lost at later follow-up). Those who maintained gains at follow-up showed an 
increase in L temporal activation after therapy. The non-responders displayed 
greater activation in LH parietal regions. In particular, those who had lost-
response, had greater RH activation across all MEG sessions. Breier et al. 
(2009) suggest that "some participation of perilesional areas of the LH may be 
necessary for stable, long-term gains". 
Raboyeau et al. (2008) utilized PET to examine rCBF in ten chronic aphasia 
patients before and after intensive language training. They also examined 20 
education-matched controls before and after training of how to say the names for 
common objects in a language that was not native to these controls. They 
observed increased rCBF in R insular and R IFG in both groups, along with 
improved naming after training, suggesting that the RH may not merely be a 
consequence of damage to LH regions, but might reflect early neural correlates 
of lexical learning. 
Schlaug, March ina and Norton (2009) compared the effect of two treatments, 
Melodic Intonation Therapy (MIT) and Speech Repetitive Therapy (SRT), in two 
Broca's aphasia cases. Patient 1 received only the MIT treatment, while Patient 2 
received SRT, first followed by MIT. The patient treated with MIT only had 
greater improvement (number of CIUs/min during language testing) compared to 
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the patient treated with SRT. Patient 1 showed significant changes in activation, 
while speaking in the scanner, in RH premotor, inferior frontal and temporal 
regions, while the patient treated with SRT had changes in the LH inferior 
precentral and postcentral, and superior temporal gyrus. These results suggest 
that choice of therapy may be important to consider when examining re-
organization of language post-stroke. 
Longitudinal Studies Of Language Recovery 
An attempt at understanding the discrepancies in the literature (reviewed 
above) comes from longitudinal studies, versus crossover designs (Breier et al., 
2009; Cappa et al., 1997; Fernandez et al., 2004; Saur et al., 2005 and 2006). To 
date, very few studies have examined the time course of recovery from the acute 
stage poststroke to the chronic stage poststroke (Saur & Hartwigsen, 2012). 
These studies suggest that the dynamics of brain re-organization change, from 
acute and subacute, to chronic phases of recovery. Saur et al., 2006 utilized 
fMRI to examine language recovery in 14 aphasia patients at three different 
times post-stroke (acute, subacute, and chronic). They used an auditorily 
presented semantic decision task with an event-related design. The authors 
suggest a three-stage progression of cortical re-organization in language 
recovery: 1) In the acute stage LH activation is strongly reduced ; 2) In the 
subacute stage there is increased activation in the bilateral network, including 
SMAs and R Broca's, which correlates with some improvement; and 3) in the 
chronic stage there is some normalization of function, with a shift in activity to LH 
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language areas and further behavioral improvement. This corresponds to earlier 
studies that observed that patients with better recovery have been observed to 
have higher activation in L superior temporal gyrus and L supplementary motor 
area (Karbe, Thiel, Weber-Luxenberger et al., 1998) and to other longitudinal 
studies (Breier et al., 2009; Knopman et al., 1984). 
Conclusion 
Functional neuroimaging studies have found that whether recovery is 
mediated by the remaining undamaged language, or perilesional regions in the 
LH, or homologues of language-related regions in the RH, or both, there is 
potential for re-organization post-stroke (Price & Crinion, 2005). Functional 
imaging studies have shown that language functions, including sentence 
comprehension and speech output, although influenced by a number of factors, 
are likely supported by a distributed neural network (system) in both the LH and 
the RH (Blumstein & Amso, 2013; Crosson et al., 2007; Friederici, 2011 ). Results 
of functional imaging studies may be used to support understanding of behavioral 
and physiological therapies. For example, functional neuroimaging may be used 
as a marker to target, or guide intervention in physiological intervention therapies 
-e.g., transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS), or transcranial, direct current 
stimulation (tDCS), or be used to predict who will benefit from specific therapies. 
Functional imaging studies of speech production in aphasia patients provided 
the rationale for the first treatment studies utilizing repetitive transcranial 
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magnetic stimulation (rTMS) in aphasia patients (Naeser, Martin, Nicholas, 
Baker, Seekins, Kobayashi, et al., 2005; Naeser, Martin, Nicholas, Baker, 
Seekins, Helm-Estabrooks, et al. 2005). The next paper (Chapter 4 in this 
dissertation) utilizes the overt naming block design fMRI (Martinet al., 2005, 
Chapter 2) to examine changes in brain activation before and after a series of 
rTMS treatments in chronic, nonfluent aphasia patients. 
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Abstract 
Two chronic, nonfluent aphasia patients participated in overt naming fMRI 
scans, pre- and post- a series of repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation 
(rTMS) treatments as part of a TMS study to improve naming. Each patient 
received ten, 1Hz rTMS treatments to suppress a part of R pars triangu laris. P1 
was a 'good responder' with improved naming and phrase length; P2 was a 'poor 
responder' without improved naming. 
Pre- TMS (1 0 years poststroke), P1 had significant activation in Rand L 
sensorimotor cortex, R IFG, and in both Land R SMA during overt naming fMRI 
(28% pictures named. At 3 months post- TMS (42% named), P1 showed 
continued activation in Rand L sensorimotor cortex, R IFG, and in Rand L SMA. 
At 16 months post- TMS (58% named), he also showed significant activation in R 
and L sensorimotor cortex mouth and R IFG. He now showed a significant 
increase in activation in the L SMA compared to pre- TMS and at 3 months post-
TMS (p<.02; p<.05, respectively). At 16 months there was also greater activation 
in L than R SMA (p<.08). At 46 months post- TMS (42% named), this new LH 
pattern of activation continued. He improved on the Boston Naming Test from 11 
pictures named pre- TMS, to scores ranging from 14-18 pictures, post- TMS (2 
months to 43 months post- TMS). His longest phrase length (Cookie Theft 
picture) improved from 3 words pre- TMS, to 5-6 words post- TMS. 
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Pre- TMS (1.5 years poststroke), P2 had significant activation in R IFG (3% 
pictures named). At 3 and 6 months post- TMS, there was no longer significant 
activation in R IFG, but significant activation was present in R sensorimotor 
cortex. On all three fMRI scans, P2 had significant activation in both the Land R 
SMA. There was no new, lasting perilesional LH activation across sessions for 
this patient. Over time, there was little or no change in his activation. His naming 
remained only at 1-2 pictures during all three fMRI scans. His BNT score and 
longest phrase length remained at 1 word, post- TMS. 
Lesion site may play a role in each patient's fMRI activation pattern and 
response to TMS treatment. P2, the poor responder, had an atypical frontal 
lesion in the L motor and premotor cortex that extended high, near brain vertex, 
with deep white matter lesion near L SMA. P2 also had frontal lesion in the 
posterior middle frontal gyrus, an area important for naming (Duffau et al., 2003); 
P1 did not. Additionally, P2 had lesion inferior and posterior to Wernicke's area, 
in parts of BA 21 and 37, whereas P1 did not. 
The fMRI data of our patient who had good response following TMS support 
the notion that restoration of the LH language network is linked in part, to better 
recovery of naming and phrase length in nonfluent aphasia. 
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Introduction 
Brain re-organization supporting recovery of language in aphasia remains 
unclear. Both the left hemisphere (LH) and the right hemisphere (RH) are thought 
to support language recovery after stroke (Crosson et al., 2007; Gold & Kertesz, 
2000; Price & Crinion, 2005 ; Thompson, 2000). The exact nature of the 
contribution from each hemisphere is still debated. Factors including Time 
poststroke when patients are studied (acute or chronic), lesion location and the 
specific language tasks examined may affect the mechanisms involved in 
recovery (Price & Crinion, 2005; Thiel, Habedank, et al., 2006). 
Since the 1870's, some reports have suggested that the RH can support 
some recovery of language after LH stroke (Barlow, 1877; Basso et al., 1989; 
Gowers, 1886; Kinsbourne, 1971 ). Some functional imaging studies have 
observed RH activation during different language tasks in a variety of aphasia · 
patients. In these studies, the RH activation was considered to be compensatory 
(Blasi et al., 2002; Musso et al., 1999; Peck et al. , 2004; Thulborn, Carpenter, & 
Just, 1999; Weiller et al., 1995). Fernandez et al. (2004) suggested that RH 
participation in the acute recovery stage of LH stroke may be followed later, by 
LH activation corresponding to further recovery and that the RH may play a 
larger role in supporting recovery when there is greater damage to LH language 
areas. New RH activation has been observed following speech therapy with 
some aphasia patients (Cherney & Small , 2006; Crosson et al., 2005; Peck et al., 
2004; Raboyeau et al., 2008). 
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It is possible that unusually high RH activation, as observed in some 
functional imaging studies, is related to transcallosal disinhibition, leading only to 
partial, or incomplete recovery. This increased RH activation may be 
'maladaptive' and lead to a 'dead-end', inefficient strategy for recovery, 
particularly in nonfluent aphasia patients (Belin et al., 1996; Lefaucheur, 2006; 
Naeser et al., 2004; Price & Crinion, 2005; Rosen et al., 2000). 
The LH may be important for better language recovery after stroke (Gao et 
al., 1999; Gold & Kertesz, 2000; Heiss et al., 1999; Karbe, Thiel, Weber-
Luxenberger et al., 1998; Naeser et al., 2004; Perani et al., 2003; Rosen et al., 
2000; Warburton et al., 1999; Zahn et al., 2002). Heiss & Thiel (2006) have 
suggested that for long-term recovery, RH recruitment may be less efficient than 
restoring the LH network. Patients with better recovery have been observed to 
have higher activation in L superior temporal gyrus (STG) and L supplementary 
motor area (SMA) (Karbe, Thiel, Weber-Luxenberger et al., 1998; Saur et al., 
2006). Recovery of naming has been associated with reperfusion of L Brodmann 
area (BA) 37 in acute stroke cases studied with perfusion weighted imaging 
(Hillis et al., 2006). After speech therapy with chronic stroke patients, new LH 
activation has been associated with improvement in language (Cornel.issen et al., 
2003; Leger et al., 2002; Meinzer et al., 2008; Small et al., 1998). 
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Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation 
Repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) allows painless, 
noninvasive stimulation of the cortex. It utilizes magnetic fields to create electrical 
currents in cortical regions of interest (ROis). Repetitive TMS can be used to 
produce changes in cortical excitability (Lefaucheur, 2006). When rTMS is 
delivered to the same cortical region at 1 Hz, it generally decreases cortical 
excitability, even beyond the duration of stimulation itself (Chen et al., 1997; 
Maeda, Keenan, Tormos, Topka, & Pascuai-Leone, 2000). 
When applied to a specific ROI in the undamaged hemisphere, low-frequency 
(1 Hz) rTMS may suppress the inhibitory process of that area, permitting 
reactivation of some areas within the damaged hemisphere, promoting some 
functional recovery (Lefaucheur, 2006). This is similar to the phenomenon of 
'Paradoxical Functional Facilitation' or PFF (Kapur, 1996). The phenomenon of 
PFF suggests that direct or indirect neural 'damage' to a specific area in the 
central nervous system may result in facilitation of behavior (Kapur, 1996). 
Our TMS research with chronic stroke patients who have nonfluent aphasia 
has shown that suppression of part of the R Broca's homologue area, R pars 
triangularis (R PTr), approximately BA 45 (Nishitani, Schurmann, Amunts, & Hari, 
2005) with ten, 20-minute, 1 Hz rTMS treatments over a 2-week period resulted 
in a significant improvement in naming pictures at 2 months post-treatment 
(Naeser, Martin, Nicholas, Baker, Seekins, Kobayashi et al., 2005). We 
hypothesized that 1 Hz rTMS to suppress a targeted RH ROI in nonfluent 
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aphasia, would have an overall modulating effect on elements of the distributed 
neural network for picture naming, resulting in behavioral improvement. 
In the present study, we report serial, overt naming functional MRI (fMRI) 
studies, pre- and post- ten, 20-minute, 1 Hz rTMS treatments to suppress part of 
the R PTr, in two chronic nonfluent aphasia patients. One patient was considered 
a 'good responder' to TMS treatment with improved naming at 2 months post-
treatment, which has lasted almost 4 years. The other patient was considered a 
'poor responder', with no change in naming post- TMS. 
We hypothesized that over time, in patients who have a good response to 
TMS, during overt naming fMRI , there would be a gradual shift to increased LH 
activation in perilesional language areas and the L SMA. We further 
hypothesized that during overt naming fMRI , in patients who have a poor 
response to TMS, there would be little or no change in LH perilesional activation . 
Methods 
Participants 
Two chronic nonfluent aphasia patients participated in overt naming fMRI 
studies, pre- and post- TMS treatments, where part of the R PTr was suppressed 
with rTMS. Patient 1 also participated in overt propositional speech/story-telling 
fMRI post- TMS. Institutional Review Board approval and signed informed 
consent were obtained. 
Patient 1, good responder. Patient 1 (P1) was a R-handed engineer who 
had an L MCA stroke at age 48; he had a moderate R hemiparesis. Figure 4.1 a 
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shows the structural T1-weighted MRI for this patient. At 10 years poststroke, P1 
was treated with rTMS. At Entry, he had mild-moderate nonfluent speech, with a 
3-word longest phrase length (Cookie Theft picture, BDAE) (Goodglass, Kaplan, 
& Barresi, 2001) (Table 4.1a). 
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Figure 4.1. Structural T1-weighted MRI scans for P1 , good responder (a); and for P2, 
poor responder (b). Locations for the two subcortical white matter areas associated with 
nonfluent speech , e.g., medial subcallosal fasiculus area (MScF), red circles and middle 
1/3 periventricular white matter area (PVWM) green circles (c). 
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Table 4.1 a. Language data pre- and post- TMS, Boston Naming Test and Boston Diagnostic Aphasia Exam for P1 , good responder. 
Naming 
Time BDAE Longest number of 
poststroke Boston Subtest words per phrase 
when Naming BDAE Tools/ length (Cookie 
tested Test Subtest Animals Implements Theft Picture·) 
(First 20 
Age (Yr.) Max Items) 12 12 7 
x 48 10 Mo. 2 
I-
(/) 53 4 4 ~ 
I-
' 54 6 3 <ll 
'-c.. 
(j) 58 9 11 4 6 3 I'V 
2mo. 
Post-rTMS 58 10 14 5 10 5 
6mo. 
Post-rTMS 59 10 18 10 4 5 
x 
I-
(/) 8mo. 
~ Post-rTMS 59 11 17 10 8 4 I-
..!. 
fJ) 
0 16 mo. c.. 
Post-rTMS 60 11 15 7 6 5 
43mo. 
Post-rTMS 62 14 15 6 4 6 
Table 4.1a. Continued. 
Auditory Comprehension* Repetition 
Overall 
Auditory Complex High Low 
Comprehen. Word Ideational Single Probability Probability 
Percentile Discrimination Commands Material Words Sentences Sentences 
Max 90 72 15 12 10 8 8 
~ 35.3 46 9 3 8 1* 0* 
en 44.3 62.5 8 9 8 1* 0* ~ 
1-
I (I) 
58.25 61 11 7 8 2* 0* .... a. 
68 60 12 9 9 2 
(j) 
(...) 2 mo. 
Post-rTMS 75.7 65 15 7 7 2 
6mo. 
Post-rTMS 63 56 13 7 7 3 
x 
1-
en 8 mo. Post-
- ~ rTMS 77.3 68 13 · 9 9 4 1-
I 
-
(/) 
0 
a. 16 mo. 
Post-rTMS 52.8 51 .5 11 8 8 3 
43 mo. 
Post-rTMS 68 64 13 7 7 4 
Table 4.1 b. Language data pre- and post- TMS, Boston Naming Test and Boston Diagnostic Aphasia Exam for P2, poor responder. 
Naming 
Time BDAE Longest number of 
poststroke Boston BDAE Sub test words per phrase 
when Naming Sub test Tools/ length (Cookie Theft 
tested Test Animals Implements Picture) 
(First 20 
Age (Yr.) Max Items) 12 12 7 
x 58 1.5 1 0 0 1 (j) f-~ CJ) 
:2: 
f-
I 
58 1.5 3 0 0 Q) ..... 
0.. 
58 1.5 1 0 0 
x 
f- 2mo. 
CJ) 
Post-rTMS 59 2 0 1 :2: 
f-
.,!. 
CIJ 
0 6mo. 0.. 
Post-rTMS 59 2.5 0 1 
Table 4.1 b. Continued. 
Auditory Comprehension* Repetition 
Overall 
Auditory Complex 
Comprehension Word Ideational Single 
Percentile Discrimination Commands Material Words Sentences 
90 72 15 12 10 10 
(j) x 34.3 49.5 8 2 8 0 
01 1-
(/) 
::i! 
1-
- ~ 41 .6 56.5 10 2 8 0 
0... 
43.3 60 8 3 5 0 
~ 2 mo. (/) 
Post-rTMS 43 52 11 2 6 0 ::i! 
1-
I 
-rJ) 0 6 mo. 0... 
Post-rTMS 51 .7 56.5 11 4 5 0 
Patient 2, poor responder. Patient 2 (P2) was a R-handed high school 
teacher who had a LH stroke at age 56; he had no R hemiparesis. He had an 
embolic stroke; the stroke etiology was a patent foramen ovale. He was treated 
with tissue plasminogen activator (tPA), a blood-clot dissolving agent used with 
stroke patients in the acute setting. Figure 4.1 b shows the structural T1-
weighted MRI for this patient. At 2 years poststroke, P2 was treated with rTMS. 
At Entry, he was considered to have severe nonfluent speech, with a 1-word 
longest phrase length (Cookie Theft picture, BDAE) (Table 4.1 b). 
Lesion sites in P1 and P2. P1 and P2 each had lesion in the two subcortical 
white matter areas associated with lasting, nonfluent propositional speech, see 
Figure 4.1c (Duffau et al., 2002; Naeser, Palumbo, Helm-Estabrooks, Stiassny-
Eder, & Albert, 1989): 1) medial subcallosal fasciculus (MScF) area, anterolateral 
to L frontal horn, deep to Broca's area; plus 2) periventricular white matter 
(PVWM) area, lateral to body of lateral ventricle, deep to sensorimotor cortex, 
mouth. P2 had more lesion in the MScF area, than P1; however, P2 had less 
lesion in the PVWM area, than P1. The absence of paralysis in P2 was 
compatible with this sparing of the deepest PVWM efferent and afferent 
pathways, adjacent to body of lateral ventricle, see Figure 4.1 b and Figure 4.1 c. 
P1 had a moderate-severeR paralysis with a more extensive PVWM lesion 
adjacent to body of lateral ventricle, see green arrow and circle in Figure 1 a and 
Figure 4.1 c. 
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P2 had an atypical LH frontal lobe lesion, where lesion in the motor and 
premotor cortex areas extended high, near the brain vertex, with deep white 
matter lesion extension near the L SMA ( Figure 4.1 b and Figure 4.2). The 
atypical lesion distribution in P2 may have been related to use of tPA in his case. 
This high portion of his lesion may have undercut additional fibers that course 
from the SMA through anterior cingulate (BA 24) to the head of caudate, deep to 
Broca's area, forming the MScF. It may have interrupted MScF pathways closer 
to their origin, the SMA, thus contributing to his limited naming and propositional 
speech. 
In addition , P2 had lesion in the posterior portion of the middle frontal gyrus 
(MFG). Duffau et al. (2003, 2005) studied picture naming in epilepsy patients with 
low-grade glioma located near or within the left dominant premotor cortex, during 
local anesthesia with intraoperative real-time sensorimotor and language 
mappings using electrical stimulation. They observed naming disruption in 92% 
of their patients, during stimulation of the posterior part of the MFG, at the 
junction of the superior frontal sulcus with the precentral sulcus. The high frontal 
lobe lesion extension, in case P2, was located in the dorsolateral prefrontal 
cortex (DLPFC) 'epicenter' for picture naming, described by (Duffau et al. , 2005). 
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Figure 4.2. Detailed lateral (a), and vertex (b) views of structural MRis for P1 and 
for P2. Duffau et al. (2003, 2005) have described the posterior portion of the 
MFG (at the junction of the superior frontal sulcus with the precentral sulcus), as 
an 'epicenter' for picture naming observed during intraoperative stimulation. For 
P2, lesion was present in this area, whereas for P1, no lesion was present here 
. (white arrows). 
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Language Outcome Measures 
Prior to any TMS, language testing included the first 20 pictures on the 
Boston Naming Test (BNT) (Kaplan, Goodglass, & Weintraub, 2001) and 
selected subtests from the Boston Diagnostic Aphasia Exam (BDAE) 
(Goodglass, Kaplan, & Barresi, 2001 ). The primary outcome measures following 
a TMS treatment series were the BNT, the category naming subtests from the 
BDAE, and the number of words per longest phrase length (Cookie Theft picture, 
BDAE). Auditory comprehension and repetition were also examined. 
Baseline Testing, Snodgrass And Vanderwart Naming 
Baseline naming ability for Snodgrass & Vanderwart (S&V) (1980) pictures 
was established at Entry, for each patient. The baseline S&V naming score was 
used later, during Phase 1 rTMS sessions (explained below), to establish the 
best RH cortical ROI to suppress with rTMS, in order to improve naming. The 
S&V pictures were presented on a G3 Macintosh laptop. For P1, five, 20-item 
S&V lists were administered across three separate testing sessions during 
baseline testing. P2 was administered ten, 20-item S&V lists across three 
separate testing sessions during baseline testing. For each patient, the baseline 
mean response time (RT) and the mean number of S&V pictures named correctly 
across the lists were calculated. 
Each patient was requested not to receive any individualized speech therapy 
throughout the first year of the study. However, at approximately 4 months post-
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Phase 2 rTMS, P2 was given a hand-held augmentative speech device by his 
speech-language pathologist. He was facile with using the device and it 
appeared that his own attempts at verbalization became reduced after using this 
device (personal observation). P1, entered into a Constraint-Induced Aphasia 
Treatment Program (CIAT), which emphasized verb production (Goral & 
Kempler, 2008), at 24 months post- TMS (12 years poststroke), within a year 
after the overt naming fMRI session at 16 months post- TMS, prior to the overt 
naming fMRI session at 46 months post- TMS. 
Imaging Sessions 
A 3-Tesla MRI scanner (Philips, lntera) at the Boston University Center for 
Biomedical Imaging (BU CBI) was used to acquire structural and functional 
imaging. Structural MRI and overt naming fMRI were acquired prior to TMS 
treatment and in follow-up sessions beginning at 3 months after the TMS 
treatment series was completed. P1 also participated in overt propositional 
speech/story-telling fMRI, post- TMS. 
Structural MRI 
Acquisition parameters for the 30 magnetization prepared rapid gradient echo 
(MPRAGE) structural images were as follows: TR = 6.85, TE = 3.2, matrix size 
256 x 256, FOV 256, number of slices= 125, slice thickness= 1.20 mm. Images 
were acquired in the sagittal view and re-sliced into the axial plane. Figure 4.1 
presents the 30 MPRAGE MRI scans for P1 and for P2. 
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Functional MRI 
Acquisition parameters for the overt speech fMRI scans were as follows: TR = 
3000 ms, TE = 35 ms, matrix size 128 x 128, FOV 256, number of slices = 34, 
slice thickness= 4 mm. Images were acquired in the axial plane. 
Overt Naming fMRI Block Design Paradigm. Overt naming fMRis were 
obtained and analyzed in the same manner as Martinet al., 2005. Figure 4.3a 
shows the schematic diagram of the continuous sample, block design for overt 
naming fMRI. 
The continuous sample, block design, overt naming fMRI paradigm that was 
utilized took advantage of the hemodynamic response delay where increased 
blood flow remains for 4-8 seconds after the task (Friston et al., 1994). Therefore, 
task-related information is obtained after the task, minimizing motion artifact 
(Barch et al., 1999; Birn et al., 2004; Eden et al., 1999). 
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Figure 4.3. Schematic diagram of the continuous sample, block design utilized for 
overt naming fMRI (a), and overt propositional speech/story-telling fMRI (b). 
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Images were modeled using a box-car reference function for the block design, 
which consisted of two alternating conditions: silent viewing of black and white 
patterns (control condition) and overt picture naming. Sixty pictures were 
presented from the S&V database of black and white line drawings (Snodgrass & 
Vanderwart, 1980). 
There were two runs (30 different pictures, each run) with 1 04 image 
volumes. Each run consisted of 10 epochs each , of pattern (silent) or picture 
(overt speech) conditions, for a total of 20 epochs. An additional pattern epoch 
was included at the beginning of the run, but was not included in the statistical 
analyses. Each pattern or picture was presented for 5 s and was preceded by a 
1-s fixation dot for a total trial time of 6 s. The pattern epochs consisted of 2 
patterns, lasting 12 s each (4 image volumes), and alternated with picture (overt 
speech) epochs consisting of 3 pictures, lasting for 18 s (6 image volumes). Each 
run lasted 5 min 12 s, with a short break given between runs. 
Most words were monosyllabic and presentation was pseudo-randomized so 
that no two consecutive stimuli began with the same phoneme or belonged to the 
same semantic category. Stimuli were projected onto a backlit screen and each 
participant viewed them through a mirror located over the head in the scanner. A 
noise-reduction acoustical microphone and headset (FOMRI; Phone-Or Ltd., Or 
Yehuda, Israel) were used, and the verbal responses were transmitted to and 
recorded with souhd filtering software on a laptop computer in the MRI control 
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room. Overt responses were transcribed at the time of scanning, and available 
later, from the recorded output. Prior to participation, subjects were trained on a 
set of practice pictures (not shown during scanning), outside the scanner on an 
iMac G4 for up to three visits, and on the mock MRI scanner at the BU CBI. 
·Overt propositional speech fMRI block design paradigm. Only P1, who 
had mild-moderate nonfluent speech, participated in overt propositional 
speech/story-telling fMRI. P2, who had severe nonfluent speech (1-word phrase 
length), was considered too severe for participation in the overt propositional 
speech/story-telling paradigm. 
The continuous sample, block design for overt propositional speech was 
similar to the overt naming block design and consisted of two alternating 
conditions: silent viewing of black and white patterns (control condition), and 
overt propositional speech (picture description/story telling) . Pictures were black 
and white line drawings that depicted a story (four sequential pictures per story) 
(Naeser et al. , 2004) . Each picture was on the screen for 9 s (See schematic in 
Figure 3b) . Two pictures were presented per epoch. Two epochs of propositional 
speech made a complete story. There were two runs of 1 04 image volumes. 
Each run lasted 5 min 12 s, with a short break between runs. 
fMRI Analyses 
Analyses were completed using SPM99 (Wellcome Department of Cognitive 
Neurology, London, UK). Post-processing of the images included: 1) motion-
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correction, using a rigid body 6-parameter realignment algorithm where the first 
image after the dummy scans was used as a reference; 2) realignment and co-
registration to the 30 MPRAGE scan of all time series scans; 3) spatial 
normalization of the 30 MPRAGE scan to the MNI T1 template image where the 
resulting spatial transformation parameters were then applied to the EPI time 
series; and 4) smoothing of the EPI time series with a 6-mm FWHM Gaussian 
filter. The size of the voxels after normalization was 2x2x2 mm3. 
The fMRI data were considered acceptable if the amount of motion after 
correction was within a range of less than 0.5 mm in any direction across a run of 
1 04 images. The amount of motion for each patient fell within an acceptable 
range and no data for these patients were excluded. 
As shown in Figure 4.3, at the beginning of each silent 12-s pattern epoch, 
there continued to be approximately 6 s of hemodynamic response from overt 
speech (hemodynamic delay naming, hdN). The first 6 s of the pattern condition 
could then be compared to the last 6 s of the pattern condition. At-contrast of 
overt speech (hdN) compared to pattern was set up to determine task-related 
functional activation. 
Analysis was initially completed with a whole brain analysis method. A 
threshold for signal amplitude of p<0.001 (uncorrected) and p<0.05 (corrected at 
the cluster level using Family-Wise Error) (Worsley et al., 1996) was utilized. 
Statistical t-maps showing functional activation at the corrected level for the 
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whole brain were superimposed on the matched structural images using MRicro 
software (Rorden & Brett, 2000). 
In addition, in order to perform statistical comparisons of pre- and post- TMS 
fMRI sessions for each patient, we completed an ROI analysis that computed the 
mean effect size, using the MarsBaR toolbox within SPM99 (Brett, Anton, 
Valabregue, & Poline, 2002). This avoids threshold effects when making 
comparisons from one session to another in an individual patient. Other 
methodologies exist for examination of fMRI activation over time, across multiple 
sessions, such as intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC), but they are often 
utilized in group studies to examine between-subject and within-subject effects, 
not individual case studies (Meltzer, Postman-Caucheteux, McArdle, & Braun, 
2009) . Such studies examining magnitude of signal change may be useful for 
group studies, but caution should be taken when examining within-subject effects 
(Chee, Lee, Soon, Westphal, & Venkatraman, 2003). 
ROis were chosen to encompass the following regions within the neural 
network for naming including R IFG (PTr and POp); R sensorimotor cortex; and 
the Land R SMA for both patients. We also examined L sensorimotor cortex for 
P1. P2 h~d extensive lesion in this region, which did not allow us to create a L 
sensorimotor ROI. All ROis were identified using anatomical landmarks (see 
below) , hand drawn on each patient's ind ividual, normalized brain in MRicro and 
then converted to analyze format for use in the Mars BaR toolbox. 
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The location of the R IFG (which included both the POp and PTr) was defined 
by the following anatomical landmarks: 1) Inferior frontal sulcus, dorsal border; 2) 
Sylvian fissure, inferior border; 3) Inferior precentral sulcus, posterior border for 
POp; and 4) Horizontal ramus, anterior border of PTr (Amunts et al., 1999; 
Amunts et al., 2004; Anwander, Tittgemeyer, von Cramon, Friederici, & Knosche, 
2006; Keller et al., 2007; Nishitani et al., 2005). 
The L and R sensorimotor ROis were defined by the following anatomical 
landmarks: 1) Central sulcus; 2) Precentral sulcus, anterior border; 3) Postcentral 
sulcus, posterior border; 4) Superior border was determined by the highest axial 
slice, where the central sulcus clearly formed an omega, extending about 4/5ths 
dorsally along the central sulcus. 
The L and R SMA were defined by the following anatomical landmarks: 1) 
the ROis extended from the brain vertex (superior) to the cingulate sulcus 
(inferior) and from the precentral sulcus (caudal) to the vertical anterior 
commissure (VAC) line (rostral) (Lehericy et al., 2004). 
rTMS Treatment Protocol 
Each patient participated in two phases of the rTMS treatment protocol. 
During each phase of the study, the intensity of TMS that the participant received 
was adjusted for each TMS session (daily during the two week treatment) and 
applied at 90% of motor threshold. Motor threshold is the intensity of magnetic 
stimulation needed to elicit a muscle twitch in the thumb, L first dorsal 
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interosseus muscle (L FDI), in 5 out of 10 trials when using single-pulse TMS 
applied to the primary motor cortex of the contralateral hemisphere. Motor 
threshold is reported as a percent of maximum output, in this case, 1.5T, of the 
TMS device. Published .guidelines for safety parameters of rTMS are based on 
stimulation intensities expressed as a percent of the individual's motor threshold 
(Wassermann, 1998). 
Phase 1 rTMS, Establish Location of Best RH Cortical ROI 
The location of the single, best RH cortical ROI to suppress with rTMS to 
improve picture naming was determined individually for each patient. During this 
phase, 1 Hz rTMS was applied at 90% of motor threshold (for L FDI) for 10 min, 
using a figure 8-shaped TMS coil (7 em diameter), which directly affected a 
cortical target about 1 cc in size. See Figure 4.4. This rTMS protocol was applied 
in separate sessions, to four different RH cortical ROis. These included: M1, 
mouth (orbicularis oris, verified with motor evoked potential); and 3 subregions 
within Broca's area: PTr anterior, PTr posterior, and POp, as defined below. 
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N=20 
! Hz; It} min train 
90% M1' (L FDl) 
N:::20 . 
Figure 4.4. Schematic diagram of the Phase 1 rTMS protocol where each 
patient's Best Response RH ROI was established . Snodgrass & Vanderwart 
(S&V) (1980) picture naming was tested immediately before, and after, each ROI 
was suppressed with 10 mins of 1 Hz rTMS. Baseline naming ability for a set of 
S&V pictures had been established, across 3 sessions, at Entry, for each patient. 
Naming scores obtained immediately following a 10 mins TMS session had to be 
associated with at least a 2 SO improvement above Baseline S&V naming 
(obtained at Entry) to be considered the Best Response RH area for that patient. 
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Broca's area is classically defined as the PTr and POp portions of the inferior 
frontal gyrus (IF G). Although PTr and POp are sometimes considered to 
represent BA 45 and BA 44, respectively, only cytoarchitectonic studies from 
post-mortem brain examination can determine the borders that define these 
Brodmann areas. 
The subregions within Broca's area become more complex when a diagonal 
sulcus is present. A RH diagonal sulcus was present for each patient in this 
study. The diagonal sulcus is located caudal to the vertical ascending ramus, 
within the IFG. See Figure 4.5c. Amunts et al. (2004) observed in a study where 
structural MRI and cytoarchitectonics were examined in the same 1 0 brains, that 
a diagonal sulcus was present in only every second hemisphere. They observed 
that the diagonal sulcus could either mark the border between BA 44 and 45 or it 
could be inside BA 44. Although it is understood that without cytoarchitectonics, it 
was not possible to know whether the diagonal sulcus was a border between 
POp and PTr or if it was within POp, in the present study it was used to delimit 
POp from PTr for each case. 
The location of PTr and POp were identified on each patient's brain using the 
following anatomical landmarks (sulcal and gyral boundaries): 1) POp: gyrus that 
is rostral to the inferior precentral sulcus and caudal to the diagonal sulcus; 2) 
PTr posterior: gyrus that is rostral to the diagonal sulcus and caudal to the 
vertical ascending ramus; 3) PTr anterior: gyrus that is rostral to the triangular 
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sulcus and caudal to the horizontal ramus (Amunts et al., 1999; Amunts et al., 
2004; Anwander et al., 2006; Keller et al. , 2007; Nishitani et al., 2005). See 
Figure 4.5c. 
The S&V picture naming was tested immediately before, and after, each ROI 
was suppressed with 10 min of 1 Hz rTMS. The single RH cortical ROI 
associated with at least a 2 SO improvement above Baseline S&V naming 
obtained at Entry (see Methods, Baseline Testing, p. 1 0), immediately following 
1 0 min of rTMS, was considered to be the Best Response RH cortical ROI for 
that patient. The Best Response RH ROI for P1 was the PTr posterior, where he 
named 15 pictures post- TMS (baseline mean S&V=1 0.59, SD=1 .87, +2 
S0=14.33). The Best Response RH ROI for P2 was the PTr anterior, where he 
named 3 pictures post- TMS (baseline mean S&V=0.9, SD=0.567, +2 
SD=2.035). Figure 4.5 shows the location of each Best Response RH ROI for 
each patient. Immediate post- TMS testing for each of the other three ROis did 
not reach criterion for Best Response. 
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a) b) 
c) 
Figure 4.5. Location of Best Response RH ROI (R pars triangularis) from Phase 
1 rTMS for P1, good responder (a), and for P2, poor responder (b). During Phase 
2 rTMS this cortical ROI was suppressed for longer treatments , 20 minutes a 
day, for 10 days. Details of the sulcul boundaries used to visually identify regions 
targeted for rTMS in Phase 1 are shown for P1 (c). 
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· Phase 2 rTMS, Suppress Best Response RH ROI Longer, Over More 
Sessions 
During Phase 2, the Best Response ROI from Phase 1 was suppressed with 
1 Hz rTMS (90% of motor threshold for the L FDI) for 20 min, 5 days per week, 
across 2 weeks. Each patient received follow-up BNT and BDAE testing at 2 
months following the 1Oth rTMS treatment, with additional post- TMS language 
testing as shown in Table 4.1a,b. 
Results 
Language Data (P1, G.ood Responder) 
For P1, language was tested at 2, 6, 16, and 43 months post- Phase 2 rTMS 
(Table 4.1a). The BNT score increased from 11 pictures named (pre- TMS) to 14, 
18, 15 and 15 (post- TMS), Figure 4.6a. The number of words for longest phrase 
(Cookie Theft picture, BDAE) increased from 3 words (pre- TMS) to 5, 5, 5, and 6 
words, respectively (post- TMS). Auditory comprehension was largely 
unchanged. 
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Figure 4.6. Boston Naming Test results for P1, good responder (a), and P2, poor 
responder (b) , before and after the Phase 2 rTMS treatment series. 
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Overt naming fMRI (P1). Pre- TMS, P1 named only 17/60 (28%) of the 
pictures during overt naming fMRI (1 0 years poststroke). At that time, fMRI ROI 
analyses showed significant activation in the R and L sensorimotor cortex and R 
IF G. At 3 months post- TMS he named 25/60 (42%) of the pictures and ROI 
analyses showed continued significant activation in both the R and L 
sensorimotor cortex. At 16 months post- TMS his naming improved to his highest 
score of 35/60 (58%) and the ROI analyses showed increased activation in both 
R and L sensorimotor cortex, mouth. Increased activation in the L (perilesional) 
and R sensorimotor cortex, mouth, continued to be present at 46 months post-
TMS. Although ROI analyses showed there was increased activation over time in 
the R and L sensorimotor cortex, mouth, the change in activation did not reach a 
level of significant change over time. See Figs. 4.7 and 4.8. 
ROI analyses also showed that pre- TMS, there was significant activation in 
both the Land R SMA. At 3 months post- TMS, this activation continued to be 
present. The mean effect size for the L SMA was significantly greater at 16 
months post- TMS compared to pre- TMS and 3 months post- TMS (p<.02; 
p<.OS, respectively). There was no significant change over time in the R SMA. At 
16 and 46 months post- TMS there was greater activation in L SMA than R SMA 
(p<.08; p<.09, respectively). See bar graph, Figure 4.7. 
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Figure 4.7. Overt naming fMRI scans showing results for whole brain analysis pre- and 
post- Phase 2 rTMS for P1, good responder. Activation is shown for scans pre-TMS (a), 
3 mo. post- TMS (b), 16 mo. post- TMS (c), and 46 mo. post- TMS (d). At 16 mo. and 46 
mo. post- TMS new activation was present in the L SMA (white arrows). Bar graph at 
bottom displays the mean effect size for the L and R SMA activation. The ROI analyses 
show a significant shift to greater L SMA at 16 mo. post- TMS compared to pre- TMS 
and to 3 mo. post- TMS. 
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Figure 4.8. Overt naming fMRI bar graphs showing mean effect size for Rand L 
sensorimotor (a) and R IFG (b) in P1 , good responder. The ROI analyses 
revealed an increase over time in activation of both the Rand L sensorimotor 
cortex, mouth. However, this increase was not significant across the three post-
TMS sessions (a) . There was R IFG activation across all fou r sessions qut no 
significant change across sessions (b) . 
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At 16 months post- TMS whole brain analyses showed there was new 
perilesional L frontal activation in the middle portion of the lateral, superior frontal 
gyrus (SFG) (L BA 8), and new temporal activation inLand R BA 20, R BA 22 
and 37. The perilesional activation in the middle portion of the lateral L SFG (L 
BA 8) was present at both 16 months and 46 months post- TMS. 
Overt propositional speech fMRI (P1 ). Only P1 participated in overt 
propositional speech/story-telling fMRI and this occurred at 16 and 46 months 
post- TMS. On both of these post- TMS fMRI scans during overt story telling, the 
whole brain analyses for P1 showed perilesional activation in a small remaining 
portion of L IFG, and in L sensorimotor cortex, mouth. 
ROI analyses at 16 months post- TMS showed there was significant 
activation in Land R SMA (Figure 4.9, bar graphs). At 46 months post- TMS 
there continued to be significant activation in only the L SMA. His longest phrase 
length for propositional speech during the fMRI scan at 16 months post- TMS 
was 3 words (e.g., Wait a minute; The fan blowin') and during the fMRI scan at 
46 months post- TMS, 5 words (e.g., Look at him get busy). 
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Figure 4.9. Overt propositional speech/story-telling fMRI scans showing results 
for whole brain analysis at 16 mo. and 46 mo. post- Phase 2 rTMS for P1, good 
responder. Bar graphs (right) show the mean effect size for L and R sensorimotor 
for the mouth (top) and Land R SMA (bottom). There was no significant change 
over time between 16 mo. and 46 mo. post- Phase 2 rTMS. At both time points 
the L SMA activation was greater than the R SMA activation but not significantly 
so. 
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Overt Propositional Speech DSC fMRI Paradigm 
During an earlier fMRI research project, 6 years pre- TMS (4 years 
poststroke) P1 participated in an overt propositional speech/story-telling imaging 
study. That study utilized gadolinium with the Dynamic Susceptibility Contrast 
(DSC) fMRI method to obtain data on relative cerebral blood volume in specific 
cortical ROis (Naeser et al., 2004). The sequential pictures used as stimuli for 
story telling during DSC fMRI, were the same pictures used later, during the overt 
propositional speech fMRI studies at 11 years 5 months poststroke; and 13 years 
11 months poststroke. During DSC fMRI, he had produced only a 2-word longest 
phrase length (e.g., get up, bed) for the picture description/story telling task. At 
that time, P1 showed greater activation in R SMA than in L SMA (Figure 4.1 0, 
white arrows). 
Figure 4.1 0 . Overt propositional speech/story-telling utilizing Dynamic 
Susceptibility Contrast fMRI , 6 yr. pre-TMS (4 yr. poststroke) for P1, good 
responder. He produced only a 2-word longest phrase length and showed 
greater activation in R SMA than in L SMA (white arrows). Note that on fMRI 
(Figure 4.9), at 16 mo. and 46 mo. post- Phase 2 rTMS, there was greater 
activation in the L SMA than in the R SMA. 
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Language Data (P2, Poor Responder) 
Pre- TMS, language testing was performed three times with P2 (1.5 years 
poststroke) . At that time, his BNT scores were 1, 3, and 1 (mean=1 .67; 
S0=1 .15), and his longest phrase length was 1 word (cookie theft, BDAE). 
Auditory comprehension for Commands was 8, 10, and 8 (mean=8.67; S0=1.15). 
At 2 and 6 months post- Phase 2 rTMS, his BNT score was only 1 picture 
named, and his longest phrase length remained at 1 word. Auditory 
comprehension for Commands improved by 2 SO, from a pre- TMS mean of 
8.67, to 11. Auditory comprehension for Complex Ideational Material also 
improved by 2 SO, from pre- TMS mean, 2.33 (S0=0.58) to 4, at 6 months post-
TMS. See Table 4.1 b for additional language data. 
Overt naming fMRI (P2). Pre- TMS, P2 named only 2/60 pictures and the 
ROI analyses showed significant activation in R IFG. At 3 and 6 months post-
Phase 2 rTMS, there was little activation in the R IFG. The ROI analyses 
revealed no significant difference in R IFG activation across sessions and 
additionally, no significant change in the R sensorimotor activation across all 
three sessions. This corresponds to no change in the number of pictures named 
during the fMRI scans (See Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12, bar graphs). 
On all three overt naming fMRI scans (pre- TMS, and at 3 and 6 months post-
TMS) , ROI analyses showed no difference across sessions in activation for the L 
or R SMA. Although more activation was seen in the L SMA compared to the R 
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SMA, this difference did not reach a level of significant difference in activation in 
the L SMA compared to R SMA in this patient. See bar graph, Figure 4.11 . 
Pre- TMS there had been activation in a portion of L BA 37. This did not 
remain across sessions. At 3 months post- TMS, there was new activation in L 
anterior STG, and in L BA 38. At 6 months post.,. TMS however, no L temporal 
lobe activation was present any longer. Across all 3 sessions, pre- and post-
TMS in this patient, whole brain analyses revealed activation in the middle 
portion of L lateral SFG (L BA 8). However, there was no new, lasting LH 
perilesional or perisylvian activation post- TMS and no improvement in naming. 
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Figure 4.11. Overt naming fMRI scans showing results for whole brain analysis 
pre- and post- Phase 2 rTMS for P2, poor responder. Activation is shown for 
scans pre- TMS (a), 3 mo. post- TMS (b), and 6 mo. post- TMS (c).The bar graph 
below shows mean effect size for L and R SMA. On all three scans, slightly more 
activation was present in the L SMA (white arrows) than R SMA. The ROI 
analyses show no significant change over time in the L SMA or R SMA. There 
was no change in the number of pictures named over time. 
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Figure 4.12. Overt naming fMRI bar graphs showing mean effect size for R 
sensorimotor (a) and R IFG (b) in P2, poor responder. There was an increase 
over time in activation of the R sensorimotor cortex, mouth. However, this 
increase was not a significant change across sessions (a). There was significant 
R IFG activation only pre- TMS (b). 
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Discussion 
This study reported results for overt naming fMRI scans, pre- and post- ten, 
20-minute, 1 Hz rTMS treatments to suppress part of R PTr, in two chronic 
nonfluent aphasia patients. One patient was a 'good responder' with improved 
naming and phrase length in propositional speech, lasting out to almost 4 years 
post- TMS. The other patient was a 'poor responder' with no change in naming or 
propositional speech post- TMS. 
We had hypothesized that in chronic nonfluent aphasia, after rTMS treatment 
to suppress R PTr, fMRI would show a shift in activation from RH frontal areas to 
new activation in LH perilesional, perisylvian areas and L SMA, if there was good 
response with improved naming. For P1, who was a 'good responder', at 16 
months post- TMS, there was significant activity in LH perilesional sensorimotor 
cortex activation. For P1, significant activation in L sensorimotor cortex continued 
to be present at 46 months post- TMS, with continued improved naming. 
In addition, at 16 months post- TMS, there was a significant increase in 
activation in the L SMA compared to pre- and 3 months post- TMS (p<.02; p<.05, 
respectively). There was also greater activation in L SMA than R SMA at 16 
months post- TMS, whereas pre- TMS there had been no difference between L 
and R SMA activation. It is unknown exactly when, post- TMS, the shift to the 
stronger LH activation occurred for this patient during overt naming, however, it 
was first observed at 16 months post- TMS. There were no intervening overt 
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speech fMRI scans between 3 and 16 months post- TMS. The new LH activation 
remained, however, even at 46 months post- TMS (nearly 4 years post- TMS) 
when the patient was 13 years 11 months poststroke. 
Overt story-telling fMRI obtained for P1 only, at 16 and 46 months post- TMS, 
showed significant activation in L and R sensorimotor cortex mouth and 
significant activation in Land R SMA. However, at 46 months post- TMS, ROI 
analyses showed activation in the SMA remained significant for the L SMA only. 
Data showing greater R than L SMA activation had been obtained for P1 during 
overt story-telling DSC fMRI, 6 years prior to any TMS. These DSC-fMRI data 
suggest that this patient had greater RH activation at least as early as 4 years 
poststroke. 
For P2, who was a 'poor responder', suppression of R PTr with rTMS resulted 
in no lasting change in LH activation during overt naming fMRI, corresponding 
with no change in naming or propositional speech post- TMS. Pre- TMS, P2 
showed activation in R IFG and R sensorimotor cortex, mouth. At 3 and 6 months 
post- TMS, there was continued activation in these ROis. However, ROI 
analyses showed there was no difference across sessions in the activation of the 
R IFG, orR sensorimotor cortex. 
On all three fMRI scans (pre- TMS, and at 3 and 6 months post- TMS), ROI 
analyses also showed no difference across sessions in the Lor R SMA 
activation. P2 had severe damage to parts of the neural network important for 
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propositional speech, as well as damage to parts of the neural network important 
for naming. A discussion of lesion sites in both patients, follows below. 
Lesion Sites 
Each patient had extensive lesion in Broca's area (Figure 4.1), however, 
presence of lesion in Broca's area, alone, would not have accounted for the 
lasting nonfluent speech in each case, nor for the discrepancy in severity of 
nonfluent speech between the two cases. 
P2 continued to mime only 1 picture on the BNT, post- TMS. He had an 
unusually high, frontal lobe lesion, which is important to consider regarding his 
severe impairment in picture naming. First, this high frontal lobe lesion may have 
interrupted MScF pathways close to their origin, the SMA, contributing to his 
limited speech output. 
Second, P2 had lesion in an 'epicenter' for naming at the junction of the 
superior frontal sulcus with the precentral sulcus (Duffau et al., 2003, 2005) 
which may have interrupted connections in the neural network for naming to and 
from this region. 
In addition to differences in their frontal lobe lesion pattern, P1 and P2 had 
differences in temporal lobe lesion, which may further explain their disparity in 
picture naming ability. Although each case had lesion in Wernicke's area 
(posterior STG), P2 had additional lesion extension inferior and posterior to 
Wernicke's area, including parts of MTG (BA 21 and 37) whereas P1 did not. 
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Several imaging studies have noted the importance of BA 21 and/or BA 37 for 
semantic aspects of naming in normals as well as aphasia patients (Abrahams et 
al., 2003; Gold & Buckner, 2002; Hillis et al., 2006; Price, Warburton, Moore, 
Frackowiak, & Friston, 2001). 
Thus, for P2, the severe naming deficit (and poor response following TMS) 
may have been associated with lesion in two major 'epicenters' for naming, as 
described by Duffau et al., (2003, 2005): 1) DLPFC in posterior MFG at the 
junction of the superior frontal sulcus and the precentral sulcus; and 2) the MTG 
(BA 21). In addition, Price et al. (2001) described functional imaging co-activation 
between Broca's area and the posterior MTG during naming. Thus, the severe 
anomia (and poor response to TMS) in P2 is likely associated with having lesion 
in Broca's area plus the two areas described by Duffau et al., (2003, 2005). 
Connections from the temporal lobe to Broca's area and precentral gyrus (BA 
6) have been reported in recent DTI studies (Frey, Campbell, Pike, & Petrides, 
2008; Glasser & Rilling, 2008). White matter lesion was also likely present in fiber 
bundles connecting these critical regions including the inferior fronto-occipital 
fasciculus and the arcuate fasciculus (Catani, Jones, & ffytche, 2005; Duffau et 
al. , 2005). Further studies with DTI, particularly in aphasia patients, would be 
necessary to better understand these disconnections. 
P1 had no lesion in the L MTG (BA 21 and 37), or the posterior MFG (a part 
of BA 8). Interestingly, P1 showed no consistent activation in these LH regions 
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during overt naming fMRI. Although he showed no activation in the posterior 
portion of the L MFG, he did activate other parts of L BA 8 (perilesional) during all 
three overt naming fMRI scans post- TMS. He still had a moderate naming deficit 
post- TMS, where his scores ranged 42 to 58% correct during overt naming fMRI 
at 3 months to 46 months post- TMS. Perhaps increased activation in L posterior 
MFG or L posterior MTG would have been associated with better naming. 
P1 had lesion only in the lowest portion of the L sensorimotor cortex area. 
Although there was a trend toward increasing activation in this region over time, 
which continues to increase even at 46 months post- TMS, the change was not 
significant. P2 had extensive lesion in the L sensorimotor cortex mouth area, thus 
could not activate this region during overt speech. 
These fMRI data suggest additional studies with overt naming fMRI in 
nonfluent aphasia patients are warranted. Activation and presence of lesion in 
the above-mentioned DLPFC and MTG 'epicenters' for picture naming should be 
carefully examined. 
Auditory Comprehension Post- TMS 
P2 improved on auditory comprehension post- TMS, but P1 did not. For P2 
pre- TMS, his mean auditory comprehension score for Commands was 8.67, and 
post- TMS, 11/15. Pre- TMS, his mean score for Complex Ideational Material 
was 2.33 and this improved to 4/12, at 6 months post- TMS. Although some 
improvements were made in auditory comprehension, a moderate-severe 
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auditory comprehension deficit was still present post- TMS (overall, 51.7 
percentile). Why P2 improved on auditory comprehension post- TMS is unknown. 
Improvement in auditory comprehension lasting out to 6 or 8 months post- TMS 
has not been an area where significant change was noted in our previous TMS 
studies with nonfluent aphasia patients (Naeser, Martin, Nicholas, Baker, 
Seekins, Helm-Estabrooks et al., 2005; Naeser, Martin, Nicholas, Baker, 
Seekins, Kobayashi et al., 2005). Our fMRI scans only examined overt speech in 
the present study (not auditory comprehension), therefore no fMRI data are 
available for auditory comprehension, pre- and post- TMS. 
Revision of TMS Entry Criteria 
We have studied three other severe, nonfluent aphasia patients with 1-word 
phrase length, who did not improve post- TMS (data not published, personal 
observation). We have observed that if, on pre- TMS language testing across 
three sessions, a patient did not have a mean of at least 3 pictures named 
correctly (on the first 20 pictures) of the BNT, then there was no improvement in 
naming, post- TMS. Overt naming fMRI scans are not available for these other 
cases. 
We have now developed a minimum criterion for Entry into the TMS study -
i.e., the patient must have a mean score of at least 3 pictures named correctly 
(on the first 20 items of the BNT) as tested across three test sessions pre- TMS. 
P2 would not have met this minimum criterion for Entry, as his mean BNT score 
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across three testing sessions pre- TMS was only 1.67 (S0=1 .15, range, 1-3). We 
have entered into the TMS protocol, one severe nonfluent aphasia patient (1-
word phrase length) who was a good responder. She named 4 pictures on the 
BNT pre- TMS; 7 pictures, 2 months post- TMS; and 12 pictures, 8 months post-
TMS. She had primarily a subcortical lesion, and no lesion was present in the 
DLPFC or the posterior MTG areas (Naeser, Martin , Nicholas, Baker, Seekins, 
Helm-Estabrooks et al. , 2005). 
Limitations 
The application of the findings in the present study to a more general 
population of nonfluent aphasia patients may be limited by the following: First, 
there were only two patients examined with fMRI. Second, P1 entered at 10 
years poststroke, whereas P2 entered at 2 years poststroke. The effect of Time 
poststroke at entry, and potential for increased recovery before entry into the 
TMS study is a factor that could not be controlled for. Third , the long-term effect 
of the handheld , augmentative speech device used on a daily basis by P2 
(starting about 4 months post- TMS) on the language testing and on the fMRI 
scan performed at 6 months post- TMS, is unknown. Patients had been 
requested not to have individualized speech therapy intervention during the first 
year of participation in the study. Additionally, for P1, who showed a significant 
increase in verb production during narrative speech after 2 months of Constraint-
Induced Aphasia Treatment (CIAT), the effect of CIAT (Goral & Kempler, 2008) 
on the fMRI activation between 16 months and 46 months post- TMS is 
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unknown. However, at 16 months post- TMS this patient had already shown a 
shift to his left hemisphere, which continued at 46 months post- TMS. 
Although physiologically, TMS may have a modulating effect on the bilateral 
neural network for language, the TMS treatment alone, the change in 
performance level, or both could have influenced the observed changes in 
activation patterns for P1. 
Future studies may want to include the use of an event-related design, which 
would allow analysis of responses in greater depth, particularly examination of 
activation patterns for correct versus incorrect responses or responses within · 
specific categories. Recent studies have demonstrated the use of overt naming 
fMRI paradigms in longitudinal studies in normal controls (Meltzer, Postman-
Caucheteux, McArdle, & Braun, 2009). However, the use of an event-related 
design, is particularly problematic due to the multiple hesitations and false starts 
during overt speech in aphasia patients. Sensitivity is also an issue, particularly 
with more severe nonfluent aphasia patients, who may only correctly name fewer 
than 3 or 4 items. 
Summary 
Suppression of R PTr with rTMS in the good responder may have promoted 
inhibition there, permitting better modulation of regions within the bilateral 
premotor, sensorimotor and temporo-parietal network important for naming 
(Damasio, Tranel, Grabowski, Adolphs, & Damasio, 2004; Gold & Buckner, 2002; 
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Price et al., 2001). The role of the L SMA in conjunction with this shift was 
associated with sustained, improved naming up to almost 4 years post- TMS in 
P1. These results for the good responder are compatible with other functional 
imaging studies where activation of remaining LH language regions were 
associated with better recovery (Heiss, Kessler, Thiel, Ghaemi, & Karbe, 1999; 
Heiss & Thiel, 2006; Perani et al., 2003; Warburton, Price, Swinburn, & Wise, 
1999) and with studies that show new LH activation after speech therapy is 
associated with language improvement (Cornelissen et al. , 2003; Leger et al., 
2002; Meinzer et al., 2008; Small , Flores, & Noll, 1998). 
For P2, extensive lesion in Broca's area, along with subcortical white matter 
lesion, les·ion extension into the DLPFC, plus Wernicke's area and posterior MTG 
lesion may have created a lesion distribution where TMS could not promote 
enough bilateral modulation to permit activation of any remaining portions of the 
neural network for naming, especially in the LH . The consistent, high L SMA 
activation in P2 may not be working in conjunction with the other parts of the 
bilateral network for naming, due to extensive DLPFC and white matter lesion. It 
is possible that not enough of the major phonological or lexical-semantic regions 
in the LH important for naming were spared in order to promote naming . 
These two patients each contribute information toward understanding which 
nonfluent aphasia cases are likely to improve post- TMS and which cases may 
not. The overt speech fMRI data with our single nonfluent patient with good 
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response to TMS support the hypothesis that restoration of the LH language 
network is linked, at least in part, to better recovery of naming and phrase length 
in propositional speech in nonfluent aphasia. 
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Corpus Callosum Atrophy in Stroke Patients with Chronic Nonfluent Aphasia 
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Abstract 
Language re-organization poststroke involves both hemispheres (Crosson et 
al., 2007; Price & Crinion, 2005). Recovery is mediated in part by 
interhemispheric interactions. Therefore, investigating the structural integrity of 
the corpus callosum (CC) may shed light on alteration of interhemispheric 
dynamics after stroke, and neural mechanisms supporting re-organization of 
language. 
This was a retrospective study that used structural magnetic resonance 
imaging to examine the size of the CC of 21 stroke patients with chronic 
nonfluent aphasia (1-16 years poststroke), and 13 age-equivalent normal 
controls. 
The total overall size of the CC was significantly reduced by 28.6% (p<.004) 
in the aphasia patients compared to that of the controls. The size of each of the 
topographically organized subsections 2-6 of the CC was reduced in the aphasia 
patients compared to controls (ranging from 21.1% to 40.1 %; p<.01 to p<.001). 
No differences were found for subsection 1, the most anterior section, Rostrum 
(p<0.976) and subsection 7, the most posterior section, Splenium (p<0.084). 
Multiple regressions established that extent of lesion in specific cortical and/or 
subcortical regions correlated with size (mm2) in specific subsections of the CC. 
Lesion in Broca's area (BA 44/45) and medial subcallosal fasciculus (MScF) 
deep to Broca's area, correlated with size (p<.008 and p<.063) in the Genu 
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(subsection 2; prefrontal connections). Lesion in premotor cortex at the level of 
the pars opercularis (POp), and MScF correlated with size (p<.004 and p<.030) 
in the Rostral Body (subsection 3; premotor and SMA callosal connections). Time 
poststroke correlated with size in Anterior Midbody, Posterior Midbody and the 
Isthmus (subsections 4-6; p<.060, p<.075, and p<.054, respectively). Middle 
Temporal (BA 21/37) lesion correlated with size (p<.074) in the Splenium. 
A decrease in left-right interhemispheric connections has implications for 
mechanisms of language recovery, treatment potential for patients and planning 
therapy. Lesion in both cortical and subcortical regions may affect 
interhemispheric interactions and language re-organization poststroke. Further 
exploration of structural changes, particularly alterations in white matter, may 
improve understanding of the neural plasticity of language recovery. 
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Introduction 
Approximately 2-3% of all cortical neurons in Rhesus monkeys project to the 
opposite cerebral hemisphere (Lamantia & Rakic, 1990). The corpus callosum 
(CC) in humans is the largest commissure in the brain with approximately 2 
million interhemispheric fibers crossing through it to connect the two 
hemispheres (Aboitiz, Scheibel, Fisher, & Zaidel, 1992). Post-mortem animal and 
human studies have shown that fibers in the CC are topographically represented 
and provide interhemispheric connections between specific regions of the 
cerebral cortex (de Lacoste, Kirkpatrick, & Ross, 1985; Funnell, Corballis, & 
Gazzaniga, 2000a; Pandya & Seltzer, 1986; Witelson, 1989). 
Over four decades there has been interest in the role of the CC in higher 
cognitive processes including language. Its importance in cognition and 
interhemispheric processing has been shown through split-brain, callosal lesion, 
or partial callosotomy studies (Doron & Gazzaniga, 2008; Funnell, Corballis, & 
Gazzaniga, 200Gb; Gazzaniga, 2000; Gazzaniga & Hillyard, 1971; Hines, Chiu , 
McAdams, Bentler, & Lipcamon, 1992; Hochman, Eviatar, Barnea, Zaaroor, & 
Zaidel, 2011; Zaidel, 1976). Gazzaniga & Sperry (1967) demonstrated in patients 
with surgical separation of the hemispheres that the left hemisphere (LH) is 
largely lateralized for language functions and the right hemisphere (RH) for 
perceptual functions, although not exclusively. Chiarello & Maxfield (1996) 
suggest that the CC aids parallel processing (each hemisphere processing the 
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same information in a qualitatively different way) by "shielding each hemisphere 
from the other until some later stage of integration" (Grimshaw, 1998; Liederman, 
1998, review). Interhemispheric processing can provide extra computation power 
(normally), however, under certain situations, such as aging, neurodegeneration 
or stroke recovery, an alteration in the CC may preclude this advantage (Banich, 
2003). 
De Lacoste et al. (1985) has suggested "commissural pathways serve as an 
alternate neural route and contribute to functional recovery when dominant 
pathways are compromised by lesion". Cortical and subcortical lesions may 
affect neural networks in a variety of ways, e.g., directly as a result of direct 
damage to specific brain regions; or indirectly through disconnection (de Lacoste 
et al., 1985; Hines et al., 1992). 
The CC connects both primary and secondary higher order association areas 
(Hines et al., 1992; Pandya & Seltzer, 1986), including those that are involved in 
language. Lesion in a major cortical language region such as Broca's area, or 
major subcortical white matter areas located near the ventricle- e.g., the medial 
subcallosal fasciculus (MScF) and middle 1/3 periventricular white matter 
(PVWM), may affect the size of the CC in stroke patients, which in turn may 
affect laterality of function (particularly for speech output) after stroke. 
Atrophy of the CC has been observed in various clinical and psychiatric 
populations, including patients with childhood neglect, and post-traumatic stress 
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disorder (Teicher et al., 2004; Villarreal et al., 2004). In an early study, Biegon et 
al. (1994) observed that different callosal regions were affected by Alzheimer's 
disease (AD) compared to aging. They found a significant reduction (30%) in the 
area of the genu in AD compared to a smaller, nonsignificant reduction in the 
genu in an older control group (6%) compared to a younger, control group. They 
also found a significant reduction in the body of the CC compared to young 
controls. They suggest that changes in regional CC size may reflect 
degeneration of axons of cortical neurons (frontal and parietal) lost during the 
disease process. 
Patients with early stage, mild AD have been shown to have atrophy in the 
posterior midbody, isthmus, and splenium regions of the CC (compatible with a 
decrease in temporal lobe structures). Early stage, mild multi-infarct dementia 
patients also have atrophy in the genu, which is compatible with a decrease in 
prefrontal structures (Lyoo, Satlin, Lee, & Renshaw, 1997). As these two 
diseases progressed, however, more widespread, general CC atrophy was 
observed in both groups. 
Studies examining regional differences in the CC in AD, however, have not 
been consistent. Methodological differences in measurement technique, as well 
as differences in patient populations may contribute to inconsistent results. For 
example, Hampel et al. (1998) utilized radial divisions to examine five 
subsections of the CC. They observed atrophy in the total callosal area and the 
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most rostral section, as well as the splenium, but not in the callosal body. Di 
Paola, Luders, lulio, et al. (201 0) utilized two methods, callosal thickness 
analyses (mesh-based geometrical modeling) and voxel-based morphometry to 
examine callosal size in severe AD patients, mild AD, and amnestic mild 
cognitive impairment (MCI) compared to healthy controls. They observed a 
generalized atrophy of the CC (genu, anterior body, and splenium). In earlier 
stages (mild AD and amnestic MCI) observed structural changes were less 
pronounced. A review of studies examining the structure of the CC in AD and 
MCI by DiPaola, Spalletta & Caltagirone (2010) supports findings of changes in 
the anterior CC (genu and anterior body) and in the posterior CC (isthmus and 
splenium) in AD. Two possible mechanisms are suggested, including Wallerian 
degeneration in the larger diameter fibers; and myelin breakdown affecting the 
smaller diameter fibers. 
In a post-mortem study of multiple sclerosis (MS) patients, Evangelou et al. 
(2000) found that the mean cross-sectional areas in three CC subsections 
(anterior, middle and posterior) were smaller in the MS patients than age-
matched controls that died of non-neurological causes. The mean axonal density 
of all three subsections of the CC in the MS patients was also reduced relative to 
controls. A study of the CC in schizophrenic patients by Keshavan et al. (2002) 
has revealed a reduction in total area of the CC, as well as in the anterior genu, 
anterior body, isthmus and anterior splenium subsections of the CC. 
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Frazier & Hardan (2009) conducted a meta-analysis of MRI studies that 
examined the size of the total area as well as regional area measures of the CC 
in autism. Of those in the review, six reported the area for the seven Witelson 
subdivisions. Findings from this meta-analysis provide support for the 
involvement of the CC (altered interhemispheric connectivity) in the 
pathophysiology of autism. There was evidence that the total area of the CC was 
reduced, with the magnitude of the effect decreasing in a caudal direction 
(anterior-to-posterior). The subsection with the greatest reduction in area was the 
rostral body (an area containing premotor/supplementary motor neurons). 
Casanova et al. (2011) revealed consistent results showing a reduction in the 
overall size of the CC, suggesting the presence of widely distributed 
abnormalities in people with autism, including heterotopic and homotopic callosal 
connections. 
Researchers in aging have used fMRI to observe 'nonselective' (additional) 
recruitment of homologous processing regions in cognitive tasks, which may be 
correlated with white matter changes (Logan, Sanders, Snyder, Morris, & 
Buckner, 2002). In aging, voxel-based morphometry (VBM) analysis of white 
matter density (in a large ROI that included all white matter anterior to the central 
sulcus) showed a greater density of white matter for good performers compared 
to poor performers (Colcombe, Kramer, Erickson, & Scalf, 2005). 
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Wierenga et al. (2008) suggest that observed increased RH activity during 
language tasks in older adults may be similar to re-organization of function after 
unilateral LH stroke. The assumption that this increase is beneficial in older 
adults (aging) is similarly controversial to the debate of the role of RH activation 
seen in poststroke language recovery. Wierenga et al. (2008) suggest that 
increased RH activity maybe due to "1) decreased processing efficiency due to 
disinhibition of nonspecialized networks; 2) inefficient recruitment of specialized 
neural mechanisms to perform a task; or 3) dedifferentiation (or loss of 
specialization) of function as a result of reduction in the hemispheric 
specialization of cognitive functions." Support for the idea of a reduction in the 
hemispheric specialization for cognitive functions comes from a structural study 
by Griebe et al. (2011 ). They observed a loss of tissue integrity, as measured by 
fractional anisotropy, and atrophy (reduced area) of the CC, to be detectable in 
'healthy' elderly individuals with age-related changes in peri- and paraventricular 
white matter. 
Friederici, von Graman & Katz (2007) examined the role of the CC in 
interhemispheric interactions by using electroencephalography (EEG) to examine 
event-related potentials (ERPs). They hypothesized that a successful interaction 
between the LH and RH is needed to observe a consistent N400 pattern. A 
stable interhemispheric interaction between prosody (RH) and syntax (LH) was 
shown by an N400-like effect for prosodically mismatching verb argument 
structures in healthy controls. Patients with focal lesions in the posterior portion 
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of the CC, however, had altered interhemispheric dynamics and did not show the 
same effect. Their data indicate that the posterior third of the CC (where the 
temporal lobe and auditory cortices project) is important for the interhemispheric 
interaction of speech prosody and syntactic information during speech 
comprehension . 
Stroke patients with LH lesion resulting in nonfluent aphasia are a patient 
population in which the size of the CC has been studied only in a limited manner. 
The purpose of the present study was: 1) to compare the overall size of the CC, 
and the size of each of seven CC subsections (Witelson , 1989) between 
nonfluent aphasia patients and normal controls; and 2) to determine whether 
among the nonfluent aphasia patients, extent of lesion within specific cortical , 
and specific subcortical white matter regions was associated with the size of 
each respective CC subsection . 
Methods 
Participants 
Participants included 13 right-handed, healthy controls (7 M, 6 F) with no 
known neurological disorders, and 21 right-handed, stroke patients (18M, 3 F) 
with chronic, nonfluent aphasia. The age range at the time of MRI scan for the 
control partiCipants was 45-70 Years (Mean= 60.23; SO= 6.572) and for the 
patient group was 46-72 Years (Mean= 59.29; SO= 7.44). The stroke patients 
with chronic, nonfluent aphasia were studied ranging from 1-16 years poststroke. 
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This was a retrospective study; however, in accordance with the Declaration of 
Helsinki, all participants had given signed informed consent to obtain structural 
research MRI scans for use in other studies, at the time of original scanning. 
A single, unilateral, left middle cerebral artery stroke was the etiology for 
aphasia in all patients. Aphasia patients were evaluated with the Boston 
Diagnostic Aphasia Exam (BDAE) 2nd Edition (Goodglass & Kaplan, 1983) or the 
3rd Edition (Goodglass, Kaplan & Barresi, 2001). Patients ranged in severity from 
mild nonfluent speech to severe nonfluent speech. They were considered to have 
severe nonfluent speech if they had only a 1-word or less, maximum meaningful 
phrase length (e.g., mostly stereotypies, overlearned phrases or automatic 
speech). Table 5.1 shows patient demographics and language scores obtained 
within one year of the structural MRI scan, with the exception of P001, whose 
language testing was obtained four years earlier than the MRI scan. Table 5.2 
provides an example of the maximum phrase length from the BDAE, Cookie 
Theft Picture Description for each patient. One potential male stroke patient was 
removed from the study, as documented language testing was incomplete and 
aphasia type/severity could not be determined. 
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Table 5.1. Demographic and language data for nonfluent aphasia patients. 
Auditory Comprehension 
(2nd Ed., Goodglass & Kaplan, 1983; 
or *3rd Ed., Good lass et al., 2001 
Word 
Age at Number of Words Discrimination Body Part 
Date of Years Poststroke at per Longest (Max=37*, Identification Commands 
Patient Gender MRI Scan Date of MRI Scan Phrase Length or Max=72 (Max=20) (Max=15) 
P1 M 57 1 Yr. 3 Mo. 9 36/37 15 
P2 M 52 5 Yr. 11 Mo. 9 59/72 10 8 
P3 M 56 9 Yr. 9 Mo. 8 36/37 20 15 12 
P4 M 59 1 Yr. 3 Mo. 7 35/37 15 11 
P5 M 46 3 Yr. 9 Mo. 7 65.5/72 15 13 5 
P6 M 64 15 Yr. 11 Mo. 6 50.5/72 6.5 8 7 
...... P7 M 49 1 Yr. 11 Mo. 5 72/72 20 14 12 
...... 
(J) P8 M 62 5 Yr. 5 Mo. 5 69/72 20 14 12 
P9 F 62 9 Yr. 1Mo. 4 69/72 15.5 8 2 
P10 M 62 7 Yr. 3 Mo. 4 52/72 16 13 8 
P1 1 M 51 6 Yr. 7 Mo. 4 39/72 0.5 5 6 
P12 M 56 1 Yr. 4 53.5/72 7 7 5 
P13 M 54 9 Yr. 9 Mo. 3 61/72 16.5 14 9 
P14 F 72 3 Yr. 4 Mo. 2 58.5/72 12 6 3 
P15 M 66 15 Yr. 2 49/72 8.5 7 2 
P16 M 69 11 Yr. 3 Mo. 1 68/72 18 11 7 
P17 M 51 9 Yr. 5 Mo. 1 29/37 18 13 9 
P18 F 58 8 Yr. 2 Mo. 1 53/72 3 2 
P19 M 71 1 Yr. 10 Mo. 0 54/72 16 10 5 
P20 M 59 2 Yr. 8 Mo. 0 48/72 14 10 3 
P21 M 69 2 Yr. 8 Mo. 0 29/72 8 4 2 
Table 5.1 . Continued. 
Years Visual Additional Visual 
Poststroke at Repetition of Sentence Confrontation Confrontation 
Age at Date of Date of MRI Single Words Repetition Naming Naming 
Patient Gender MRI Scan Scan (Max=10) (Max=10) (Max=20) (Same date) 
P1 M 57 1 Yr. 3 Mo. 9 7 19/20 
P2 M 52 5 Yr. 11 Mo. 8 2 17/20 
P3 M 56 9Yr. 9 Mo. 9 6 20/20 55/60 
P4 M 59 1 Yr. 3 Mo. 10 10 20/20 
P5 M 46 3 Yr. 9 Mo. 8 5 13/20 
P6 M 64 15 Yr. 11 Mo. 9 2 28/30 42/60 
P7 M 49 1 Yr. 11 Mo. 4 3 19/20 27/30 
....... P8 M 62 5 Yr .. 5 Mo. 6 0 7/20 7/30 
....... 
--....1 P9 F 62 9 Yr. 1Mo. 7 2 20/20 50/60 
P10 M 62 7 Yr. 3 Mo. 8 0 15/20 
P11 M 51 6 Yr. 7 Mo. 8 1 4/20 
P12 M 56 1 Yr. 3 0 3/20 4/30 
P13 M 54 9 Yr. 9 Mo. 9 2 2/20 
P14 F 72 3 Yr. 4 Mo. 8 3 8/20 
P15 M 66 15 Yr. 2 0 4/20 
P16 M 69 11 Yr. 3 Mo. 1 8/20 
P17 M 51 9 Yr. 5 Mo. 3 0 5/20 
P18 F 58 8 Yr. 2 Mo. 4 0 4/20 
P19 M 71 1 Yr. 10 Mo. 8 7120 
P20 M 59 2 Yr. 8 Mo. 6 0 1/20 
P21 M 69 2 Yr. 8 Mo. 3 0 0/20 
Table 5.2. Example of the longest phrase length for elicited propositional speech 
on the BDAE, Cookie Theft Picture Description for each patient. 
Patient 
Number 
P1 
P2 
P3 
P4 
P5 
P6 
P7 
P8 
pg 
P10 
P11 
P12 
P13 
P14 
P15 
P16 
P17 
P18 
P19 
P20 
P21 
Example Longest Phrase Length 
The mom doesn't seem to know what happening. 
They're gonna have a problem right by the chairs. 
Cookie jar is on top of the shelf. 
The water is spilling onto the floor. 
His mother was watching the paper plates. 
The boy, cookies in the hand ... standing the ladder no good fall 
Hand of he cookie car 
Two cups and one plate 
Laughing all the time 
This is big girl 
Data Not Available 
Her plate goes boom-boom. 
It's there, but. .. 
Data Not Available 
Fall down 
Stereotypies only 
Water, and uh ... 
Cookie, um .. . um .. do.do .. . fine. 
And now I got. .. yes. And now .. . 
Ok ... ah ... ah .. okey dokey 
It's all right. .. this one ... you know ... 
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Structural Magnetic Resonance Imaging 
This was a retrospective study where the structural magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI) scans had been obtained for other imaging studies. The MRI 
scans had been acquired on different scanners. Each participant had undergone 
a 30 Spoiled Gradient Echo (SPGR) structural MRI scan. A T-1 weighted high-
resolution image had been acquired that covered the whole brain (with a 
resolution range of .7 mm to 1.5 mm slice thickness, no gap). For this study, the 
structural images were re-oriented in MRicron (Rorden, 2007) to the AC/PC line. 
Figure 5.1 shows the T1- weighted midsagittal images for each patient, as Well 
as the LH lesion locations in axial view. 
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Figure 5.1. T1-weighted axial MRI scans for 21 aphasia patients utilized for 
visually characterizing extent of cortical and subcortical lesion for each case. 
Midsagittal images show axial slice locations (blue lines). 
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Figure 5.1 . Continued. 
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Figure 5.1. Continued. 
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Figure 5.1. Continued. 
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Figure 5.1. Continued. 
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Figure 5.1. Continued. 
Pre-processing steps. Two analysis programs were utilized to obtain CC 
measurements, MRicron and Image J, a Java-based image-processing program 
developed by the NIH (Rasband, W.S., lmageJ, U.S. National Institutes of 
Health, Bethesda, Maryland, USA, http://imagej.nih.gov/ij/, 1997-2012). After re-
orientation in MRicron, the CC was outlined for each participant's MRI scan. The 
true midsagittal slice is important to the integrity of the results (Dorion et al., 
2001 ), therefore the CC was outlined and measured at slice 0 mm (midsagittal), 
and at 1 mm to the right, and 1 mm to the left, and then averaged. See Figure 
5.2. 
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A rectangular ROI was created on each of the three sagittal slices, 
highlighting the area around the visible CC (outside the boundaries of the CC; 
Figure 5.2). Callosal boundaries are often difficult to manually locate due to 
intensity variations (partial volume effects) around the borders, therefore the 
intensity filter tool within MRicron was used to identify the callosal boundaries 
within this rectangular ROI. The intensity of the scans varied sl ightly, therefore 
the threshold for intensity was set at 200 within the rectangular ROI , and then 
adjusted manually for each individual scan. The CC intensity threshold for all 
participants ranged between 110 and 230 (Mean = 178.82; SO= 33.1 0) . 
A binary ROI of the CC was then saved as a nifti file, converted to a bitmap, 
and measurement was completed in lmageJ. Figure 5.3 provides an example of 
the binary image for the midsagittal slice of the CC for one patient and one 
normal control. The set scale tool was used to account for variations in pixel size 
by setting the individual pixel aspect ratio for each scan to 1 mm2 . 
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-1 0 +1 
-1 0 +1 
Figure 5.2. Example showing pre-processing steps for measurements of the CC 
size (mm2). A rectangular ROI was created on each of the three sagittal slices 
(-1 mm, 0 midsagittal , and +1 mm). Intensity thresholding was applied and the 
CC was then outlined and measured. Top row shows P15 (M, 66 year, 15 years 
poststroke). Bottom row shows Control (M , 58 years). 
Patient Control 
Figure 5.3. Example of the binary images for the midsagittal slice (0 mm) for one 
patient (M, 59 year, 1 year 3 months poststroke) and one control (M, 58 year). 
Binary images were later divided into the seven subdivisions for measurement. 
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Corpus Callosum Measurement 
All pre-processing steps and CC measurements were obtained for all 
participants by a single rater, blinded regarding group assignment (patients or 
controls). A second rater, also blinded to group assignment, separately 
completed pre-processing steps and measurement of the Overall size (mm2) of 
CC for 10 random participants. The measurements for Overall size of the CC on 
those 1 0 participants were compared between the two raters in order to confirm 
that the method was reliable and reproducible. The measurements between the 
two raters for those 10 patients were not significantly different. Inter-rater 
reliability was r = .952. 
The CC was then manually segmented into seven subdivisions (straight-line 
method) as shown in Figure 5.4 using lmageJ. There are many approaches to 
subdividing the CC. The subsection definitions used here were those of Witelson 
(1989). In other studies, these have produced results consistent with the curved 
line methods (Aboitiz, Scheibel, & Zaidel, 1992; Clarke & Zaidel, 1994). Huang et 
al. (2005) subdivided the CC using both a 20 schema, and Diffusion Tensor 
Imaging (DTI) tractography. Measurements of the CC using the 20 schema had 
lower standard deviation in controls. They concluded, 'There may not be a 
significant advantage to use our approach (DTI) which requires substantially 
more time and labor for data acquisition and analyses.' Hofer & Frahm (2006) 
utilized DTI to parcellate the CC, and observed some differences in 
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Region Anatomical 
1 Rostrum 
2 Genu 
3 Rostral body 
4 Anterior midbody 
5 Posterior midbody 
6 Isthmus 
7 Splenium 
PC C 
Figure 5.4. Human corpus callosum and subsections, Witelson (1989) scheme. 
Figure used with permission from Witelson, S. F. (1989). Hand and sex 
differences in the isthmus and genu of the human corpus callosum. A 
postmortem morphological study. Brain, 112 (Pt 3), p.805. 
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partitioning from the topographical divisions of Witelson. No single parcellation 
method is agreed upon. 
Measurements for Extent of Lesion Within Specific Cortical and Subcortical 
Areas 
Some cortical areas relevant to language processing include Broca's area 
(posterior IF G), premotor cortex, motor cortex, SMA and pre-SMA, Wernicke's 
area (posterior STG), parts of the MTG, SMG and angular gyrus (Friederici, 
2011; Price, 201 0; 2012). Structural white matter connections between language-
related cortical areas (both short-range and long-range) have been shown to 
support language processing (review by Catani et al., 2012; Friederici, 2011; . 
Kaplan et al., 201 0; Saur, 2006; 2008; and 201 0). The following language-related 
cortical regions were assessed tor extent of lesion (see Figure 5.5 and the 
Independent Variables listed in Table 5.3): Broca's area (BA 45/44), premotor 
cortex at the level of POp, motor cortex, sensory cortex, supramarginal gyrus, 
angular gyrus, Wernicke's area, anterior temporal lobe and middle temporal 
gyrus (BA 21/37). The following language~related subcortical, white matter 
regions were assessed for extent of lesion: anterior t13mporal isthmus, MScF 
(deepto Broca's area), and Middle 1/3 PVWM (Naeser et al., 1989; Naeser & 
Palumbo, 1994). 
Medial subcallosal fasciculus pathways. The MScF is a narrow white matter 
area antero-lateral to the frontal horn, containing fibers from SMA and from 
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anterior cingulate cortex (BA 24) to the head of caudate. First described by 
Muratoff (1893), it is located beneath the corpus callosum. Dejerine (1895) 
diagrammed the MScF in the human brain; the medial portion is very narrow, 
approximately one tenth of the distance from the lateral border of the frontal horn 
to the cortical mantle (Naeser et al., 1989; Naeser & Palumbo, 1994). Yakovlev & 
Locke (1961) diagrammed projections from the SMA and anterior cingulate to the 
head of caudate in the monkey (Figure 4.1, Chapter 4 of this dissertation). Using 
autoradiography techniques, others have also traced connections between these 
areas- e.g., cingulate (BA 24) and caudate (Barnes, Van Hoesen, & 
Yeterian,1980); and between SMA and cingulate (BA 24) (Benjamin & Van 
Hoesen, 1982); and between SMA and caudate (Jurgens, 1984). Goldberg (1985) 
and Jonas (1987) reviewed the importance of the SMA and posited that normal 
activation of SMA, provides for: 1) initiation of motor programming for speech; 
and 2) prevention of interference from other brain regions during overt speech 
production. Thus, a lesion located in the MScF would likely affect initiation and 
preparation for speech movements. 
Middle 1/3 PVWM pathways. Motor cortex projections for the mouth have 
been shown in an anterograde staining study with Rhesus monkeys to project 
directly into the second quarter of the PVWM, adjacent to the body of the lateral 
ventricle (Schulz, Pandya, & Rosene, 1993). The middle 1/3 PVWM contains the 
body of the caudate nucleus, and numerous other intra- and inter-hemispheric 
white matter pathways including the following: 1) the descending pyramidal tract 
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pathways for the leg and arm (Ross, 1980; Schulz et al., 1993); 2) the mid-
callosal pathways; 3) MScF pathways with connections from SMA and cingulate 
gyrus to body of the caudate (Dejerine, 1895; Muratoff, 1893; Yakovlev & Locke, 
1961); 4) the occipito-frontal fasciculus (Dejerine, 1895); and 5) the superior 
lateral thalamic peduncle, with projections from the dorsomedial nucleus and the 
anterior nucleus to the cingulate (Mufson & Pandya, 1984) and projections from 
the ventro-lateral nucleus to the motor cortex. These PVWM pathways are 
diagrammed coronally in Figure 5.5. 
Each cortical and subcortical region was defined by gyral boundaries and · 
structural landmarks visible on the axial set of high-resolution, T1-weighted 
structural MRI slices (Damasio & Damasio, 1989). Figure 5.1 shows the T1-
weighted structural MRI axial slices assessed for the extent of lesion within each 
region. The depth of the deepest sulcus for a specific cortical area determined 
the depth of that region to be analyzed . 
When a region was present on more than one MRI slice, the mean extent of 
lesion was calculated across the requ isite slices. For example, lesion in motor 
cortex and sensory cortex was assessed for each 1/5 of the lateral surface. The 
first slice was located at the level of the body of the lateral ventricle, 
approximately where the mouth is represented on the motor cortex. The 
additional slices included approximately where upper face, fingers, hand and arm 
are represented within the distribution of the L MCA. The subcortical PVWM 
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region was separated into thirds (anterior, middle, posterior), at the level of the 
body of the lateral ventricle, extending laterally halfway towards the cortex. The 
extent of lesion was assessed for each third (Figure 5.5). 
The extent of lesion within each neuroanatomical region was assessed 
visually, and measurements were determined using the following 0-to-5 point 
scale: 0 =no lesion ; 1 =equivocal lesion; 2 =small patchy or partial lesion; 3 = 
lesion in half of area; 4 = solid lesion in more than half of area; 5 = solid lesion in 
total area (Naeser et al., 1989; Naeser & Palumbo, 1994). See Appendix 2 for 
extent of lesion data for each ROI for each aphasia patient. 
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Figure 5.5. (a) Coronal and (b) axial images showing location of some cortical and 
subcortical regions assessed for extent of lesion . Figure used with permission from 
Naeser, M. A. , & Palumbo, C. L. (1994). Neuroimaging and language recovery in stroke. 
J Clin Neurophysiol, 11(2) , 150-174. 
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Table 5.3. Regressions performed on each CC subsection. 
CC Subsection 
1 Rostrum 
12 Genu 
3 Rostral body 
~Anterior midbody 
5 Posterior midbody 
~Isthmus 
7 Splenium 
Cortical Regions Represented 
in each CC Subsection 
(Witelson, 1989) 
Orbital Frontal 
Inferior Premotor 
Prefrontal 
Pre motor 
SMA 
Motor 
Somaesthetic 
Posterior Parietal 
Superior Temporal 
Posterior Parietal 
Occipital 
Inferior Temporal 
Independent Variables (Regions 
assessed for extent of lesion) 
entered into each Regression 
Premotor Cortex (at the level of POp) 
Broca's, BA 45/44 
subcortical MScF2 
Premotor Cortex (at the level of POp) 
Mean PVWM 
subcortical MScF2 
Motor 
Mean PVWM 
subcortical Middle 1/3 PVWM 1 
Sensory 
Mean PVWM 
subcortical Middle 1/3 PVWM 1 
Supramarginal Gyrus, BA 40 
~ngular Gyrus, BA 39 
~ernicke's 
~nterior Temporal Lobe 
subcortical Anterior Temporal 
lsthmus3 
Supramarginal Gyrus, BA 40 
Angular Gyrus, BA 39 
Middle Temporal, BA 21/37 
Anterior Temporal Lobe 
Middle 1/3 periventricular white matter (M 1/3 PVWM) contains in part the following pathways: 
Descending pyramidal tract fibers from motor cortex; body of the caudate nucleus and numerous 
intra- and interhemispheric pathways including the mid-callosal pathways; the medial subcallosal 
!fasciculus containing connections to the body of caudate from the supplementary motor area and 
he cingulate gyrus; the occipito-frontal fasciculus; and the superior lateral thalamic peduncle 
~hich includes projections from the dorsomedial nucleus and the anterior nucleus to the 
~ingulate , and projections from the ventrolateral nucleus to the motor cortex. 
12 Medial subcallosal fasciculus (MScF}, deep to Broca's area, contains pathways from 
supplementary motor area and anterior cingulate gyrus (BA 24) to head of caudate 
~Anterior temporal isthmus contains the auditory pathways from medial geniculate nucleus of 
halamus to Heschl's gyrus 
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Statistical Analyses 
All statistical computations were performed using SPSS (IBM Corp. 2012, 
IBM SPSS Statistics for Macintosh, Version 20.0. Armonk, NY: IBM Corp.) 
Initially, a univariate, two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed with 
Group [Controls, Patients] and Gender [M, F] as between variables and Age as 
the dependent variable. 
Pearson bivariate linear correlations were performed between Age at the time 
of the MRI scan, Time poststroke and the size (mm2) of the Overall CC and each 
of the seven subsections. 
A univariate, two-way ANOVA was used to assess gender differences in CC 
measurements between aphasia patients and controls, with Group [Controls, 
Patients] and Gender [M , F] as between variables and Overall size of the CC as 
the dependent variable . 
A multivariate ANOVA (MANOVA) was used to assess gender differences in 
CC measurements for each subsection of the CC between aphasia patients and 
controls, with Group [Controls, Patients] and Gender [M , F] as between variables 
and the size of each of the seven subsections of the CC as dependent variables. 
Multiple Regressions 
Linear regression analyses were performed to evaluate the possible 
association between the size of each subsection ( 1-7) of the CC, and the extent 
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of lesion (0-5) within specific cortical or subcortical regions, especially those 
relevant for language (Naeser et al., 1989; Naeser & Palumbo, 1994), and their 
left-right anatomical connections through specific subsections of the CC (Pandya 
& Seltzer, 1986; Witelson, 1989). See Table 5.3 for a list of regressions that were 
performed. Time poststroke was entered as a covariate. A correlation among 
/ 
independent factors was performed to see if any of the factors were inter-related. 
For the latter, if r >.70, they were considered to exhibit co-linearity. Extent of 
lesion for Middle 1/3 PVWM was correlated to that for the Mean PVWM, r = .890 
(which included anterior, middle, and posterior PVWM) and therefore was 
removed from regression analyses. Each stepwise multiple regression for each 
of the seven subsections, included Time poststroke as a covariate. Significance 
to enter was set to p<.1 0, and to remove was set to p<.15. 
Correlations with Language Behavior 
Longest number of words per phrase length. Pearson bivariate linear 
correlations were performed between number of words per longest phrase length 
(Table 5.1), and extent of lesion within specific cortical and subcortical language 
areas related to speech output. Additional correlations were performed between 
number of words per longest phrase length, and the Overall size (mm2) of the 
CC, and size of each of the seven subsections. Minimum significance level was 
considered to be p<.025 due to the number of multiple comparisons. 
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Visual confrontation naming. Pearson bivariate linear correlations were 
performed between percent correct on visual confrontation naming and extent of 
lesion within specific cortical and subcortical language areas related to naming. 
Percent correct was calculated based on the first 20 items, with the exception of 
P6, whose score was calculated based on the first 30 items (Table 5.1 ). 
Additional correlations were performed between percent correct on visual 
.confrontation naming, and the Overall size (mm2) of the CC, and size of each of 
the seven subsections. Minimum significance level was considered to be p<.025 
due to the number of multiple comparisons. 
Results 
Age was equivalent between Group and Gender F(1 ,30) = .079, p<0.78, and 
F(1 ,30) = .256, p<0.616, respectively. No interaction was found F(1 ,30) = 1.979, 
p<.170. No correlations were found between Age and measurements of the CC. 
Therefore further analyses did not include Age as a covariate. 
Overall Size of the CC 
The Overall size of the CC in aphasia patients was significantly smaller 
than in the controls. Main effects (Group, Gender) were significant F(1 ,30) = 
9. 799, p<.004 and F(1 ,30) = 4.468; p<.043, respectively, for Overall size of the 
CC. However, there was no interaction F(1 ,30) = .066, p<.799. See Table 5.4 
and Figure 5.6. 
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Table 5.4. Means and SO for main effect of Gender by Group for Overall size 
(mm2) of the CC. 
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Figure 5.6. Line graph showing main effect of Gender by Group. 
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Figure 5.7. Bar graphs showing (a) the overall size of the CC, and (b) the size of 
each subsection of the CC in patients and controls. *p<.01 
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Table 5.5. Results for CC size comparisons between the aphasia patients and controls. 
Aphasia 
Patients Controls 
Percent Difference 
for Aphasia Patients 
in Relation to 
-value Controls 
Overall Size 
ofCC 524.77 169.24 734.85 285.93 .004 -28.6% 
Cortical 
CC Subsections Regions 
Re resented 
1 Rostrum Orbital 
Frontal/ 31.62 12.82 26.99 10.87 0.976 +17.2% Inferior 
Premotor 
2 Genu Prefrontal 105.66 44.55 144.25 59.09 .012 -26.7% 
3 Rostral Body Pre motor/ 
SMA 75.32 25.59 95.60 38.35 .011 -21.1% 
4 Anterior 
Midbody Motor 48.52 19.27 77.77 29.83 .001 -37.6% 
5 Posterior Somaesthetic/ 
Midbody Posterior 48.15 20.29 80.42 37.50 .001 -40.1% 
Parietal 
6 Isthmus Superior 
Temporal/ 29.71 10.70 66.18 42.99 .001 -30.9% 
Posterior 
Parietal 
7 Splenium Occipital/ 
Inferior 180.29 52.40 226.52 78.27 .084 -20.4% 
Temporal 
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Size of Subsections in the CC 
The size of each of the separate CC subsections (2-6) in the aphasia 
patients was significantly smaller than in controls (p-values range from p<.012 to 
p<.001 ). The sizes of subsection 1 and of subsection 7 were each not 
significantly different between patients and controls. See Figure 5.7; and Table 
5.5 for means and p-values. 
Extent of Lesion in Specific ROis, and Size of CC Subsections 
Aphasia patients only. Stepwise multiple regression established that the 
extent-of-lesion values in MScF and Broca's Area (BA 44/45) entered into the 
multiple regression model, and correlated significantly with size (r = .583, p<.024) 
of subsection 2 (Genu; prefrontal pathways). The extent-of-lesion values in MScF 
and premotor cortex at the level of POp entered into the multiple regression 
model, and correlated significantly with size (r = .648, p<.007) of subsection 3 
(Rostral Body; premotor, SMA pathways). 
There was a trend towards significant correlation between Time poststroke 
with size of subsection 4 (AnteriorMidbody; motor pathways); subsection 5 
(Posterior Midbody; sensory, posterior parietal pathways); and subsection 6 
(Isthmus; superior temporal, posterior parietal pathways) (r = .417, p<.060; r = 
.396, p<.075; and r = .426, p<.054, respectively). 
There was also a trend towards significant correlation (r = .398, p<.074) 
between extent of lesion in the middle temporal gyrus area (BA 21/37) with size 
in subsection 7 (Splenium; occipital, inferior temporal pathways). See Table 5.6. 
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Table 5.6. Results of multiple regression showing the relationship between extent of lesion and 
amount of atrophy within each of the seven CC subsections. 
Cortical 
cc Regions Regions assessed for extent of 
Subsections Represented lesion (entered into regression)t r p-value 
1 Rostrum Orbital Frontal/ Time Poststroke t 
Inferior Premotor Cortex (at the level of 
Pre motor POp) 
2 Genu Prefrontal Time Poststroke t 
Broca's, BA 45/44 
Subcortical MScF .583 .024 
3 Rostral Body Pre motor/ Time Poststroke t 
Mean PVWM t 
SMA Premotor Cortex (at the level of 
POp) 
Subcortical MScF .648 .007 
4 Anterior 
Midbody* Motor Time Poststroke .417 0.06 
Motor t 
Mean PVWM t 
5 Posterior 
Midbody* Somaesthetic/ Time Poststroke .396 0.075 
Posterior Sensory 
. Parietal t 
Mean PVWM t 
Supramarginal Gyrus, BA 40 t 
Angular Gyrus, BA 39 t 
Superior 
6 Isthmus Temporal/ Time Poststroke .426 0.054 
Posterior Wernicke's Parietal t 
Anterior Temporal Lobe t 
Subcortical Anterior Temporal 
Isthmus t 
Supramarginal Gyrus, BA 40 t 
Angular Gyrus, BA 39 t 
7 Splenium Occipital/ Time Poststroke t 
Inferior Anterior Temporal Lobe t Temporal 
Middle Temporal , BA 21/37 .398 0.074 
* Subcortical Middle 1/3 PVWM correlated r >0. 7 with Mean PVWM, not entered as a possible 
predictor 
t Did not make threshold for entry into the stepwise regression model 
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Correlations with Language Behavior 
Number of words per longest phrase length. Significant correlations were 
found between number of words per longest phrase length and extent of lesion in 
the MScF (r = -.595, p<.004); extent of lesion in combined MScF + Middle 1/3 
PVWM (r = -.498, p<.021 ); and extent of lesion in combined MScF + Mean 
PVWM (r = -.575, p<.006). There was no significant correlation between longest 
phrase length and extent of lesion in Broca's area (BA 44/45) (r = -.132, p<.570). 
(See Table 5.7 and Figure 5.8) 
Significant correlations were found between number of words per longest 
phrase length and size of subsection 2 (Genu; prefrontal pathways) (r = .538, 
p<.012); and size of subsection 3 (Rostral Body; premotor, SMA pathways) 
(r = .600, p<.004); and size of subsection 4 (Anterior Midbody; motor pathways) 
(r = .561, p<.008). 
Visual confrontation naming. Significant correlations were found between 
percent correct on visual confrontation naming and extent of lesion in the middle 
temporal gyrus (BA 21/37) (r = -.500, p<.021 ); and extent of lesion in combined 
Broca's area+ middle temporal gyrus (BA 21/37) (r = -.512, p<.018). A significant 
correlation was found between percent correct naming and extent of lesion in 
combined MScF + Mean PVWM (r = -.509, p<.01 9). (See Figure 5.9) . 
There was a trend toward a significant correlation between percent correct on 
visual confrontation naming and extent of lesion in angular gyrus (r = -.415, 
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p<.062); and extent of lesion in combined Broca's area+ middle temporal gyrus 
(BA 21/37) +Wernicke's area (r = -.427, p<.053). There was no significant 
correlation between percent correct on naming and extent of lesion in Wernicke's 
area (r = -.334, p<.139); or extent of lesion in anterior temporal lobe (r = -.179, 
p<.437). 
A significant correlation was found between percent correct naming and size 
of subsection 3 (Rostral Body; premotor, SMA pathways) (r = .505, p<.020). (See 
Figure 5.9). There was a trend toward a significant correlation between percent 
correct on visual confrontation naming and size of subsection 4 (Anterior 
Midbody; motor pathways) (r = .440, p<.046). 
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Table 5.7. Correlation table showing the relationship between longest phrase length and 
extent of lesion in specific regions of interest, and corpus callosum total size and CC 
subsections. * = Minimum significance level of p<.025 due to multiple comparisons 
Region of Interest 
Broca's (BA 44/45 
Anterior 1/3 PVWM 
Middle 1/3 PVWM 
Posterior 1/3 PVWM 
Mean PVWM 
MScF 
MScF +Middle 1/3 PVWM 
MScF + Mean PVWM 
Corpus Callosum 
Overall Size (mm2) of CC 
CC Subsections 
1 Rostrum (Orbital Frontal , Inferior Premotor) 
2 Genu (Prefrontal) 
3 Rostral Body (Premotor, SMA) 
4 Anterior Midbody (Motor) 
5 Posterior Midbody 
(Somaesthetic, Posterior Parietal) 
6 Isthmus (Superior Temporal, Posterior Parietal) 
7 Splenium (Occipital , Inferior Temporal) 
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Number of Words Per 
Longest Phrase Length 
r p-value 
-.132 .570 
-.330 .144 
-.198 .390 
-.414 .062 
-.385 .085 
-.595 
.004* 
-.498 
.021* 
-.575 
.006* 
.464 .034 
.322 .155 
.538 
.012* 
.600 
.004* 
.561 
.oo8* 
.372 .097 
.378 .091 
.028 .905 
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Figure 5.8. Scatter diagrams showing a significant correlation between longest phrase length and extent of 
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Discussion 
This study documented significant atrophy in the corpus callosum in chronic 
stroke patients with aphasia compared to age-equivalent normal controls. Our 
patients had an overall CC size that was only 71.4% (p< 0.004) of that observed 
in controls. There was significant atrophy in most subsections of the CC where 
the sizes ranged from 59.9% to 78.8%, compared to controls, with the exception 
of subsection 1, Rostrum and subsection 7, Splenium (Table 5.5). This is the first 
study to document atrophy of the CC and its specific subsections in chronic 
stroke patients. 
No difference in Age (at time of MRI scan) was found between the two 
Groups. Also, no significant correlations between Age and size of the CC were 
observed. Changes in white matter due to aging have been documented in other 
studies where younger participants were included (Colcombe et al., 2005), 
particularly for the anterior CC (Reuter-Lorenz & Stanczak, 2000). The restricted 
ages of the stroke patients (46-72 years) included here, precluded comparison to 
a younger population. 
Multiple regressions showed that extent of lesion in specific cortical and/or 
subcortical white matter regions correlated significantly with size of several 
subsections of the CC. Most of these correlations were associated with anterior 
subsections of the CC that contain fibers from frontal lobe structures associated 
with speech production in nonfluent aphasia (Naeser et al., 1989). For example, 
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extent-of-lesion values in MScF and Broca's Area (BA 44/45) entered into the 
stepwise multiple regression model, and correlated significantly with size of 
subsection 2 (Genu; prefrontal pathways). In addition, extent-of-lesion values in 
MScF and premotor cortex at the level of POp entered into the multiple 
regression model, and correlated significantly with size of subsection 3 (Rostral 
Body; premotor, SMA pathways). Thus, the presence of significant atrophy in 
both subsections 2 and 3, likely represented lesion and interruption of pathways 
from both parts of Broca's area (pars triangularis and pars opercularis), as well 
as lesion and interruption of the deep white matter pathways from SMA, and 
anterior cingulate (BA 24) to head of caudate via the MScF deep to Broca's area 
(Naeser & Palumbo, 1994). See Figure 5.5. In summary, extent of lesion in three 
regions relevant to speech production- e.g. Broca's area, MScF, and premotor 
cortex (at the level of POp) were correlated with size of two anterior CC 
subsections (Genu; prefrontal pathways, and Rostral Body; premotor, SMA 
pathways). 
Multiple regressions showed no correlation between extent of lesion in 
specific cortical or subcortical regions and size of subsections 4, 5 or 6. However, 
there was a trend towards a significant correlation between Time poststroke, with 
size of subsection 4 (Anterior .Midbody; motor pathways}, subsection 5 (Posterior 
Midbody; sensory, posterior parietal pathways) and subsection 6 (Isthmus; 
superior temporal, posterior parietal pathways). 
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Across all subsections, subsections 4, 5, and 6 had the greatest amount of 
atrophy (smallest sizes), compared to controls (Anterior Midbody, 37.6% smaller 
than controls; Posterior Midbody, 40.1 %; and Isthmus, 30.9%). Atrophy in these 
three subsections may be related to expansion of lesion towards the body of the 
lateral ventricle that has been observed to occur, in the majority of stroke 
patients, after five years poststroke onset (Naeser et al., 1998). In the present 
study, 12/21 of the stroke patients had MRI scans that were obtained between 5 
and 16 years poststroke onset. Gradual lesion expansion over time could reduce 
the number of connections to homologous contralateral cortical regions, thus 
promoting increased atrophy over time. Naeser et al. (1998) observed that 
despite lesion expansion after five years (compared to the one year poststroke 
scan) the number of words per phrase length continued to improve, as did visual 
confrontation naming. This was considered to reflect brain plasticity, as long as 
the increase in lesion size occurred gradually- i.e., there was no second stroke. 
Similarly, using Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI) Gupta et al. (2006) observed 
a decrease in fractional anisotropy (FA) values in white matter of the CC 
beginning in the early weeks poststroke, with FA values even lower at 6 months 
poststroke. Only at 6 months poststroke was a measurable reduction in CC size 
(area) present. 
The stepwise regression showed a trend towards significant correlation 
between extent of lesion in the middle temporal gyrus (BA 21/37) and size of the 
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subsection 7 (Splenium; occipital, inferior temporal pathways). In the present 
study, 11/21 of the stroke patients had lesion in half or greater than half of this 
temporal lobe area (Appendix 2). Previous studies have noted that lesion was 
often present in this area in patients with large L MCA infarcts (Fridriksson, 
Bonilha, Baker, Moser, & Rarden, 2010). This area (BA 21/37) is important in 
many language functions (Friederici, 2011; Price & Crinion, 2005), including 
naming (Hillis et al., 2006). Naeser et al. (1987) also found that moderate-severe 
Wernicke's patients were more likely to have lesion extend into the middle 
temporal gyrus. In addition, a ventral route from the ventrolateral prefrontal 
cortex, including L pars triangularis (PTr) through the extreme capsule to the 
middle temporal gyrus has been demonstrated in DTI studies (Frey, Campbell, 
Pike, & Petrides, 2008; Saur et al., 2008). 
Correlations with Language Behavior 
Number of words per longest phrase length. The number of words per 
longest phrase length was significantly correlated with the extent of lesion in 
specific subcortical structures including the MScF; combined extent of lesion in 
MScF +Middle 1/3 PVWM; and combined extent of lesion in MScF +Mean 
PVWM (Table 5.7 and Figure 5.8). The significant correlation between longest 
phrase length and the combined extent of lesion in the MScF +Middle 1/3 
PVWM is compatible with findings of Naeser et al. (1989) and Naeser & Palumbo 
(1994). Lesion in these two deep subcortical white matter areas, the MScF and 
the M1/3 PVWM, combined, are hypothesized to produce poor spontaneous 
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speech because there are limited or no available pathways for speech initiation, 
motor execution, or sensory feedback. For example, the severe patient, with 
stereotypies, in the study by Fridriksson et al. (2006) had extensive white matter 
lesion. The absence of significant correlation between longest phrase length and 
extent of lesion in Broca's area (BA 44/45) is also compatible with the Naeser et 
al. (1989) study. 
The significant correlations observed between longest phrase length and size 
of subsections 2 (Genu; prefrontal pathways); 3 (Rostral Body; premotor, SMA 
pathways); and 4 (Anterior Midbody; motor pathways) likely reflect the decreased 
interhemispheric connections of the CC from the subcortical lesion site MScF + 
PVWM. In summary, the degree of severity of nonfluent speech produced by 
patients in this study was directly influenced by extent of damage in specific 
subcortical white matter areas, as well as indirectly by the decrease in size of CC 
subsections 2, 3 and 4 that included pathways from those subcortical white 
matter areas. 
Visual confrontation naming. Percent correct on visual confrontation 
naming was significantly correlated with the extent of lesion in specific cortical 
regions including the middle temporal gyrus (BA 21/37); and combined extent of 
lesion in Broca's area and middle temporal gyrus (BA 21/37) (Figure 5.9). This 
compatible with current literature that suggests the middle temporal gyrus is 
important to language functions (Friederici, 2011; Price & Crinion, 2005), 
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particularly naming (Hillis et al., 2006). Hi.llis et al. (2006) found that reperfusion 
of L BA 37 accounted for the most improvement in naming in acute patients. 
Fridriksson (201 0) also found that patients with damage to the L middle temporal 
regions were less likely to show improvement after two weeks of intensive 
Anomia treatment. Naeser et al. (1987) also found that moderate-severe 
Wernicke's patients, compared to mild patients, were more likely to have lesion 
extension into the middle temporal gyrus and this lesion extension was correlated 
with visual confrontation naming. In the present study, the significant correlation 
observed between naming and the combined extent of lesion in Broca's area + 
middle temporal (BA 21/37) supports observation of connections demonstrated 
by DTI studies between frontal regions (Broca's area, L PTr) and middle temporal 
regions through the extreme capsule (Frey, Campbell, Pike, & Petrides, 2008; 
Saur et al., 2008). 
Percent correct naming was also significantly correlated with the extent of 
lesion in two combined, subcortical structures; combined extent of lesion in MScF 
+ Mean PVWM (Figure 5.9). This is also compatible with Naeser et al. (1989) and 
Naeser & Palumbo, (1994) which show that poor speech output is related to 
lesion in these two subcortical white matter regions. 
Additionally, the significant correlations observed between percent correct 
naming and size of subsection 3 (Rostral Body; premotor, SMA pathways) also 
likely indirectly reflects the decreased interhemispheric connections of the CC 
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from the subcortical lesion site MScF + PVWM structures; CC subsection 3 
contains pathways from premotor and SMA regions. 
Interhemispheric Transfer and Transcallosal Inhibition 
Whether the CC and/or the separate subsections primarily have an excitatory 
or inhibitory effect on interhemispheric processing is unknown. Conti & Manzoni 
(1994) reported that a majority of neurons projecting across the CC exert a direct 
excitatory action on neurons of the contralateral hemisphere, however, this is not 
representative of the entire callosal system. They also reported that 
approximately 10-32% of the projections could have inhibitory effects. 
Clarke & Zaidel (1994) suggested three possible scenarios for functional 
interhemispheric inhibition by the CC based on results from anatomical-
behavioral studies using dichotic listening in healthy adults: "1) one hemisphere 
is exclusively specialized for the task; 2) both hemispheres receive simultaneous 
inputs and each proceeds to process them; 3) the non-specialized hemisphere is 
unsuccessful, with results that impede processing by the specialized 
hemisphere." 
Banich (2003) posited that the CC may not only aid in integrating processes 
occurring across both hemispheres (such as motor information), but another 
function may be to help modulate the brain's computational capacity and 
attentional resources. Banich (2003) suggested the following factors that may 
influence callosal (interhemispheric) interactions: 1) the degree to which 
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processing resources of a single hemisphere are taxed by the task; 2) the degree 
to which communication overhead (load) is imposed by callosal transfer; and 3) 
whether the information exceeds the channel capacity. Interhemispheric 
processing may normally provide extra computational power, however, under 
certain situations, including recovery from stroke, a limited functional capacity of 
the callosum may preclude an 'across-hemisphere' advantage (Banich, 2003) . 
In the study of normal aging, Banich (2003) further suggested the size of the 
channel capacity of the CC may tax resources over time, and therefore, a shift in 
lateralization may not reflect a compensatory effect, but may be an adaptation 
effect that could lead to limited improvement. Atrophy of the CC and the 
nonfluent speech produced by the stroke patients in the present study may be an 
example of this notion. 
In a study of metabolism of white matter pathways, Karbe, Herholz, Halber, & 
Heiss (1998) measured the glucose metabolism of the CC during word repetition , 
and at rest, using PET in normal subjects. They observed that energy 
consumption of the CC (interhemispheric transmission) , particularly in middle half 
of the CC (midbody and isthmus), was modulated (inh ibited) by L BA 44 and by 
R STG. Their results showed that 'cortical metabolism increased as callosal 
metabolism decreased'. Their data supported the notion of regulation of neuronal 
activity according to task, including inhibition of inappropriate, unrelated or 
excessive neuronal activity. 
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Functional imaging research has observed that stroke patients with chronic 
nonfluent aphasia appear to have "over-activation" in R Broca's area during 
various language tasks (Belin et al., 1996; Rosen et al., 2000). Functional MRI in 
nonfluent aphasia patients during overt, elicited, propositional speech has shown 
high activation in R perisylvian language homologues, including R sensorimotor 
cortex (mouth) and the R SMA (Naeser et al., 2004). Atrophy in the CC in the 
chronic nonfluent aphasia patients examined in the present study may be 
associated with lack of transcallosal inhibitory input to the R perisylvian language 
homologues, resulting in an over-activation (disinhibition) of these regions during 
speech production. Four patients included in the present CC study (P6, P15, 
P16, and P17) , were previously studied with the Dynamic Susceptibility Contrast 
fMRI method during overt, propositional speech (patients #1-4 in Naeser et al., 
2004). In the Naeser et al. (2004) study, high activation was observed in the R 
perisylvian language homologues during speech output in the patients. 
The notion of "over-activation" in R homologous language regions as a 
contributing (maladaptive) factor to nonfluent speech has been supported by 
results from repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) research with 
nonfluent patients (Barwood et al., 2011 ; Hamilton et al., 201 0; Martin, Naeser, 
Ho, Doran et al., 2009 (Chapter 4 of this dissertation); Naeser, Martin, Nicholas, 
Baker, Seekins, Kobayashi et al., 2005; Naeser, Martin, Nicholas, Baker, 
Seekins, Helm-Estabrooks et al., 2005; Weiduschat et al. , 2011). Slow, 1 Hz 
rTMS reduces cortical excitability (Hilgetag, Theoret, & Pascuai-Leone, 2001). 
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When 1 Hz rTMS was applied to R Broca's area (BA 45) in nonfluent aphasia 
patients, a significant increase in picture naming ability (and significant decrease 
in reaction time) has been observed (Martinet al., 2004; Naeser, Martin, 
Nicholas, Baker, Seekins, Kobayashi et al., 2005; Naeser, Martin, Nicholas, 
Baker, Seekins, Helm-Estabrooks et al., 2005; Naeser et al. , 2010; 2011). 
Reduced "over-activation" in the R SMA was also observed 3 months post- a 
series of rTMS treatments. The rTMS likely permitted better modulation of the bi-
hemispheric neural network for naming (Martin, Naeser, Ho, Treglia et al., 2009; 
Naeser, Martin, Nicholas, Baker, Seekins, Kobayashi et al. , 2005; Naeser, 
Martin, Nicholas, Baker, Seekins, Helm-Estabrooks et al., 2005; Naeser et al., 
201 0; 2011 ), allowing the brain to re-establish transcallosal inhibition (lost due to 
LH lesion), leading to more efficient processing post- rTMS. 
Thiel, Schumacher, et al. (2006) demonstrated in normal controls with rTMS 
and PET, an immediate rightward shift of language activity when rTMS is used to 
create a 'virtual' LH brain lesion. There was no evidence of pre-existing, greater 
RH dominance. This supports the hypothesis of reduced transcallosal inhibition 
after LH stroke. 
The effects of lesion location, and extent of lesion in specific cortical and 
subcortical regions have relevance for language therapies, which target different 
underlying mechanisms (Parkinson et al., 2009). Therapies such as anomia 
treatment (Fridriksson et al. , 201 0) , melodic intonation therapy (MIT) (Albert et 
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al., 1973), Constraint-Induced Language Therapy (CIL T) (Maher et al., 2006) for 
example may target speech production, whereas other therapies directly target 
sentence-level or single-word level comprehension such as Computer Based 
Microword (Cherney & Robey, 2008); or Treatment for Wernicke's Aphasia, 
which targets auditory comprehension (Helm-Estabrooks & Albert, 1991 ). 
Therapies for patients with speech production deficits may depend on 
different neural pathways than those with language comprehension deficits. The 
latter may have a greater dependence on callosally mediated interactions 
between the two hemispheres. For example, some language processes are more 
(left) lateralized, such as syntax and some are less lateralized such as semantic 
processes (Friederici, 2011) and sentence comprehension . Price (201 0) 
reviewed fMRI activation studies. related to speech comprehension, providing 
evidence that acoustic information is processed bilaterally in the temporal lobes, 
but then may be constrained by the semantic, grammatical and articulatory 
functions of the L frontal lobe. Friederici et al. (2007) showed that the posterior 
third of the CC is important for integration of speech prosody (RH) and syntactic 
information (LH) for sentence-level auditory comprehension. Patients with focal 
lesions in the posterior portion of the CC had altered interhemispheric dynamics 
· and did not show the same interhemispheric interaction, as measured by ERPs, 
as controls during speech comprehension. A study examining atrophy of the CC 
including only chronic, fluent aphasia patients with posterior, temporo-parietal 
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lesions would be of interest for comparison to the present study, in order to 
examine the differences in corpus callosum size (and subsection sizes). 
Research is necessary to examine the role that changes in white matter may 
play for individual patients, and their treatment with specific therapy programs 
[i.e., those that are likely to benefit from an increase in RH activity (Intention 
therapy; Crosson et al., 2005); or LH activity (anomia treatment, Fridriksson et 
al., 2010; MIT, Belin, 1996; GILT, Maher et al., 2006, Meinzer, Djundja, Barthel, 
Elbert, & Rockstroh, 2005; Meinzer, Rodriguez, & Gonzalez Rothi, 2012). 
Further Study of the Corpus Callosum 
The use of other imaging techniques, such as DTI to study the CC should be 
considered in future studies with chronic stroke patients who have aphasia. This 
was a retrospective study; therefore DTI scans were not available for all patients 
or controls. DTI has been used to examine long-range, larger white matter fiber 
tracts, such as the superior longitudinal fasciculus and the arcuate fasciculus 
pathways involved in language networks (Catani, Jones, & ffytche, 2005; Catani 
et al., 2012, review; Kaplan et al., 2010; Vernooij et al., 2007). 
The use of DTI to study structural changes in white matter in aphasia patients 
is still in the early stages. In a preliminary study with six aphasia patients, 
Schlaug, Marchina and Norton (2009) examined the R arcuate fasciculus before 
and after 75 sessions of MIT. All patients showed an increase in correct 
informational units (CIUs)/min (rate of speech) after therapy. Absolute number of 
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fiber tracts was stable across 2 baseline scans. However, all patients showed a 
significant increase in absolute number of fiber tracts in the R arcuate fasciculus 
after therapy, with no change in absolute number of fiber tracts in the cortico-
spinal tract after therapy. Although the authors also measured FA, they did not 
report findings for changes in FA in this study. 
There may be some limitations with utilizing DTI for fiber tracking, particularly 
for higher order processing such as language. Smaller subcortical tracts and u-
fibers may be less myelinated and may have a smaller degree of parallel 
organization, complicating their reconstruction (Rykhlevskaia, Gratton and 
Fabiani, 2008). For example, when using DTI to examine white matter fiber tracts 
involving voxels where fibers cross or abruptly change direction, or in voxels that 
include multiple fiber tracts (e.g. , MScF or PVWM), visualization may be difficult 
due to averaging of multiple fiber orientations within that voxel (Smits, Visch-
Brink, van de Sandt-Koenderman, & van der Lugt, 2012). 
When and how secondary changes, such as those due to Wallerian 
degeneration, can impact language recovery is also an area for further research. 
Investigation of changes (reduction) in FA, using DTI could be a useful measure 
of Wallerian degeneration in white matter pathways. 
Conclusions 
Understanding the relationship between structural damage and language 
function is important to understanding language reorganization poststroke 
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(Crinion, Holland, Copland, Thompson, & Hillis, 2012). The present structural 
imaging study established a significant decrease in size of the overall CC, as well 
as atrophy of CC subsections 2-6 in nonfluent aphasia patients compared to 
controls. The size of subsection 2 was significantly correlated with extent of 
lesion in anterior brain regions, Broca's cortical area and subcortical white 
matter, MScF (pathways in subsection 2) . The size of subsection 3 was 
significantly correlated with extent of lesion in the premotor cortex (level of POp) 
and MScF (pathways in subsection 3). 
Language behavior in these nonfluent patients was related to extent of lesion 
in specific regions, and specific subsections of the CC. The number of words per 
longest phrase length was significantly correlated with extent of lesion in primarily 
anterior white matter areas: MScF, MScF+Middle 1/3 PVWM, and 
MScF+MeanPVWM. The longest phrase length was also associated with the size 
of three anterior CC subsections 2 (Genu), 3 (Premotor/SMA) and 4 (Motor). 
Visual confrontation naming was significantly correlated with extent of lesion 
in a more posterior area, as well as some anterior areas: Middle temporal (BA 
21/37), Broca's area+Middle temporal, and MScF+MeanPVWM. Naming was 
significantly correlated with size of subsection 3 (Premotor/SMA). Thus, these 
results suggest that lesion sites, and related structural changes in the CC are 
contributing to interhemispheric interactions affecting language re-organization 
and response to treatments for aphasia including behavioral, rTMS and tOGS. 
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Appendix 1. Table 1. Functional neuroimaging studies with aphasia patients suggesting left hemisphere perilesional and remaining left 
hemisphere lanquaqe areas are important for recoverv. 
Type Patients 
of or Aphasia 
Citation Imaging Controls Type Task Conclusions/Summary 
Belin PET 7 chronic Single Word When MIT was used there was increased LH activation with 
1996 (rCBF) patients 2B; 5G Repetition better performance and a decrease in RH activation 
Nonfluent 4 conditions: RH patterns of activation may be associated with impaired 
aphasia; Rest, Listening; recovery; simple passive tasks, listening and repetition 
MIT (varied Repetition with without MIT produced RH activation; patients all had 
duration) and without MIT persistent aphasia 
Karbe et 6 posterior 
al., 1998 temporal 
PET 12 lesions: 5G, Permanent activation of R SMA correlated to poor recovery 
(rCBF) patients 1 sev. W and persistent language deficit 
1 parietal 
lesion, 1G, Both SMAs, but particularly L SMA showed increased 
1 precentral activation in subacute stage; L STG activation important for 
lesion, 1A Word Repetition long-term recovery 
Subcortical 
10 lesions: 1 G, 
controls 2A LH reorganization more effective than RH compensation 
All could 
repeat When LH regions permanently impaired, RH regions were 
single words recruited, but less efficient 
Appendix 1. Table 1. Continued. 
Type Patients 
of or Aphasia 
Citation Imaging Controls Type Task Conclusions/Summary 
7 chronic 
Cao et al. , patients 4A, 1C, 
1999 fMRI and 37 1recW, Silent picture- Repair of LH in combination with RH had better outcome; RH 
controls 1TCS naming only recovered but not complete 
Subset: 
4 patients 
and 24 Silent verb LH activation shifted posterior and away from infarct, often 
controls 3A, 1C generation with decrease in activation 
Some undamaged regions in LH not activated in patients that 
were active in controls 
Heiss et al. , PET 23 4A,6W, Overt word Subcortical and frontal groups had initial RH activity; showed 
1999 (rCBF) patients 58, repetition task improvement and regained L STG at follow-up 
....... 
0> At 2 and 8 5 residual 
c.n weeks 11 aphasia, Temporal group improved in word comprehension; could not 
poststroke controls 2TCS, 1C Rest reactivate L STG at follow-up 
RH areas contribute, if LH regions are destroyed. Efficient 
restoration of language is better if L temporal areas can be 
re-integrated into functional network 
Warburton L inferolateral temporal activation in all but 1 patient; that 
eta!. , 1999 PET 6 chronic 5 stroke; 1 Silent Verb patient had poor performance; 
(rCBF) patients glioma retrieval to 4 patients also had R inferolateral temporal activation 
Rec. or auditory noun 
partially cues All had L dorsolateral frontal activation; 3 also had R 
rec. word dorsolateral frontal ; poor performer had no L dorsolateral 
9 controls retrieval prefrontal cortex activation. 
Patients remained L lateralized; activity was perilesional if 
there was damage to a normally used region 
Recovery of word retrieval after LH damage is dependent on 
perilesional regions and not a laterality shift. 
~ 
(J) 
(J) 
Appendix 1. Table 1. Continued. 
Citation 
Rosen et 
al.,2000 
Zahn et al., 
2004 
Perani et 
al.,2003 
Type Patients 
of or Aphasia 
Type Imaging Controls Task 
PET and 
fMRI 
fMRI 
fMRI 
1 recB; 
2 B with 
Anomia; 1 
6 chronic recA; 1 B; 1 Silent Word-stem 
patients mild B Completion 
Patients selected to have L frontal lesions-
with and without white matter involvement 
7 chronic Large LH Auditory word 
patients lesions comprehension 
Initially G; 
partial 3 tasks: phonetic; 
recovery of semantic and 
compreh. lexical 
14 Conjunction 
controls Analyses 
5 chronic 1 rec fluent, Covert verbal 
patients 1 recW, fluency 
Letters and 
1A. Semantic 
6 controls 1 severe W Category 
1 rec mild 
W (crossed 
aphasia) . 
Conclusions/Summary 
Greater RH frontal recruitment after LH frontal damage; 
interpreted as a loss of active inhibition or competition from L 
IFG. RH activation is likely an inefficient or 'dead end' 
strategy; two most mild patients with good or full recovery 
had the most LH perilesional activation 
Single subject vs. group analyses revealed areas of 
activation that were missed in group analyses 
Activation of L extrasylvian temporal and R posterior parietal 
cortex most consistent; extrasylvian temporal cortex likely 
correlates with recovery of lexical-semantic processing 
'Redundancy Recovery' - compensation can occur in intact 
parts of network areas normally involved in a closely related 
function, despite large LH lesion 
Laterality depended on task for both controls and patients 
Re-activation of dedicated networks important, but may be 
supplemented by contralateral homologues for some 
recovery. Good recovery involved activating LH regions. · 
Some recovery involved LH regions and some RH activation 
Bilateral frontal activation was associated with intermediate 
performance on semantic fluency. Severe patient had 
extensive RH activation during semantic task. 
Crossed aphasic activation of hemisphere 'dominant for 
language' 
Controls had some RH frontal activations and which may be 
involved in normal language function 
Appendix 1. Table 1. Continued . 
Type Patients 
of or Aphasia 
Citation Imaging Controls Type Task Conclusions/Summary 
L anterior Spontaneous Normals activated cortical , subcortical and cerebellar regions 
Blanket al., perisylvian elicited speech; during speech; during propositional speech strong activation 
2003 PET 7 chronic lesions counting aloud in L POp; and decrease in RH homologous region relative to 
(rCBF) patients (POp) and at rest both control conditions 
7 anterior 
12 normal lesions 
controls; without Patients with POp lesions increase activity in R POp for 
patient lesion in propositional speech and counting vs. nonspeech; No lesion 
...... 
controls POp in L POp group had intermediate R POp response 
(j) In patients with POp lesion some LH perisylvian and 
-....J 
extras~lvian regions remained L lateralized 
El icited 
Naeser et DSC- 6 chronic propositional Compared to controls, patients had greater RH activation in 
al., 2004 fMRI patients nonfluent speech homologous RH perisylvian regions 
Potentially maladaptive, since patients still had limited, not 
4 controls (Story Description) full~ recovered seeech outeut 
Patients 
Hillis, et al., had Reperfusion of each of 3 cortical regions (L BA 37, BA 44/45 
2006 87 acute impaired DWI/PWI and BA 22) associated with improvement in oral naming 
DWI/PWI patients naming mismatch; ability 
Identified areas of 
24 had treatment to hypoperfusion 
restore blood flow without permanent 
damage Reperfusion of L BA 37 accounted for most improvement 
Appendix 1. Table 1. Continued. 
Type Patients 
of or Aphasia 
Citation Imaging Controls Type Task Conclusions/Summary 
Poor 
Mimura et Recovery 
al. , 1998 Group n= 
Resting 10: 
SPECT; 20 acute 3Mix, 28, Examined early language recovery 
rCBF patients 4W, 1TCS Resting SPECT (within 1 year) 
At3 
months Good 
and 9 Recovery One slice of 
months Group n= SPECT data Significant correlation between severity of initial language 
Exp. 1 poststroke 10: analyzed deficit and initial LH C8F 
...... 2Mix, 5W, ROis: Frontal, Overall language change in first year correlates with (j) 
CXl 18, 1C, 1G Tern~. Occ, Thai. functional recove!:Y in the dominant hemis~here 
Poor 
Recovery 
Group n= 
At 7 years 16 chronic 8: ?Mix, Mean LH CBF at 7 years poststroke did not differ between 
Exp.2 poststroke patients 1W Resting SPECT good/poor recovery 
Good 
Recovery Mean RH C8F increased to levels of controls in good 
Group n= One slice of recovery group and was higher than poor recovery group (RH 
8: 3W, SPECT data thalamic and frontal regions); contralesional hemisphere 
4Mix, 18 analyzed indicated in long-term recovery 
Age-
matched ROis: Frontal, Mean in LH frontal regions also higher in good recovery 
controls Temp, Occ, Thai group. Hypoperfusion in LH except L frontal. 
Annendix 1. T;:lble 1. Continued 
Type Patients 
of or Aphasia 
Citation Imaging Controls Type Task Conclusions/Summary 
Warren et al., 
2009 24 16 without Auditorily 
PET chronic lesion in L presented During comprehension L ATL showed positive connections to 
(rCBF) patients ATL; narrative speech L anterior basal-temporal cortex, L IFG, and R ATL 
maximal 
Functional lesion in Patients had disruption between Land R ATL; Deficits in aud. 
Connect- posterior Control: reverse comprehension of single words and sentences correlated 
ivity STC speech with degree of disruption of L - R ATL connectivity 
Examined Patients with preserved connectivity had better receptive 
11 language language function; also showed greater than normal L IFG 
........ controls comprehension activity 
0) 
<0 
ROI analy:ses Patients had altered local and Eathway:level function 
Postman-
Caucheteux Perilesional and contralesional activation seen for all trials. 
et al., 2010 3 chronic partially Correct vs. Incorrect trial analysis revealed RH response 
fMRI patients recovered Overt naming were associated with incorrect responses 
4 age- Single trial, RH may be active in chronic aphasia, and RH response may 
matched continuous be important for poorly recovered patients, but less so for 
controls 2A, 1C scanning those with better recovery 
RH activation not necessarily source of errors. Analysis of 
patients selected to other variables (Age of Acquisition and number of alternative 
have sufficient errors 53-76% correct names) suggests that RH activation may represent an 
to examine correct and responses during increased, but less effective search and selection process 
incorrect naming scanning recruited when LH areas are insufficient 
....... 
-....J 
0 
Appendix 1. Table 1. Continued. 
Citation 
Fridriksson et 
~~.2010 
Van Oers et 
al., 2010 
Type 
of 
Imaging 
fMRI 
.structural 
fMRI 
Breath-
hold 
paradigm 
At2 
months 
and 1 
years 
poststroke 
Patients 
or 
Controls 
13 
chronic 
patients 
9 
controls 
13 
chronic 
patients 
13 
healthy 
controls 
Aphasia 
Type 
Wide range 
Severity 
Various 
lesions 
3 rec 
patients 
5A,4B,1W 
Task 
Overt naming with 
sparse imaging 
technique 
Lesion-deficit 
analysis 
3 tasks: Picture-
word matching; 
Semantic decision 
(required button 
press); Silent verb 
generation 
Behavioral data 
obtained just 
before scanning 
Breath-hold 
paradigm 
Conclusions!Summary 
Poor naming predicted by damage to L STG; however the 
location was in center of MCA territory, often damaged; may 
reflect relationship between larger lesions and more severe 
anomia; non-significant when overall lesion size taken into 
account 
LH activation positively correlated with anomia severity 
Maintained function is supported by lesioned hemisphere and 
compensation mediated by preserved posterior and anterior 
cortical areas (Cortical map expansion) 
Single case studies may be necessary to explore the idea of 
cortical map expansion (perilesional areas) 
3 participants could not do silent verb generation task; 1 
participant could not do semantic decision task 
The different language tasks activated largely similar areas 
Recovery of naming correlated with number of activated 
voxels in L IFG (sem. decision and verb generation). 
Recovery (Token Test) correlated with the number of 
activated voxels in both Land R IFG (sem. decision and verb 
generation) 
Better language performance at >1 year poststroke related to 
higher LH activation than RH 
No correlation between LH or RH activation and task 
performance during scanning. Ceiling effects for some 
patients on all tasks may have masked such a correlation. 
Patients had a similar hemodynamic response to controls. 
Altered cerebrovascular reactivity an unlikely confound. 
Appendix 1. Table 2. Functional neuroimaging studies with aphasia patients suggesting RH areas are important for recovery. 
Type Patients 
of or Aphasia 
Citation Imaging Controls Type Task Conclusions/Summar:t 
Papanicol- Cortical 
aou et al. , Evoked 21 chronic Auditory dichotic 
1988 Potent. patients listening RH participates in re-organization of function 
15 
patients 
RH stroke; 
17 
f 
controls 
Rest; Si lent verb 
6 chronic generation; Silent 
Weil ler et PET patients; repetition of R STG, inferior premotor, and lateral prefrontal (homotopic 
al., 1995 (rCBF) 6 controls 6W pseudowords to language regions) · 
...... Compare non-
....... 
...... lexical 
phonological with 
lexical-semantic LH frontal and RH perisylvian regions activated 
processing (compensatory, as part of a pre-existing bilateral network) 
Buckner 
et al. , PET nonfluent, Word-stem Patient used RH homologue to perform the task. RH had 
1996 (rCBF) 1 patient mildB completion some, not full compensational ability for speech output 
16 
controls 
Ohyama 16 acute/ Auditory single Increase in contralesional (homologous, RH) regions in 
et al., PET subacute 1-4 months word repetition; patients greater than controls suggesting importance of 
1996 (rCBF) patients poststroke resting ; counting these regions 
10 fluent; 6 
nonfluent; 
range of Recruitment of undamaged posterior inferior frontal regions 
WABAQ for spontaneous speech (single word repetition) in nonfluent 
6 controls scores a~hasia ~atients 
Appendix 1. Table 2. Continued. 
Type Patients 
of or Aphasia 
Citation Imaging Controls Type Task Conclusions/Summary 
Language 
comprehension Correlation between training with improved comprehension 
Musso et PET 4 chronic 4 partially during short-term on tasks outside of scanner and increased R STG and L 
al. , 1999 {rCBF) patients recW training precuneus 
Also included other areas related to language processing in 
12 scan normal conditions, and perilesional areas in a few 
sessions ~artici~ants 
Language 
comprehension 
1 acute simple reading 
Thulborn (within 3 task; yes/no Immediate shift to RH in acute stage; increased RH activity 
et al., days); exp. button press and with rapid recovery and continued R lateral ization at 6 
1999 fMRI 2 patients Aphasia rest condition months; still had some word-finding difficulties 
....... 1 W; Temp . 
-....! 
I\) lobe 
epilepsy 
(CHI); 
Before, surgery 
and at 3 resulted in 
months posterior Patient 2 recovery from W's aphasia also showed R shift in 
And 9 stroke lateralization up to 9 months poststroke; 
months 6 controls {STG) Controls showed L lateralized activity 
Gold and Patient showed activation in homologous RH regions 
Kertesz, 1 chronic Semantic Task; recru ited in literature with similar tasks; similar homologous 
2000 fMRI patient 1G Triads regions to control 
Semantic 
processing 
of visual Increase in RH regions overtime, allowed some 
words Orthographic compensation for LH damage; neural regions supporting 
relatively Task; Decide if the restitution of language may be specific to specific 
1 Control preserved spel ling is correct processes: comprehension may differ from speech output 
Appendix 1. Table 2. Continued. 
Type Patients 
of or 
Citation Imaging Controls 
Kim et al. 
2002 fMRI 6 patients 
...... Mean 14.8 
-.....1 months V) 
poststroke 
Blasi et 8 chronic 
al. , 2002 fMRI patients 
14 age-
matched 
controls 
Aphasia 
Type 
3 G recto 
motor 
aphasia ; 3 
motor 
aphasia 
3BG 
subcortical; 
2MCA 
territory; 1 
epilepsy, 
surgical 
resection 
recovered 
patients 
3TM; 2A; 1B 
Task 
Silent; Block 
Design 
Audit. Sent. 
Completion-
related verb 
Silent Word Stem 
Completion 
Conclusions/Summary 
RH contributes to recovery; Shift to RH is dependent on 
lesion location 
Subcortical recruited bilateral frontal and RH subcortical 
activation; 
Cortical lesion recruited contralateral homologue regions 
RH is compensatory for word retrieval; when necessary, 
RH is modulated (shows a decrement with practice) similar 
to what is seen in the LH of controls 
L frontal damage results in changes in both ipsilesional and 
contralesional occipital cortex and contralesional (RH) 
frontal cortex 
Patients with highest performance/smallest frontal lesion 
had highest overall performance on word stem completion. 
The presence of perilesional activity correlated with higher 
recovery/performance 
...... 
· ---.I 
~ 
Appendix 1. Table 2. Continued. 
Citation 
Abo et 
al., 2004 
Sharp et 
al.,2004 
Type Patients 
of or 
Imaging Controls 
2 chronic 
fMRI patients 
6 controls 
PET 9 chronic 
(rCBF) patients 
18 age-
matched 
controls 
Aphasia 
Type 
1 sevB, 1W 
Mild 
aphasia ; 
Most 
overlap in 
.lesion site 
in L STG; All 
had intact L 
inferior 
temporal 
region 
Task 
Auditory single 
word repetition; 
rest 
Auditory semantic 
decision 
Decide which 
words had same 
number of 
syllables 
Controls heard 
regular and 
degraded speech 
Conclusions/Summary 
Activation of RH only during repetition 
Bilateral activation in controls 
L anterior fusiform is involved in semantic processing of 
heard words and is sensitive to the quality of input (in 
normals). R inferior temporal region supports semantic 
processing after L temporal infarct 
Appendix 1. Table 3. Studies with aphasia patients that examined functional brain activation before and after therapy. 
Type Patients 
of or Aphasia 
Citation Imaging Controls Type Task Conclusions/Summary 
Visually 
Small et Recovered presented 
al., 1998 speech sentences 
output; with corresponds to 
reading pictures (Token 
1 chronic difficulty; test; with T1 and T2: activation in L BA 39 
fMRI patient dyslexic colored shapes) T3 some remaining L BA 39; with shift to L BA 18 
T1: 0 days; 
T2: 14 days Teacher-
pre-therapy assisted 
T3:38 Therapy-
days, Learning of 
~ immed. grapheme to 
-.....j post- phoneme Noted decrease of R MTG overtime; deactivation of RH to (]1 
thera~~ correspondence LH ma~ be im~ortant for successful recove!Y 
Leger et Improved naming after therapy. 
al.,2002 1 chronic Whispered Pattern of activation became more like controls, included LH 
fMRI patient C/Mixed Naming perilesional areas after therapy. 
Before and 
after 6 Education picture-word L Broca's and L SMG, reflecting a training-induced 
therapy controls matched rhyming phonological strategy for naming. 
Intensive 
Naming 
Therapy 
1 hour/day, 6 
days/week, 
for 6 weeks 
Appendix 1. Table 3. Continued. 
Citation 
Cornelissen 
etal.,2003 
Peck et al., 
2004 
Type 
of 
Imaging 
MEG 
Pre, at 2 
weeks, and 
4 weeks 
post 
fMRI 
Patients 
or 
Controls 
3 
chronic 
3 
chronic 
patients 
1 patient 
had 3 
strokes 
3 
controls 
Aphasia 
Type 
Anomie 
Task 
Naming 
Naming 
Training 
(3 weeks) 
Behavioral 
testing up to 5 
months post 
training 
ER design; 
Auditorily 
presented 
Overt category 
member 
generation 
Examined time-
to-peak (TTP) 
2 patients Intention treatment; 1 
patient Attention treatment 
8 weeks of therapy 
Conclusions/Summary 
All patients showed improvement on naming 
Training induced changes in L Inferior parietal. 
No evidence of increased RH participation after training. 
Changes in TTP of hemodynamic response after therapy in R 
Pre-SMA, R Broca's homologue; motor and auditory cortices 
Patients became similar to controls (processing speed); 
increased 
TTP in auditory and motor cortices decreased after 
rehabilitation 
Appendix 1. Table 3. Continued. 
Type Patients 
of or Aphasia 
Citation Imaging Controls Type Task Conclusions/Summa!l: 
Crosson et 2 
al.,2005 chronic Nonfluent with P1 benefited from Intention treatment, but not Attention fMRI patients mild Anomia ER design treatment; P2 benefited from both. 
Before and Overt category 
After P1 subcortical word generation; Patterns of neuroplasticity may vary between patients 
therapy lesion visual fixation depending on lesion site 
Two treatments: 
Intention 
treatment to P1 pre-SMA shifted from LH lateraized to equal LH and RH 
shift intention and frontal activity became strongly R lateralized. 
and language 
...... product. to RH; P2 Pre- treatment, R lateralized for both pre-SMA and frontal 
...... P2 cortical Attention regions; Post treatment, reduced R frontal activation, still R 
...... 
lesion treatment lateralized; Pre-SMA no longer R lateralized 
Both patients demonstrated increased activity in posterior 
perisylvian cortex after therapy; P1 no clear lateralization; P2 
LH lateralized 
Overt oral 
Cherney reading and 
and Small, passive 
2006 2 audiovisual 
chronic story-
fMRI patients 2B comprehension 
24 sessions of 
multisensory 
training 
Pre, at 14 (production, 
and 21 auditory and 
months reading Brain responses are affected by individual variability and 
~oststroke controls com~ehension} de~end on lesion site, size, intervention and fMRI task 
...... 
-....! 
OJ 
Appendix 1. Table 3. Continued. 
Citation 
Rochon et 
al.,2006 
Hillis et al., 
2006 
Type 
of 
Imaging 
fMRI 
Patients: 
Before and 
after 
treatment 
Controls: 3 
months 
apart 
DWIIPWI 
Perfusion 
Imaging 
Patients 
or 
Controls 
7 
patients 
controls 
87 
Patients 
with 
impaired 
Aphasia 
Type 
4 nonfluent 
3 fluent 
Education 
matched 
Task 
Phonological 
and semantic 
decision task 
Phonological 
treatment for 
anomia 
naming Naming 
Acute 
LH 
stroke 
Subset of 24 patients had 
intervention to restore 
blood flow to ischemic 
areas 
Conclusions/Summary 
4 patients improved; 3 did not 
Preliminary analysis of 1 patient; greater RH temporal 
activation before treatment; LH frontal and parietal and 
greater perilesional after treatment 
1 Control, no change in activation (reliable from T1 to T2) 
Identify regions of hypoperfusion; improvement in naming 
correlated to either natural reperfusion or interventional 
reperfusion of dysfunction, but not completely destroyed LH 
regions 
BA 37 is critical to improved naming; BA 44/45 and BA 22 
associated with improved oral naming 
Cannot be due to reorganization of structure-function 
relationship 
Appendix 1. Table 3. Continued. 
Type Patients 
of or Aphasia 
Citation Imaging Controls Type Task Conclusions/Summary 
Fridriksson Overt speech, 
et al., 2006 sparse 
3 chronic sampling; 2 s 2 patients showed increased perilesional (LH) activation and 
fMRI patients 2 B, 1 A response time some RH activation with improvement after treatment 
trained and 
3 baseline untrained items; 
and post- 1 -severe Single subject Patient with stereotypies had poor naming treatment 
_.. 
treatment AOS; analyses outcome; WM lesion extensive (compatible with severity of 
-....! 
<D fMRI 2 controls stereotypies conducted speech output) 
2 weeks 
Intensive 
Anomia 
Treatment 
(object naming) 
Wierenga Nonfluent Sentence 
etal.,2006 fMRI 2 patients aphasia Generation Treatment in P1 generalized to other tasks, but not in P2 
Syntactic 
Mapping 
Treatment P1 showed more LH activity post- treatment 
P2 showed 'more efficient use' of areas already engaged 
re-treatment 
Appendix 1. Table 3. Continued. 
Type Patients 
of or Aphasia 
Citation Imaging Controls Type Task Conclusions/Summar~ 
Moderate to 
Breier et severe 
al.,2006 5 chronic aphasia Spoken word Responders had greater activation in L and R posterior 
MEG patients (WAB) recognition task regions prior to therapy than Non-responders 
Constraint-
Before and Induced 
after Language Responders had an in crease in activity in RH anterior and 
thera12y: Therapy posterior regions after therapy 
Fridriksson Overt naming, In the 2 B patients there was an increase in precuneus 
et al. , 2007 fMRI sparse sampling activation, bilaterally after treatment 
2 baseline Phonological 
....... 
fMRI before and semantic 
CXl and after treatments 0 
each 1 wklfive 2 hr In 1 C aphasia patient had ho change in naming, but the 
treatment treatment number of attempts were reduced along with a steady 
phase (6 3 chronic sessions for decrease in naming errors; with increased activity in the R 
sessions) patients 1 c. 2 B each treatment entorhinal cortex. 
Both patients benefited from training, with no generalization 
to untrained items; likely 2 different processes contributing to 
improved naming- LH perilesional activity in P1 and RH 
homologous regions in P2 
Vitali et al., Severe After training both showed activation in SMG, L IPL, L PTr in 2 chronic phonological ER, overt picture P1, and R PTr in P2 (more extensive lesion); and L 2007 fMRI patients anomia naming precuneus for P1 and R precuneus for P2 
1 had CHI 
followed by 
stroke and 1 
stroke; P1 also had post- tra ining activity in L anterior insula, L MTG, 
Both Phonological L TOJ and R hippocampal gyrus; P2 also had post-training 
nonfluent cueing training activit::t in L MFG and L SFG 
Appendix 1. Table 3. Continued. 
Type Patients 
of or Aphasia 
Citation Imaging Controls Type Task Conclusions/Summa~ 
2 8, 1 AOS, 
Raboyeau 3C, 4A; all 
etal. , 2008 had some Intensive 
10 chronic naming language. 
PET, rCBF patients deficit training Naming improved with training in all participants 
Foreign Changes in rCBF in R insular and R IFG (SA 45/46/47) both 
20 Education language groups; and in BA 24; Decreases in precuneus and posterior 
controls matched training parietal cortex (DMN) 
Conjunction RH activation could reflect neural correlates of lexical 
analysis learning seen in the controls 
~ Similar regions involved in word retrieval learning in both (X) 
~ groups 
Patients showed higher activation in BA 11 and BA 10 
Richter, Silent word Activation within RH predicts therapy success; change 
Miltner & reading and (decrease) in RH activation correlated with improvement in 
Straube, 16 chronic word-stem behavior; an increase in RH activation correlated with poor 
2008 fMRI patients 78,7A, 2G completion behavior 
Constraint-
Induced Activation in LH perilesional regions was not associated with 
Aphasia therapy success- (grouped data and heterogeneous lesion 
8 controls Therapy (2 wk) sites) 
ROis: R IFG and 
precentral; 
perilesional 
regions; 
grou~ed data Controls activated bilateral distributed neural network 
Appendix 1. Table 3. Continued. 
Type Patients 
of or Aphasia 
Citation Imaging Controls Type Task Conclusions/Summary 
Varied MEG defined dysfunctional perilesional areas (slow-wave 
Meinzer et 11 chronic lesion site, activity prior to training); RH homologues (to lesion) and 
al. , 2008 fMRI patients size Overt naming homologues to the MEG-defined regions were examined 
Short-term, 10 
day intensive 
group language Improved picture naming from pre- to post- therapy; and 
MEG study 2W, 7B, 1G training decreased aphasia severity for 8/11 patients 
Before and 1 Improvement of language function related to increased 
after unclassified functional activity within perilesional areas that showed slow-
....... therapy aphasia wave activity (X) 
N Other areas outside these regions increased activity but were 
not correlated to improved language function 
Impact of perilesional recovery might be underestimated in 
other studies because overlap of lesions with different size 
and location would reduce detection power 
Aud . presented 
Brier et al., moderate to word; Covert 
2009 severe recognition Three groups: Responders, Non-responders and Lost-
aphasia; memory task; Response. 
23 chronic WABAQ 57 Raise finger for Although RH might support recovery of language function, 
MEG patients +- 17 recognition this recovery may not be stable. 
3 weeks 
before, 
immed. Constraint-
and 3 induced 
months languge Some participation of perilesional areas of the LH may be 
after therapy (CIL T) necessary for stable behavioral response 
Appendix 1. Table 3. Continued. 
Type Patients 
of or 
Citation Imaging Controls 
Menke et 
al.,2009 
8 chronic 
fMRI patients 
Before, 
immed. 
...... after and 
(X) 8 months 9 age-v.> 
after matched 
therapy controls 
Short-term: prior to, and 
immediately after 
therapy 
Long-term: eight 
months post-training 
Controls 
at 2 week 
interval 
Aphasia 
Type 
Moderate to 
severe word 
finding 
difficulties 
(Anomia) 
Task 
Overt naming; 
ER design 
Intensive 
Language 
Therapy 
(Anomia); 
3 days/wk for 2 
wks 
Conclusions/Summary 
Short-term treatment success predicted by increased bilateral 
hippocampal formation activation, R precuneus and cingulate 
gyrus, bilateral fusiform activation 
Long-term success best predicted by increase in R 
Wernicke's homologue and perilesiohal temporal areas 
Recovery is a dynamic process that includes memory, 
attention and multimodal integration for initial learning and 
success 
Appendix 1. Table 3. Continued. 
Type Patients 
of or Aphasia 
Citation Imaging Controls Type Task Conclusions/Summary 
Rhyme 
Rochon et judgment task 
al.,2010 (phonol. 
processing); Results in healthy controls were stable activations over time; 
fMRI 2 patients 1 B, 1M button press bilateral regions activated 
Before; 
7 months 2 patients 
after (P1 ); did NOT Semantic 
3 months receive judgment task; Treated patients had greater LH than RH activation; improved 
after (P2) treatment 1 W, 1 A button press naming associated with greater perilesional activity 
2 sessions Control tasks- One untreated patient had no significant changes in 
~ offMRI judge size; activation at second scan; The other showed changes in (X) 
~ each time <75% on fixation (button activation on the second scan for the semantic task, not 
point 10 controls BNT press required) associated with any improvement in naming 
Phonological 
Components 
Analysis {PCA) 
treatment 
Fridriksson, 11 A, 10 B, Increased activation in LH regions (parietal, premotor and 
2010 26 chronic 3 C, 1 W, 1 Overt Naming, superior portion of Broca's area) is associated with improved 
fMRI patients TCM Sparse sampling naming after treatment 
6 
sessions: Anomia 
2 before; Treatment Examined structural damage (lesion overlap) and functional 
2 >8 Mo. 2 wk/3 hr per change to predict response to anomia treatment (VLSM); 
between; Poststroke day Change in naming and structural damage on T2-MRI 
2 after Damage to post L middle temporal lobe (BA 37 and 39) were 
treatment less likely to show improvement 
Appendix 2. Extent of lesion for each patient for each cortical and subcortical neuroanatomical region. 
Pre motor 
PVWM PVWM PVWM Broca's Cortex at 
Years Anterior Middle Posterior Mean Area level of 
Patient Poststroke MScF 1/3 1/3 1/3 PVWM (BA45/44) POp 
P1 1 Yr. 3 Mo. 0 4 4 2.75 3.58 4 5 
P2 5 Yr. 11 Mo. 1.5 2.5 2.5 3 2.67 4.5 5 
P3 9 Yr. 9 Mo. 0 4 4 4 4.00 1.5 4 
P4 1 Yr. 3 Mo. 0 2 3 2 2.33 0 0 
P5 3 Yr. 9 Mo. 2 3.5 4.5 2 3.33 1 4 
P6 15 Yr. 11 Mo. 2.5 4 5 5 4.67 5 5 
P7 1 Yr. 11 Mo. 2 4.75 5 3.5 4.42 3.75 4.8 
->. P8 5 Yr. 5 Mo. 3 4.75 4.8 4.75 4.77 4 5 00 
c.n P9 9 Yr. 1Mo. 4.2 5 5 2 4.00 3.25 4.5 
P10 7 Yr. 3 Mo. 3.5 4.8 5 4.5 4.77 4 5 
P11 6 Yr. 7 Mo. 1 4 4.5 5 4.50 2.75 4 
P12 1 Yr. 2.5 4.75 4.75 3 4.17 2 2 
P13 9 Yr. 9 Mo. 2.5 3.5 4 3.75 3.75 3 3 
P14 3 Yr. 4 Mo. 0 2 2.75 4 2.92 0 3.5 
P15 15 Yr. 4.5 5 5 4.5 4.83 5 5 
P16 11 Yr. 3 Mo. 3 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.50 1 3 
P17 9 Yr. 5 Mo. 3 5 5 4.5 4.83 4.8 5 
P18 8 Yr. 2 Mo. 4 4.75 4.75 3.75 4.42 1 3 
P19 1 Yr. 10 Mo. 2 4 3.7 4.5 4.07 4.5 5 
P20 2 Yr. 8 Mo. 3 3.25 3 2.75 3.00 4.5 5 
P21 2 Yr. 8 Mo. 4.8 5 5 4.8 4.93 4.8 5 
Appendix 2. Continued. 
Motor Sensorx: 
Mean Mean 
Years across 5 across 
Patient Poststroke Slice1 Slice2 Slice3 Slice4 SliceS sl ices Slice1 Sl ice2 Sl ice3 Slice4 SliceS 5 slices 
P1 1 Yr. 3 Mo. 5 5 4 2 0 3.20 3.8 3.75 1 0 0 1.71 
5 Yr. 
P2 11 Mo. 3.75 3.5 0 0 0 1.45 4 3.75 2.5 2 0 2.45 
P3 9 Yr. 9 Mo. 4.8 4 4 4 0 3.36 4.8 3.5 3 3.5 0 2.96 
P4 1 Yr. 3 Mo. 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 
P5 3 Yr. 9 Mo. 2 0 0 0 0 o:4o 2 0 0 0 0 0.40 
15 Yr. 
P6 11 Mo. 4 2 2.5 0 1.90 3.5 2.5 2.5 2 0 2.10 
1 Yr. 
P7 11 Mo. 4.8 5 5 3.5 0 3.66 5 5 5 3.75 0 3.75 
....... 
P8 5 Yr. 5 Mo. 5 4 4.5 3.5 0 3.40 5 4 3.25 2.5 0 2.95 
co P9 9 Yr. 1 Mo. 4 4 3.5 2 0 2.70 4 4 3.5 4 0 3.10 0> 
P10 7 Yr. 3 Mo. 5 5 5 5 5 5.00 5 5 5 5 5 5.00 
P11 6 Yr. 7 Mo. 4.5 4 2.75 3.5 0 2.95 4.8 4 3.5 2.5 0 2.96 
P12 1 Yr. 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 
P13 9Yr. 9 Mo. 2 2 0 0 0 0.80 4 4 4.5 2.5 0 3.00 
P14 3 Yr. 4 Mo. 5 5 4 2 0 3.20 4 3 3.75 2 0 2.55 
P15 15 Yr. 5 5 5 5 3 4.60 5 5 5 5 4 4.8 
11 Yr. 
P16 3Mo. 2 1 0 1 0 0.80 2 3 2 1 0 1.60 
P17 9 Yr. 5 Mo. 5 4.5 3.5 0 2.80 4 2 1 0 0 1.40 
P18 8 Yr. 2 Mo. 3 4 4 3 2 3.20 3 4 4 3 2 3.20 
1 Yr. 
P19 10 Mo. 4.8 4.8 4.75 2 0 3.27 4.8 4.8 4 1.5 0 3.02 
P20 2 Yr. 8 Mo. 5 4.5 4.8 4.5 4.8 4.72 5 4.5 3.75 2 0 3.05 
P21 2 Yr. 8 Mo. 4.8 4 3 2.5 0 2.86 4.8 2.5 0 0 0 1.46 
Appendix 2. Continued. 
Anterior Middle Anterior 
Years Supramarginal Angular Wernicke's Temporal Temporal Temporal 
Patient Poststroke Gyrus Gyrus Area Isthmus (BA 21/37) Lobe 
P1 1 Yr. 3 Mo. 1.5 0 3.7 2.5 0 1 
P2 5 Yr. 11 Mo. 5 4.5 5 4 4.75 5 
P3 9 Yr. 9 Mo. 1 0 0 0 0 0 
P4 1 Yr. 3 Mo. 0 0 0 0 
P5 3 Yr. 9 Mo. 0 3.75 2 3.5 3.5 
P6 15 Yr. 11 Mo. 4.5 2.5 5 3 1.5 4.8 
. P7 1 Yr. 11 Mo . 1 1 2 2 0 0 
P8 5 Yr. 5 Mo. 4 2.5 4.5 4.5 2 5 
~ P9 9 Yr. 1Mo. 3.75 4.5 4.5 2.75 3.5 2 
(X) P10 7 Yr. 3 Mo. 5 3.75 5 3 4 4 
-.....1 
P11 6 Yr. 7 Mo. 4 4.5 4.8 5 4.5 5 
P12 1 Yr. 1 0 4.5 2 3.6 3.25 
P13 9 Yr. 9 Mo. 3.5 0 3 4 2 2 
P14 3 Yr. 4 Mo. 4.5 4 4.85 3 4 0 
P15 15 Yr. 5 5 5 5 5 5 
P16 11 Yr. 3 Mo. 4.75 2 2 3 1 0 
P17 9Yr. 5 Mo. 3.5 0 5 5 3.75 5 
P18 8 Yr. 2 Mo. 2.5 1 0 4 0 0 
P19 1 Yr. 10 Mo. 4.9 4.5 4.25 1.5 2 2 
P20 2 Yr. 8 Mo. 3 3.75 4.5 2.5 3.5 2 
P21 2 Yr. 8 Mo. 4.85 3.5 5 5 4.8 4.8 
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